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ABSTRACT

Anorexia and cachexia are prevalent problems in palliative cancei patients. To
date, however, the majority of mearch related to these issues has been biomedical in
nature. While this line of inquiry has produced important information regarding the
pathophysioiogy and clinical management of cancer maInutrition, littie is known about
the experience of nutritionai care nom the perspective of patients, families, and health
care providers. The minimal litmature that exists on this topic suggests that these key
stakeholders may hold divergent views about what constitutes appropnate nutritional care

in the face of advanced disease, and that this divergence results in conflict among and
between these parties. However, the concepts relevant to this dynamic are poorly
understood and conceptually underdevelopd. Therefore, the grounded theory approach
to data collection and analysis was used to develop a beginning substantive theory aimed

at uncovering the social processes inherent in patient, family and health care provider
interaction around the issue of nutritional care.

Data were wllected, by means of the conversational intewiew, participant
observation, and chart review, fiom 13 cancer patients receiving in-hospital palliative

care, 13 family mernbers, 11 health care providers delivering in-hospital palliative care,

and 1O bereaved family members. The basic psychosocial problem uncovered in the data
was family members' needs to balance the means and goals of nutritional care while

simultaneousIy meeting their own needs and goals related to the provision of this care.
The unifLing theme of "doingwhat's bestn integrated the major categories into the key

analytic mode1 in this study. "Doing what'sn best representî a continuum of behaviors

and strategies, and includes the sub-processes of "fightingback: it's best to eatn;
"pseudo-mendering:holding on while letting go";and "lettingnature take its course:
it's bea not to eat-"The extent to which family members embrace a particular su*b

process andor might move back and forth among them is a complex process involving
many factors related to the patient, family member, health care provider, and the wntext
in which the interaction about nutritional care takes place.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

This purpose of this introductory chapter is to: i) outiine the purpose of the
study; ii) provide rationale supporting the need for the study; ii) identiQ the research

questions addressed in the study; iii) articulate the assimiptions underpinning the research
and; iv) provide definitions of the concepts related to nutritionai care in advanced cancer

as they appear in the empincal and practice-based literature.
Statement of the Problem
Anorexia, weight loss and malnutxitior. are prevalent symptoms in individuals
with terminal cancer (Bruera & Neumann, 1998). It is estimated that these physically and

emotionally devastating problems occur in upwards of eighty per cent of this patient
population prior to death (Walker & Bniera, 1998). horexia and weight loss are
reporteci to be salient cues of disease progression for both family members and health
care providers. For families, these symptoms are seen as a certain sign of impending

death and constitute a source of considerable anxiety (MacDonald, Alexander, & Bruera,
1995). As a result, f d y members fiequently expend much energy in preparing food,

and encouraging the individual with cancer to eat When these efforts fail f d y
members become increasingly h û a t e d , angry, and distressed (Holdea, 1991).
For clinicians, the presence of anorexia and weigbt loss in cancer patients serve
as poor prognostic indicators (Costa, Lane, Vincent, & Siebold, 1980; Lindsey, Piper, &
Stotts, 1982). The clinical coasequences of malnutrition have been widely reported in

the Iiterahire and Uiclude a reduced fesponse to anti-neoplastic dnigs, decreased tolerance
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to radiation and chemotherapy (DeWys, Begg, & Lavin, 1980), increased rates of
perïoperative complications (Smale, Mullen, Buzby & Rosato, 1981). poor performance
status (Bozzetti, Amadori, & Bruera, et al. 1996), increased symptom distress, and
decreased survival (Bmera & MacDonald, 1988). These fhdings have prompted
researchers to try and identiQ phamiacological and nutritional interventions to manage
the problem of cancer related malnutrition. Unfortunately, the empirical literature
documents that aggressive oral, enteral, and parenteral nutritional do not circumvent

weight loss in advanced cancer patients, increase SuTvival (DeWys, Begg, & Lavin, 1980;
Nixon, Moffit, & Lawson & Ansley, 1981; Sharnberger, Brennan, Goodgame et al.,

1984) or improve quality of life @ruera & Fainsinger, 1995; Koretz. 1984). Thaefore,
the identification of nutritional interventions resulting in improved life expectancy and

quality of life for tenninal cancer patients have yet to be realized.
There is some evidence in the literature to suggest that terminaily ili cancer
patients tend to be less concerned about their lack of appetite, than about symptoms

such as pain, breathing difficulties, and weakness (Holden, 1991). Moreover, qualitative
interviews with temiinally ili anorexic cancer patients suggest that they would prefer
family members be less concemeci about their nutritional intake (Holden, 1991).

Unrelenthg attempts to get the patient to "eat something" have been reporteci as a source

of conflict between terminally ill cancer patients and their f d y caregivers in the
palliative care iiterature (Holden, 1991). PaUiative care clhicians concur that "family

members can sornetimes make mealtimes a battle ground when they strenuously force
food, ali with the best intentions, on their anorexic family mernber walker & Bmera,

3
1998, p.7)."

Issues related to nutritional care may also be a source of conflict between family
members and health care providers. Health care providers working with palliative cancer
patients are limited in the scope of interventions they can readiiy offer in response to the
problem of malnutrition and wasting. Chicians may thus direct their energies toward the
management of symptoms that are more responsive to amelioration. However, the

direction of minimal attention to nutritionai issues by health care providen may be
misunderstood by family members of advanced cancer patients. Atwood (1978)
suggested that when an individual is admitted to a hospital setting, family members
expect health care providm to attend both to the professional care needs that prompted

admission, and the needs that the family atîended to at home, nich as nutrition. When
health care providers engage in what Atwood (1978) has termed the "selective neglectw
of certain care behavion, conflict between health care providen and family membn
may ensue.

Patients, families, and health care providers are collectively involved in issues
related to managing nutritional care in advanced illness. Patients directly experience the
symptoms of anorexia and cachexia, and are the recipients of the care designed to palliate
these symptoms. Family members witness the physical deterioration and syrnptom
distress of the patient and suffer vicariously in the process (Turner, 1992; Kristjanson,
1986; Kristjanson, 1989a). They also obsave the actions of health care providers in

response to the occurrence of anorexia and weight loss. In so doing, families receive and
evaluate the patient's care in t a m s of their expectations and perceptions about that care
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(Kristjanson, 1991; Kristjanson, Sloan, Dudgeoo, & Adaskin, 1996). Health care
providers are charged with the responsïbility of assessing the patient's status and charting

the rnost appropriate course of action. However, their planned interventions related to

nutritional care may be at odds with the treatment decisions deemed optimal by family
membea. That is, incongruence may exist between health care providers and family
members with respect to what constitutes appropriate nutritional care in the palliative
care context.
These différences in perception may result in conflict between the patient, family,
and health care provider triad, and famüy member dissatisfaction with care. Unresolved

issues about nutritional care may resuit in food becoming a focal point for the familyy

and as such, have the potential to interfkre with important grief work for family
members (Gdagher-Allred, 1988; Kemp, 1999). This potential sequella is troublesome,
given that watisfactory care experiences have been liaked to the deterioration of hedth
in family members of palliative cancer patients (Kristjanson, Sloan, Dudgeon, &

Adaskin, 1996).

Despite the apparent penasiveness of this emotionaiiy charged and often
confiict-laden aspect of palliative car% the expaience of nutritional care fkom the
perspective of patients, families and health care providers is not weli understood. Much
of the research attention related to nutritional issues in palliative care has focused on
delineating the mechanisms of cachexia, pharmawlogical treatment of anorexia and

chronic nausea, and evaluating the effits oforal, e n t d and parenteral nutrition. While
these lines of biomedical inquiry have produced important information related to the
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pathophysiology and treatment of cancer anorexia-cachexia, they are but one pathway to
knowledge about this issue (McClemeat & Wwdgate, 1997). People's interpretations of
a situation are influenced by their social interactions with 0th-

and the socio-cultural

environment in which they exist (Klehman, 1988). An altemative to the biomedical
mode1 of inquiry is required if the area of nutritionai care in advanceci cancer is to be
fully understood. A research approach that contexhiatized the highly personal nature of

the nutritional Gare experience, emphasized intentionality and the conscious construction

of rneaning, and acknow1edge.d the socio-culturai dimensions in which these experiences
are embedded appeared warranted; hence the need for this study.

Research Questions
Grounded theory methodology was used to examine the issue of nutritional care

in the palliative cancer context. Rationale for selection of this particular approach, and a
more thorough discussion of the grounded th-

method is presented in Cbapter Three.

The type of methodology used for the study is necessarily intmduced at this point,

because the method bore directly on the initial type of research question asked, and the
way in which it evolved over time.

The aim of using the grounded theory method is to develop theory (Stem, 1980).

An inherent assumption in using the grounded theory approach to study a phenornaion is
that the concepts relevant to the phenomenon are either poorly undetstood, conceptually
underdeveloped, or have yet to be identified (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The question or
series of questions posed by the researcher thaefore must provide both the flexibility and
fieedom to explore a phenomenon in depth (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
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The nature of grounded theory methodology challenges the researcher to staxt
with a research question that is at once neither too broad nor too narrow in its

exploration of a phenomenon, while king oriented toward action and process (Creswell,
1994). Research questions are subsequently honed and refined as data is generated and

analyzed. Wilson (1989) contended that it is impossible to ask a " t d yaccurate" research
question before beginning any grounded theory study. Thus the purpose of the original
question posed by the researcher at the outset of the investigation merely lends focus to
the study (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). For example, in this particular study, the

grounded theory question asked at the time of the student's proposal defense had to do
with examining the meanings that cancer patients, family members, and health care

providers ascribed to their experïences with nutritional care in the temiinal phase of
illness. This original question identifEed the phenomenon to be studied (Le. nutritional
care in the context of terminal cancer), and identified the perspectives nom which the

phenomenon would be investigated. Moreover given that the constituted meanings of
patients, families, and health care providers are expressed through symbols and social

interaction, the question was also oriented toward process and action.

During the course of field work it became readily apparent that much of the
action and social interaction of patients and health care providers as it relates to

nutritional care in the paiiiative care setting was predicated on the behaviar of family
members. The initial query was thus supplanted with the following more specific and

refined question: How do famifies of palliative cancer patients balance the means and

goals of nutritional care while meeting their own needs related to the provision of

nutritional care?

Assumptions Underlying the Study
The following assumptions underpin this shidy.
1- There are cancer patients in the terminal phase of illness for whom nutritional

support becomes increasingly inappropriate.

2. Family members are CO-participantsin the cancer patient's illness experience

O(nstjanson, 1986).
3. Family manbers are able to articulate their perceptions and concems regarding

the palliative care their relative receives (Kristjanson, 1986; 1 9 8 9 ~
1989b).
4. Patients are able to articdate their perceptions and concems regarding the

palliative care they receive (Groebe, Ahmann, & Ilstnip, 1982).
5. Health care providers are able to articulate their perceptions and concems

regarding the palliative care they deliver to patients and fimilies (Vachon, 1995).
6. Patients, families, and health care providers may hold divergent views about
the role of nutrition in advanced cancer care.

7.Cancer related anorexia and cachexia are offen more problematic for the f d y
than the individuai with advanced disuise (Gdagher-Allred,1995).
8. Food and eating have strong symbolic connections with sumival (Holden,

1991).
9. Eating is a highly sociaiized process with great cultural and ethnic variances
(Donovan & Pierce, 1976).
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10. The significance of food in health and i h e s s is cuituralîy mediated (Murcott,

i983).
1 1. The preparation and sening of food expresses love and caring, and caregivm

derive comfort form performing these hctions (Benoliel, 1978).
12. The inability of patients and families, to engage in long standing rituals

related to food signifies the loss of significant roles and d e relationships (Benoliei,

1978).
13. There is a widespread intuitive assumption that the physical and emotional

well being of termindy ill individuals is enhanced by the provision of artificial nutrition
and hydration (McCann, Hall,& Groth-Juncker, 1994).

Detiaition of Terms

The folIowing tenns related to the area of nutritional care in advanced cancer
patients are referred to fiequently throughout the following chapters, and are thus
presented here in order that the reader may become familiar with them. Their definitions

are provided below. Note that the tams dehed here do not include the operational

definitions of concepts that emerged following data analysis. Those definitions are

included in Chapters Five through Nine of this dissertation wherei.the findings of the
study are discussed.

Advanced cancer: also r e f d to as terminal cancer. In Stage III advanced mcer,
clinical examination reveals an extensive primary -or

(i.e. fixation to deeper

structures, bone invasion, and regional lymph nodes). The lesion may be operable, but

not amenable to complete resection. Gross residual disease is left behind. Stage IV cancer
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is characterized by distant metastasis beyond the primary tumor site. The malignant
lesion is inoperable and there is Iittle or no chance for 5-year stirvival (i.e. less that 5%)
(Griffith, Murray, & Runo, 1984).
Anorexà: diminished appetite; aversion to food (Pugh, 2000, p. 92).
Cachexiu: a profound state of il1 health and poor nutrition with body mass wasting (Lum
& Gallagher-Allred, 1984).

Cancer-anore&-cache~tà-syndrome fCACS): a systemic response to cancer manifested
by malnutrition, weight loss, and muscular wealaiess. The basis of the anorexia is

believed to be a multi-factorial metabolic disturbance that contributes to the development
of cachectic wasting, which in tum reinforces the anorexia by the release from the tumor

of an anorexigenic humoral product that stimulates the satiety center in the
hypothalamus, producing appetite loss (Alexander & Norton, 1995; Bniera & Higginson,

1-996).
Enteral feeding: gastrostomy or jejunostomy routes that bypass dyshctional parts of
the gut by using a thin flexible tube to deliver nutrients to fiinctional parts (Fugh, 2000,
p. 597).

I'enous 0 theru-

the infusion or administration of fluids through a vein. This

method of fluid replacement is used most offen when a patient is suffering nom severe
fluid deficit and is unable to drink fluids because he is uaconscious, recovering fiPm
surgery, unable to swallow nonnally, vomiting persistdy or losing large amounts of

fluid through other means (Brunner & Suddarth, 1986).
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Nubitionil care: refers to the food and liquid requirements of human beings for normal

physiologie fùnction (Pugh, 2000, p. 1245).

PafIiative care: the active total care of patients whose disease is not responsive to
curative treatment. It includes the management of individuais with progressive, far-

advanced disease for whom the prognosis is lirnited and the focus of care is the quaiity of
iife ( C o d , Verger, Henriquez et al., 1997). A philosophy of care that is the combination

of active and compassionate therapies intended to comfort and suppoa individuals and
families who are living with a life-threatening ilhess. During periods of illness and
bereavement, palliative care strives to meet physical, cultural and religious values, beliefs

and practices. Palliative care is planned and delivered through the coilaborative efforts of
an interdisciplinary team. (Victoria Hospice Society, 1998; Canadian Palliative Care
Association, 1995).
Terminal ~traseo f iflness:the phase of the illness during which the patient experiences

progressive physical deterioration and decline. Treatment is palliative rather than curative

in nature (Benoliel, 1978; Lewandowski & Jones, 1988).

Totnlnarenieral nuhirion 1TPM: r e f a to the provision of a l l nutrients to sustain life
intravenously without using the intestinal tract (Silbennaa, 1989). Nutritionally adquate
hypertonie solution is administered through an indwelling catheter into the superior vena

cava. Also refmed to as TPN ,hyperailementation, intravenous nutrition, and
intravenous alimentation (Brennan, 198 1).
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Summary

This chapter has provided an introduction to the study that was undertaken.
Information was presented outlinhg the purpose and relevance of the study. The research

questions driving the study and the assumptions underpinning it were identified.
Definitions were provided of the concepts related to nutritional care in advanced cancer
as they appear in the empirical and practice-based literature. The following chapter will

examine the uses of literature in grounded theory research, and provide a review of
literature relevant to the research project.

CHAPTERTINO:
Review of the Literature
Introduction

This chapter will provide an overview of the literature related to the sîudy. It is
important to note at thisjuncture that the uses of literahae in a grounded theory study

diffkr fkom the ways that literature is used in quantitative research. Therefore, a
discussion of the uses of literature in grounded theory research prefaces the actual
literature review.

The Use of Literature in Grounded Theory Research
The purpose of grounded theory research dictates the way that literature is used
throughout the study. In guantitative research, the investigator examines the fiterature

thoroughly "up fiont" and uses it to do such things as identify previous research in the
area, identify knowledge gaps, operationalize shidy variables, examine methodological

and instrumentation issues, and gain information that informs design and sampling
decisions (Catanzaro, 1988). The literature i s thus used h m the outset of the project in

an attempt by the researcher to gain what Wilson (1989) has termed a "scholarly fiame."
In the course of discovering grounded theory, the researcher uses iiterature for
different purposes over the course of the sbidy (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). However,
unlike quantitative researchers, grounded theorists ideaïl'y coilect data in the field prior to

any extensive review of the literature. This delierate step is done in order to prevent the

researcher h m prematurely adopting codes and cetegories h m existing literature and
applying them to the data, as opposed to generating one's own ideas. Given that the
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grounded theorist aims to "discover relevant categories and the relationships among
them, and put together categories in new, rather than standard ways" (Strauss & Corbin,

1990, p. 49), their approach to fiterature is, of necessity, somewhat cautious and skeptical
(Chenitz, 1986). This cautious scepticism is particularly important at the outset of the

study. Too heavy a reliance on codes and categories "leamed fiom the literatwe", as
opposed to those generated by the analyst effectively closes off analysis and subsequent
theory development (Glaser,1978). Thus, consistent with the methodological
assumptions of qualitative research, the literature is used in an inductive fashion so that it
does not drive the questions being asked by the investigator.
Although a thorough review of the literature ideally is not conducted at the outset
of a grounded theory project, researchers charged with the responsibility of writing

proposals for academic settings and fhding bodies are required to demonstrate a .indepth knowledge of the subject in order to have a competitive proposal. The issue
becomes one of pragmatics for the researcher. As Chenitz (1986) noted, "if a fidi
proposai is to be written, a wmplete review of the literature is conducted." (p. 45). This
in-depth exposure to the literature requires that researchers be parricularly vigilant about

not latching onto ideas or concepts in the literature in the course of their analysis. Such
vigilance is vitally important if the theoretical sensitivity, that is, the " p e ~ n aquaIity
l
of
the researcher that facilitates an awareness of the subtleties ofmeaning of the data"
(Strams & Corbin, 1990, p. 41) and origindity of the work are to be presaved (Wlson.

1989).
The analyst rehims to the literature during the emergence of the major andytic
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scheme in the study. The purposes of the literature review at this point of the study are to
to veriQ and elaborate categories in the model, and to l e m more about intervening
factors that have &sen. To that end, the literatuk review cm be seen as an ongoing
process that the researcher conducts in order to fulfïll the needs of the analysis (Chenitz,
1986). At the end of the study, the grouuded theonst again r e m s to the literature in

order to see if and how k i r work fits with existing research, and to discern if their
fkdings have contnited to the understanding of the phenornena under examination. It is
at this point that the researcher is thoroughly familiar with the literature (i-e. has a
scholarly fiame), and can place his or her hdings in context with existing empiricd and
theoretical work (Chenitz, 1986).

Literature Review
Consistent with the uses of literature in a grounded theory studyythe Iiterature
presented in this section was reviewed with the aim of identi-g

past research in the

are& and establishing a background to the project. An exhaustive literature review of ail

possibly related concepts and relatiomhips salient to nutritional care was not conducted

in advance, as such concepts and relationships needed to be allowed to emerge nom the
data. Literature that corresponded to the emerging theory and helped to integrate the

shidy's findings is presented in Chapter Ten.
Current knowledge related to this study included five categories of literature:
(1) mainuirition in advilllced cancer, (2) clinicd management of cancer anorexia and

cachexia; (3) patient perceptions regarding declining nutritional intake; (4) f d y
perceptions regarding declining nutritional intake; and (5) health care provider

perceptions regarding declinhg nukitional intake.
(1) Malnutrition in Advanced Cancer

Malnutrition is a prevalent problem in individuais with cancer, occurriag in
upward of 80 per cent of individuais with this disease (Conill, Verger, Henriquez, et al.,
1997; Walker & Bmera, 1998). Multiple factors contribute to the development of

malnutrition and weight loss in cancer patients including treatment-induced toxicities,

gastrointestinai obstruction, and malabsorption (Ottery, 1994). Decreased intake may
also be secondary to uncontrotled pain, the sidesffeîts of opioid medications, alterations

in taste (Lesko, 1989; Lum & Gallagher-AlIred, 1984; Waker & Bmera, 1W8), the
development of food aversions (Bernstein, 1985), and such psychological causes as
anxiety and depression (HolIand, Roland, & Plumb, 1977). However, the cornmonest

form of malnutrition in this patient popdation is the cancer anorexia-cachexia-syndrome
(CACS) (Walker & Bruera, 1998).

CACS is characterized by a constelfation of symptoms, including anorexia,
chronic nausea, asthenia, weight loss, changes in taste, and alterations in protein,
carbohydrate, fat, and energy metabolism (Alexander & Norton, 1995; DeWys et al.,
1980; Nelson, Walsh & Sheehan, 1994; Theologides, 1986; Vigano, Watanabe, &
Bruera, 1994). CACS occurs most fiequently in individuals with lung and gastrointestinal, and myelodysplastic syndromes, and is less cornmon in those with breast

cancer until the disease is far advanced (MacDonald, Alexander & Bruera, 1995).
While individuals with advanced cancer nCquently suffer fbm decreased oral
intake, the anorexia and cachexia seen in CACS do not result solely h m this cause. The
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once widely contended belief that the extreme metabolic demands of the tumor "steals
calories" fiom the host, thereby inducing cachexia, no longer holds (Vigano, Watanabe,
& Bruera, 1994). Research now suggests that tumors interact with the immune system

producing multiple metabolic abnormalities that lead to anorexia, protein loss, and
lipolysis, with resultant malnutrition (Walker & Bruera, 1998). Specificaily, it is believed

that the release of cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (ta,interleukin-1-6, and
interferon gamma h m turnor ceils may initiate the cancer anorexia-cachexia syndrome

(Alexander & Norton, 1995; Bendtzen, 1988). Viewed within the current mode1 of
CACS, anorexia is associated with the onset of metabolic abnormalities and is now

thought to be the remit, as opposed to the prllnary cause, of cancer cachexia
(MacDonald, Alexander, & Bruera, 1995).

l21 CLiaical Mananement of Cancer Anorexia-Cachexia
(a) Nutritional Intervention: Total Parenteral Nutrition: The extreme weight loss
and cachexia seen in individu& with terminal cancer is viewed by dinicians as a poor
prognostic indicator (Costa et al., 1980). Individuals with CACS have poor performance
status, decreased tolerance to radiation and chemotherapy, and increased surgical

complications in the postoperative period (Bmera & Fainsinger, 1995). The enonnous
impact of malnutrition for individuals with cancer has prompted many researchers to try

and reverse CACS with aggressive nutritional support, notably total parenteral nutrition
(TPN), and enteral nutrition (EN). Indeed, more than two decades ago, it was declarecl

that the use of TPN as an adjunctive therapy would significantly reduce morbidity and
mortality in patients with melignant disease (Dudrick & Ruberg, 1971). While the results
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of some studies initially supported this assertion, improvements in life expectancy have

not been borne out in randomized controlled trials (Burt,Gorschboth, & Brennaa, 1982;
DeWys et al., 1980; Nixon, Moffit, Lawson, & Ansley, 1981;Shamberger, Brennan,

Goodgame, et al., 1984).
Koretz (1984) reviewed 16 prospective, randomized, controlled trials evaluating
the impact of TPN in oncological situations. TPN was not shown to significantly

improve survival in cancer patients receiving radiation or chernotherapy (Koretz, 1984).
Moreover, a study conducted by Nixon and colleagues (1983) concluded that cancer
patients receiving TPN demonstrated statistically significant reduced &val

compared

to controls (p<0.05). However, the findings h m this study must be interpreted with
caution as the control group had fewer metastatic sites than the group receiving TPN.
There is agreement in the Iiterature that mahourished cancer patients have
increased rates of infection and complications following surgery (Smale, Mullen, Buzby,
& Rosato, 198 1). However, there is lack of consensus among researchers with respect to

the effects of nutritional therapy on the incidence of surgical complications. Smale and

colleagues' (198 1) retrospective, non-randomized review of 159 patients undergoing
major abdominal, thoracic or head and neck surgery concluded that the provision of at
least six days preoperative TPN was associated with significantly reduced morbidity and
rnorality (P<O.ûûl).
The efficacy of peri-operative TPN in reducing operative morbidity and mortaiity
has also been documentad in randomized prospective studies. Wiiliams and associates
(1976) reported significantly fewer wound infections in patients undergoing surgery for
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gastric carcinoma who were given 7-10 days of pre-operative TPN as compared to

normally fed controls. There were no statistidy significant differences between TPN

treated patients and controls with respect to otha post-operative complications.
Muller and colleagues' (1982) examination of the effect of L O days of preoperative TPN on the postsperative complication rates of patients with gastrointestinal

tumors concluded that major complications and mortality rates were significantly lower
(p<0.05) in patients given TPN groups versus orally fed controls. In contrat, other

studies have suggested that preoperative nutrition does not reduce postoperative
complications and mortality. In a randomized, controiied shidy investigating the effect of

TPN on 26 patients undergohg surgery for gastrointestinal malignancies, Holter and
associates (1976) reported no difference in the postoperative complication rate between
patients randomizeâ to receive TPN 48 hours preoperatively and 10 days afkr surgeryy
and non-TPN controls. However, given that aii patients had experienced a greater than a
10 pound pre-operative weight loss, it could be argued that 48 hours of preoperative TPN
was inadequate to reverse the catabolic state of these patients.

In order to resolve the uncertainty resuiting fiom the conflicting results shown in

previous chical trials, Detsky and colleagues (1987) conducted a meta-analysis to
evaluate the effectiveness of perisperative parenteral nutrition. Meta-analysis is a
statistical method that attempts to achieve consensus h m the result of numerou small
trials that have each attempted to addnss a closely related clinical question (MiMdcaly

Blackburn, Willcuts et al.. 1992). Destky's (1987) examination of 18 controlled trials
demonstrated that t h a e were no significant differences in the incidence of complications
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and moraiity rates between patients who received preoperative nutrition, and those who

did not.

The ability of the Mals selected for the meta-dysis to provide conclusive
resuits may have been limiteci by methodological flaws. Thirteen out of 17 studies
reviewed failed to exclude patients who were not malnourished fiom the trial. Moreover,
strict criteria for assessing surgical complications were not clearly articuiated, and

individu& assessing clinical outcornes were not biinded to the treatment given (Detsky,
Baker, O'Rourke, & Goel, 1987).

In summary, the effkcts of TPN on the incidence of surgicd complications are
debatable. While there is some evidence in the literature to suggest that a course of
preoperative TPN c m reduce postoperative complications and mortality (Muller et al.,
1982), the meta-analysis conducted by Detskey and colleagues (1987) concluded that

there were no significant diffemces in the incidence of complications and mortality
between cancer patients who received preoperative TPN and orally fed controls.
Because the majority of palliative cancer patients have metabolic changes that do
not respond signincantly to aggressive nutritional support (Bruera & Fainsinger, 1995;

Bruera & MacDonald, 1988; Vigano, Watanabe, & Bruera, 1994), the routine use of

parenteral nutrition in this patient population is deemed to be inappropriate. However,
the literature suggests there may be a sub-group of advanced cancer patients sunering

fkom obstructive cachexia who may benefit h m artifidal nutritional support
(MacDonald, Alexander & Bmeta, 1995). These include individuais suffering nom head
and neck tumors with upper digestive tract obstmction, and those with ovarian cancer
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with intermittent small-bowel obstruction (Herber, Byerely, Chi, et al., 1986;

MacDonald). To date however, this hypothesied benefit has not been empiricaliy tested.
b) Nutritional Intewention: Oral Nutrition: Given that parenteral nutritional

support has not been shown to circumvent cancer cachexia, the most reasonable approach
for dealing with malnourished palliative cancer patients is to allow them an ad libitum
diet (Vigano,Watanabe, & Bruera, 1994). This strategy is consonant with Holden's
(199 1) finding fiom qualitative interviews with anorexic palliative cmcer patients (n=lO)
that they would prefer to control the amount and nature of food served to them.

Moreover, the literature suggests that aggressive oral feeding is of limited value because
improvements in daily d o n c intake have not been shown to be sustainable over time. In

a prospective study conducted by Bruera and colleagues (1988), nutritional counseling
improved the daily oral d o n c intake in a series of 50 patients by an average of 450
calories per day. Unfortunately, this improvement was maintaineci for less than a month.

The wisdom of aggressive oral feeding m u t also
.- be examined in relation to
chronic nausea-a troublesome symptom experïenced in u p w d s of 68% of patients with
advanced cancer @ruera & Fainsinger, 1995). While thm are multiple causes of chronic

nausea in the advanced cancer population, nausea caused by gastroparesis as a resdt of
autonomic failure is highiy implicated in the presence of malnutrition. (Bruera,Catz,

Hooper, Lentle, & MacDonald, 1987; Bruera, Chadwick, MacDonald, Fox, Br Hanson,
1986; Bniera & Fainsinger, 1995). A study conducted by Bmera and colleagues

examining the incidence of autonomic failure in 43 patients with advanced breast cancer
and 20 normal sex and age-matched contr01s demonstrateci a significantly marked delay
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in gastric emptying times in the patient group versus controls (p<O.OOl). This suggests
that aggressive oral feeding bas the potential to greatiy exacerbate chronic nausea
c) Pharmacoloeical Manament of Cancer Anorexia and Cachexia: Given the

lack of efficacy of enteral and parenteral nutrition in revershg cancer anorexia and
cachexia, increased research attention has been directed toward the identification of
phamiacological therapy to treat these symptoms. The main phamiacological approaches
used in the management of cancer anorexia include the use of corticosteroids,
progestational drugs, cyproheptadine, hydrazine sulphate, and camabinoids (Bniera &
Fainsinger, 1995).

Corticosteraids are used to treat a wide variety of symptoms seen in advanced
cancer patients (Ettinger & Portenoy, 1988; Far, 1990). One of the results of steroid
therapy is increased sense of well being. Therefore, researchers have hypothesized that
treatment with corticosteroids may aileviate the symptoms of anorexia and weakness.
While preliminary findings were initially promising, the beneficial effects of steroids
appear to short iived in the palliative cancer population.

In a randomized trial conducted by Moertel and colleagues (1974), patients with
advanced gastrointestinal cancer (n=116)who received the corticosteroid dexamethasone

demonstrated significant improvernent in appetite and strengh compareci to controls

receiving placebo. These improvements were only maintained for foin weeks however,
and no significant hcreases in weight grain or survival occurred.

Bruera and colieagues (1985) conducted a l4day. randomued, double-blind
crossover trial comparing the oral glucocorticoid, methylprednisolone against placebo
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for the relief of pain and other symptoms in 40 terrninally ill cancer patients. Seventyseven per cent of patients (24/3 1) demonstrated an increase in appetite and daily activity,
while 7 1% experienced a decrease in pain intensity and amount of analgesia required.
Increased research attention regardhg the use of progestationai drugs to treat

anorexia and cachexia in terminal cancer patients arose fkom the findings of studia
conducted in the late 1980's which dernonstrated significant weight gain in patients with
hormone-responsive tumors (Tchekmedyian, Tait, Moody, Greco & Aisner, 1987).
Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controiled trials conducted in both Amencan @ e h ,
Godes-Baron, & Berrocal, 1992; Loprinzi, Eliison & Schaid, 1990; Tchekmedyian et
al., 1990) and Canadian centres (Bruera, MacMillan, Hanson, Kuehn, & MacDonald,

1990) have provideû evidence of appetite stimulation, incressed food intale, and
substantial weight gain that was not attriibuted soleley to fluid accumulation.
The anti-histiminic dmg cyproheptadinehas been demonstrated to have appetitestimulating and weight enhancing effects in both patients with CACS and nomial
controls (Nobel, 1989). A randomized, placebo-controlied, double b h d clinical trial
conducted by Kardinal and coiieagues (1990) demonstrated appetite stimulation and
increased food intake in patients receiving cyproheptadine versus controls. Howeva, the
weight loss in patients receiving cyproheptadine continued unabated.

Some palliative care cliniciam and researchets are demonstrating a renewed
interest in the well known effectof weight g a i . secondary to the use of dronabinol in the
management of anorexie, cachectic cancer patients, and patients with human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) wasting syndrome (Balog, Epstein, Amodio, & Groton,
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1998; Beai et al., 1995). Dronabinol is a synthetic derivative of the major active

substance in marijuana (LilIey & Aucker, 1999). Patients taking dronabinol typically

experience increased appetite, and mood, and a decrease in the rate at which they lose
weight (Wadleigh et al., 1990). However, escalating dosages of dronabinol are also
associated with negative psychotomimetic effects in many patients, thereby Iimiting its

effectiveness.

Perceptions Regarding Decreased Nutritional Intake
a) Patient ~erce~tions:
Minimal litmature exists examining palliative cancer
patienrs' perceptions regarding decreased intake. When they are exarnined at dl, issues
related to decreased patient intake tend to focus on the examination of symptoms that

patients experience secondary to decreased intake of food and fluid.
Burge (1 993) conducted a cross-seciional s w e y of inpatient palliative care
subjects (n = 52) with minimal to no fluid intake. The aims of the research included a
determination of the distribution and severity of syrnptoms thought to be associated with
dehydration, and clarification of the severity of syrnptoms thought to be associated with
dehyhtion in this patient population using objective measures of dehydration. Using
100 d i m e t e r visuai analog scales, patients rated th& symptoms of pain, mt,nausea,
bad M e in the mouth, dry mouth, pleasure fkom drinking and fatigue. There was no

association between the patient's level of thirJt and amout of fluid intâke- Paradoxidy,
as fluid intake increased in these patients, perceptions of tbirst also increased. This

finding challenges the assumption that provision of normal fluid volumes to the dying
relieves the sensation of îhirst.
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Symptoms of hunger, thirst and dry mouth were aiso monitored by McCaan and
colleagues (1994) in a prospective evaluation of consecutively admitteci tenninally ill
patients to a codort care unit (n=32). These researchers report& that 62% of the sarnple

either experienced no thirst, or were thirsty only at the time of their admission to
hospital. Part of the confusion around issues of dehydration in conceptual in nature. For

example in the McCann shidy, the ternis thirst and dry mouth were used interchangeably.
Thus, it is not possible to distinguish whether or not thirst was used to describe what in
essence was the sensation of a dry mouth, or a combination of dry mouth and thirst

secondary to dehydration. However, the fïndings do suggest that these symptoms were
relieved with ice chips, oral care and sips of iiquids. Moreover, the results of this study
indicated despite an oral intake that was below 75% of daily requirements, only a
minoris. of patients reported feelings of hunger and thirst. Clearly, the majonty of

patients did not report distress due to markedly duninished htake of food and fluid.
bl Farnilv ~ercmtions:
There is some suggestion in the literature that the

experience of watching a terminal cancer patient waste away is stressful for f h l y
members (Higginson & Winget, 1996; Stephany, 1991). However little empirical work

has been published examining the ways in which family members actually do expience
this event or a s m i e meaning to it.
Only one study was located examining primary caregiver perceptiom of declinhg

study conducted by Meares (1997)
intake in terminally il1 patients. A pheno~~~enological

explored the meaning of nutrition cessation in adult in-home hospice patients with cancer

as described by female primary arepivers (n=7). Meares (1997) characterized caredver
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experiences as emotionally painful and replete with "ongoing and spiraling losses"
(p. 175 1). Caregivers in this study were portrayeci as "vigilant sustainers"in their

atternpts to maintain normal intake of food and fluid in the face of the patient's physical

deterioration. An intaesting and intuitively contrary 6nding is that caregivers in

Meares' (1997) sample did not equate intake cessation with suffering. Explanations for
.

this finding are not entertained by the author.

Holden's (199 1) qualitative study examining the exnotional impact of cancer
anorexia on the patient and family provides additionai insight into caregiver perceptions
and experiences associated with patients' declining intake of food and fluid. Semi-

strucnired interviews were conducted with 14 patients and their primary caregivers to
elicit data. The findings of the study revealed that: i) the amount of food and fluid
consumed by the patient constituted a barorneter or readhg for the family of the patient's

overall condition; ii) that the patient's loss of appetite constituted a major source of
anxiety and conflict within the family unit; and that iii) the majority of patients viewed

anorexia to be of less concem than otha symptoms they were experiencingyand wished
that family members wouid focus less energy on encouraging them to eat. (Holden,
1991). Holden (199 1) also reported that fernale caregivers experienced greater anxiety

than male caregiversybecause of dimption of the customary roles of cook and numwt
with which fernales strongiy identify.

Parkash and Burge (1997) have identified issues that are important to f d y
caregivers when deciding whetha or not artificial hydtaton shouid be provided to
patients with advanced cancer. Semi-stnictured interviews were conducted with family
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caregivers (n=7) of patients enroiïed in a palliative care program in easfern Canada. The

6ndings from this qualitative study indicated that decision making regarding the use of

hydration in terminal iihess was inauenced by such factors a s famiiy member perception
regarding the symptoms associated with dehydration, ethical concerns, emotions, and

information concerning artificial hydration. However, as Parkash and Burge noteci, "most
of those whom we i n t d e w e d had their experience shaped by caring for a family

member at home, not in the hospital." (p. 26). The extent to which these issues might
emerge in the hospitai setting is unknown.
c'l Heaith Care Provider PerceDtions: The literahire examinhg health care provider

perceptions regarding decreased intake of food and fluid in terminal patients has largely
focused on the perspectives of hospice nurses. There is consensus in this literature that

these nurses do not perceive minimal intake or even intake cessation as causing
discornfort in dying patients. In a 1989 survey of hospice nurses (n=96), Andrews a .
Levine (1989) found that approximately two-thirds of the respondents agreed with the
statement, "Dyingpatients who are dehydrated rarely cornplain of thirst."

There is less consensus in the literature among physicians regarding the perceived
benefits of intake cessation as evidenced by physician perceptions regarding the use of

IV therapy in terminal illness (Micetich, Steinecker, & Thornasma, 1983). These reports
suggest that physicians have diffcuiîy discontinuing IV therapy, even if patients have no

hope of survivd. The authors advance s e v d reasons to explain this behavior. First,

physicians may view IV tlierapy as "ordinary"means of treating the dying, and thus feel
obligated to continue with such thaapy. Second, reluctance to stop N therapy may be
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due to fears of legal liability. Finally, not wanting to appear to abandon the patient, and

feelings of guilt because there was nothing more they could offer the patient were
factors also identified as potentially iduencing physician behavior. Micetich and
associates (1983) argued that the administration of IV fluids is sometimes contraindicated

and should be forgone. However, the fïndings of their survey suggest that the provision
of IV fluids to the terminally il1 tends to be an automatic response for most physicians.
Summary

This chapter provided a .overview of the uses of literature in a grounded theory
study.The literahire reviewed in this chapter relevant to the present study revealed that
nutritionai issues in palliative cancer care have been largely exarnined and understood

f h m a bio-medical perspective. The minimal extant literature examining the thoughts,
perceptions, and experiences about nutritional care in this context fiom the perspective of
patients, families, and health care providers suggests that this nutritional care is a salient,

and sometimes highly problematic area of care in the taminal phases of iilness. This

reality underscores the need for research to be conducted using a methodological
approach that will d o w for the examination of the social processa inherent in the
interactions around nutritional care issues, in a setting where such interactions take place.
The next chapta will provide an overview of the grounded theory method used to
conduct the study.

CHAPTER THREE

THE GROUNDED THEORY METHOD
Intraduction

The purpose of the following chapter is to describe the qualitative research method
used in conducting the study, and to outline the procedures used in completing the

research. The chapter begins with a bnef o v e ~ e w
of the grounded theory method, and
the theoretical lem underpinning the method. The specific steps inherent in the grounded
theory method are then describeci. The chapter concludes the researcher's rationale for
selecting the grounded theory method to conduct the study.

The Grounded Theory Method: An Overview
Grounded theory is a qualitative research approach used to explore social
processes inherent within human interactions (Baker, Wuest, & Stem, 1992; Streubert k
Carpenter, 1999). American sociologists Barney Glaser and Anslem Strauss are credited

with developing the grounded theory method in the 1960's when they fïrst used this

approach to examine the experience of dying patients (Glaser & Strauss, L 967). Through
use of the grounded theory method, investigators seek to explore and describe
phenornena in naturalistic settings, and uncover the practices, behaviors and beliefs of
individuals or groups as they normaliy function in reai life (Polit & Hungler, 1991). The
grounded theory method involves the application of systematic steps and procedures that
result in the development of an inductively derived theory that is "groundd in the data"

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990).The theory that emerges provides theoretically complete
expianations about a given phenornenon (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999).
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The work of the grounded theorist is both inductive and deductive as opposed to

being solely verificational in nature. Verificationai, or theory testhg research is linear in
that the researcher identifies a problem, selects a theoreticd fhmework, develops

hypotheses, collects data, tests the hypotheses, and interprets the results. As such
verificational research moves nom a g e n d theory to a specific situation (Polit &

Hungler, 1991). In contrast grounded theory methodology combines both inductive and
deductive research methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Stem, 1980), in that the researcher
engages in data collection and analysis simultaneously, and the concepts and propositions
emerging fiom the data direct subsequent data collection.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984) asserted that the researcher's theoretical lem affects
both the research questions that are asked, and the research strategies and approaches
used in answering them. Because the grounded theory method is rooted in symbolic
interactionism (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999), researchas using this method must

examine social problems and the actions taken in response to these problems in light of
social interaction, and the context within which interaction takes place. According to the

theory of symbolic interactionism: 1) human beings act toward things on the bais of the
meanings that the things have for them; 2) the meaning of such things is derived nom, or
arises out of the social interaction that one has with one's fellows; and 3) meanings are

handled and modified through an interpretive process by the person dealing with the

things he or she encountersw(Blumer, 1969, p. 2). More simply stated, individuals are
believed to behave and interact baKd on the ways they interpret, or give meaning to
specific symbols in their lives. Syrnbols may constitute such things as objects, and both
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verbal and non-verbal expression. The meaning and value that people a s d e to

particular symbols provides a means by which individuals interpret th& world, and the
other people who interact with them in that world (Stem, Ailen, & Moxley, 1982).

Symbolic interactionism is an appropriate bmework for use in this particular
shidy because it: 1) emphasizes the importance of individual subjectiveperception of
reality (LaRossa & Reitzes, 1993); and 2) postulates that meanings arise through a

process of interaction with other people, and; 3) that meanings may be accepteci,
modified, or ignored in the context of a particular situation (Blumer, 1969). The
experiences of cancer patients, family members, and health Gare providen regardhg

nutritional care in advanced cancer are rmted in theu unique perceptions of, and
experience with, this issue as well as their interactions with one another. As such, the use
of a symbolic interactionism fhnework aiiows for the exploration of experiences in the
context of the meaning nutritional care holds for these individuals in the patient's overall

plan of advanced cancer a r e .

Samphg, Data Collection, and Analysir in the Grounded Theory Method
The processes of sampling, data collection, and imalysis are intimately comected

in grounded theory work. The following discussion will illustrate this intercomectedness.
Sampiing procedures in grounded theory do not rest on the notion of representativeness. The sample in a grounded theory study, therefore, is not selected fiom the
population accurding to certain variables prior to the study, as is the case in quantitative

research (Polit & Hungler, 1991). Ratha, sampling is directed by the goal of the typer of
coding procedures w d by the analyst in examining the data. Data is usually generated
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through field obsemation a d o r through the examination of documents. Field
observation refers to the process whereby the researcher generates data through
observation of the natural setting and the individuals in if tbrough interview, and audio
or video-taping (Cormak & Llandaff, 1991). Data can also be generated through the
recording of written field notes where the researcher records ideas, impressions, and
reactions to events in the field.
As data is collected and generated through the processes identified above,
researchers begin the act of coding the data. Coding occurs at three levels. In Level 1or
open coding, the a h of the researcher is to discover, name, and categorize phenornena

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Level I codes are also refmed to as substantive codes because
they both codify the substantive content of the data and fiequzntiy use the words and
expressions of participants themselves (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). In the process of
Level 1 coding, the analyst reviews the data that have been generated. Individuai words

and phrases within field notes and transcribed interviews that are believed to contribute
to an understanding of "what is going onnin the data are then written in the margins of

the document. Some data may be coded into more than one code. Though this will

initially resuit in what feels like a .unwieldy and "undifferentiated mas" (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990), the coding of incidents and sentences into as many substantive codes as
possible helps to ensure detailed theoretical coverage (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999).
Because the aim of open coding is to discover, name, and categorize phenornenon, the

aim of sampling at this stage of the study is to excavate as many potentially relevant
categories as possible from the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Of necessity, sampling
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procedures at this time includes sampling of individuals and situations that provide the
researcher with the greatest chance or opportunity to collect relevant data about the
phenomenon of interest in the study (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Some may object that such open sampling is rather indiscriminate. However,
because the researcher does not know what concepts are theoretically relevant to the
study at its outset, it is important to be "open to a l l possibilities". Thus, "openness as

opposed to specificity, guides initial sampling choices" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 18 1).
In level II or axial coding,the data that was broken d o m and andyzed is "put
back together in new ways", by the anaiyst by making connections between categories
and sub-categones (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p.96). The goal in axial coding is the

delineation of a category and the conditions that give nse to it. This is accomplished
through the use of a coding paradigm that denotes the context in which the category is

embedded, the strategies by which it is managed, the intervening conditions influencing
the strategies used, and the consequences of those strategies (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

The aim of axial coding is also to identie incidents that reflect differences and change in

the coding paradigm, and to find as many differences as possible at the dimensional level
in the data (Sîrauss & Curbin, 1990).
Given the aims of axial coding, the focus of sampiing is on revealing and
validating the relationships between categories and sub-categones, and to find evidence

of variation and process within them. Thus axial coding requires that the researcher
engage theoretid sampiing, that is, "sampling on the basis of concepts that have proven
theoretical relevance to the evolving theory"(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 176). Concepts
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are said to be theoretically relevant when they eequently appear in the data and achieve
the status of categories. The specific sampling techniques used during axial coding are

what Strauss and Corbin (1990) texm relational and variational sampling. These types of
sampling result in the researcha "tracking" categories and sampling diflerent sites,
subjects, and documents in order to find as many differences as possible in the data.
The final step in coding is refmed to as Level III or selective coding. Selective
coding is similar to axial coding, however it occurs at a higher level of abstraction.

Selective coding refers to the process whaein the analyst: 1) s e l m the core category;
2) systematically relates it to other categories; 3) validates those relationships; and 4)

fleshes out categories that need fùrther development and tefinement (Strauss & Corbin,
1990, p. 116). Data analysis provides direction for new data collection that will help

categories to become more fully developed and integrated. Because of the aims of
selective coding, the sampling procedure at this point in the study becomes directecl and
deliberate (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), and is refmed to as discriminate sampling. A
researcher engaged in this type of sarnphg specificdy samples persons, places, and

documents with an airn to verifying relationships between categories and fiil in
categories that need m e r development (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

TNhile statistical sampling approaches demand that data collection must continue
until a predetermined sample size is achieved (Wilson, 1989), in grounded theory,
discriminate sampling proceeds until the point of saturation. S a e t i o n refm to the state
wherein no new or relevant data seem to emerge regarding a category, categories are well
developed in terms of their properties and dimensions, and the relationships between
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categories are crystaîiized, and well established (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Comak &

Llandaff, 199 1). Therefore, the researcher using the grounded theory method samples
until saturation is achieved.

There are two other fhdamental characteristics of the grounded theory method
that occur concurrently with sampling and data analysis. They are the constant
comparative process and memo writing. Using the constant comparative method of

analysis, the researcher compares incident with incident, and category with category in
the data. The cornparison of similar incidents niables the researcher to define the basic

properties of categories, and the context under which the category exists. Each category
is then compared with every 0 t h category to ensure that the categories are mutualiy

exclusive (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999).
Memo writing requires that the researcher keep a permanent record of m y

hunches, thoughts, questions, and hypotheses during the course of the study. Memos are
a tool designed to help the researcher examine and explore developing categories and the
relationship between them. Thus, the process of memo writing in grounded theory
research can be thought of as the means by which the analyst both records and faciiitats
the analytical process (Connak & Llandaff 1991).

Rationde for Using Grounded Theory for This Study
Grounded theory is but one of a myriad of methoàs available to investigators who

wish to conduct qualitative research. How then, did p u n d e d thew corne to be chosen
as the method of inquiry for this shidy? Stern (1980) asserted that there are two main

uses for grounded theory. The first purpose of grounded theory is to generate theory
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where no theory exists. A second purpose for grounded theory is the constmction of
theory for familiar situations when existing theory is ineffective in resolving persistent

problems. Given these uses, the grounded theory method was appropriate for this smdy.
First, there is a paucity of research examining the socio-behavioral aspects of nutritional
care in the setting of advanced cancer. The research literature is pariicularly devoid of the

voices of patients and f d y memben concerning this issue. Moreuver, the social

processes that exist within the provision of nutritionai care to advanced cancer patients
have not been delineated. These relatively unchartemi waters underscore the need for

theory development where no theory currently exists (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 1990).

Second, the iiterature that does address the issue of providing nutritional care to
advapced cancer patients suggests that this aspect of care causes confict between patients

and family memben, and farnily membem and health care providers. Given that the goal
and key to grounded theory is that it generates "theorythat accounts for a pattern of
behavior which is relevant and problematic for those involved' (Glaser, 1978, p. 93), the

grounded theory approach is appropriate for this study. Moreover, the generation of a
grounded theory has the potential to yield new insights on this problematic issue that may
have implication for practice and education.

Summary

This chapter has provideci an o v e ~ e w
of the grounded theory method that was
used to conduct the study. The theoretical perspective of symbolic intaactionism and its
relationship to grounded theory was presented. The intenelationship between the steps of
sarnpling, data collection and analysis was outlined, and the steps inherent in each level
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of data analysis were descriied. The next chapter will detail the meîhods and procedures

used in conducting the study.

CHAPTER FOUR=

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Intraduction

This chapter wiii detail the methods and procedures used to conduct the study.
This indudes a discussion regarding: a) the study setting; b) sampling, inclusion criteria,
and recniitment; c) data collection and analysis; and d) ethical considerations. Measures

used to enhance the scientific merit of the project are also presented.
Studv Setting

The study was conducted on a palliative care unit of a university-affiliated
teaching hospital in centrai Canada. This unit has thirty-five patient bed capacity, and

admits approximately 300 patients per year. The majority of patients have a diagnosis of

temiinal cancer, aithough occasionally, patients with other end-stage disease (e.g. heart

failure) are also admitted. h i e to increasing volumes of patients requiring admission to
hospital, five beds of the total intended for palliative care patients became designated for

use of acute medical patients during the tenure of this study. This mix resulted in acute
medical patients and palliative patients being hou& on the same unit However, medical
patients were followed and managed by their own physicians, while palliative care
patients were managed by palliative care physicians.

The palliative care unit though similar in physical layout to other UIlj,ts within the
hospital had a decidedly wann and home atmosphere about it. This was accomplished in

part by some of the decor and fiirnishing on the unit. Art work in evay shape, color, size,

and media imaginable adomed the walls of this unit. Small plaques &ed

to these

-
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works fiequently indicated that they had been donated to the unit by family membm in
rnemory of their loved one who had died there. The "art collection" on the unit is so
extensive that the surplus is stored in the office of the unit Liaison Nurse (much to hm

chagrin).
A common area or family room is located approximately two thirds of the way

down the hail nom the nurses desk. Immediately upon entering this room, one fin& a

restaurant style coffee machine, and fieshly brewed coffee always available for f h l y
and visitors. The room contains two sofas and an assortment of occasional chairs
arranged in a living-room like configuration. A television and stereo w m also present in
this room. The stereo was on most of the time during the day and evenïng, sofkly playing
classical music, and an upright grand piano graced the room's east wall. A tiny table
suitable for toddlem and s m d cWdren was also located in this room dong with a

collection of toys, books, and magazines. Well tended plants (usually in bloom) always
lined the ledge of the north facing window of this f d y room.
On the west wall of this room was found a small kitchen like area consisting of a

refrigerator, microwave oven, sink, and electric kettle. The cupboards in the kitchen area
contained packages of cookies, Styrofoam cups, eating utensils, papa napkins, and so on.
Patient rooms w a e primarily double occupmcy, however a few single rooms did
exist on the unit. The walfs of these rooms were also adomed with art work, and many

patient rooms contained objects patients and familes had brought in h m home that
helped to persondize the space. Small quiits and cornforters were seen on the end of

many patient beds: these were supplied by the unit to those patients who wished to make
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use of them.

Two events that occurred reguiarly on the ward ais0 heiped to make the palliative
care unit feel less like an institution and more like a home. These included the regularly

scheduled Thursday aftemoon "tea parties" that were held on the unit, and the visits fcom
a music therapist. The tea parties were coordinated by members of the corp of hospital

volunteers. Volunteers wouid set up small tables near the kitchen area of the family room
just described. These tables would be adorneci with white linen table cIoths and china tea
cups and saucers, and plates laden with dainties, cookies, and pieces of cake. Family
members, visitors, and staff were invited to partake of tea and cakes. Patients were also
invited to attend aftemoon tea. If they were not physically able to corne to the family

room, or prefmed to remain in their mom, volunteers would bring tea to the patients. In
addition to being a pleasant social event, it became evident to the researcher that
aflemoon tea was also a time wherein family members got to h o w one another, and tallc
about their respective experiences on the palliative care unit with each other.

The presence of the music therapist also gave the ward a decidedly noninstitutional feel. The music therapist was a man in his late thirties who would wander
about the ward playing his guitar soffly singing songs to patients and families. Most

ofien, these songs were either folk songs or hymns.
Permission for access to the palliative care unit was secured fiom the acting
Medical Director of the unit, and the St. Boniface Research Access Committee. The
investigator has been known to s e o n the palliative care unit since 1993 when she was
in the role of a part-the Research Nurse. More recently the investigator has been
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affiliated with the unit through her academic position at the University of Manitoba, and
teaching responsibilities in the area of adult palliative care.

Sarndhg,Inclusion Criteria and Recmitment Procedures
The sample recnrited for the midy, rationale for inclusion, and inclusion criteria
wiii now be detailed. Consistent with the aims of grounded theory mearch, a theoretical

non-probability purposive sampling technique was used. This approach is appropnate,
given that the purpose of grounded theory is to detail the many facets of a phenornenon,
and that the researcher is concemeci with the representativeness and saturation of
emerging themes and concepts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Sampling and data collection procedures for the study were completed over a fourteen
month period.
Patients. An initial sample of 10 advmced cancer patients in the terminal phase of

illness was initially recnllted for the study. The terms "advanced cancer" and "terminal
phase of illness" were applied as previously defined in Chapter 1. Advanced cancer
patients in the terminal phases of illness experience first hand: i) the effect of their

disease on their desire and/or ability to eat; ii) family and health Gare provider responses
to their lack of appetite and weight loss; and iii) the consequences of intewentions
irnplemented or not implemented by family members and health care providers in
relation to nutritional care. As such, they were especially well suited to provide an emic,
or insider's perspective (Andrews & Boyle, 1999) on issues related to such care*
Inclusion criteria for patients consisted of the following parameters: i) v o l u n t ~ ~
consent to participate in the study; ü) a diagnosis of terminal cancer as opposed to
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another end-stage disease; üi) 18 years of age or older, iv) ability to speak and

understand Engiish; v) no evidence of mental connision as per report of the patient's
primaiy nurse or attending physician andlor during the course of interacting wiîh the

researcher. Consistent with the aims of grounded themy sampIing began broadly, and
became more deliberate on the basis of concepts and relationships emerging nom the
data n i e researcher did return to the field after aU data had been analyzed in order to
intemiew three more patients as it was felt that the data fkom this group of individuals

was not complete. This was because the fatigue and symptom distress and acuity of the
patients resulted in somewhat shorter interviews than with other informants. However, no

new data emerged as a result of these interviews.
Procedure: The Clinicai Resource Nurse (CNR), [formerly known as the Head Nurse] on
the Palliative Care Unit @CU) was requested by the researcher to identim potential
patient respondents who met shidy miteria to determine their interest in participating in

the study. She then asked interested patients for permission to release their names to the

researcher who then personaily approached patients to provide furthet information about
the study, and determined theV desire to participate in it (See Appendix A) . Patients

willing to participate in the study were provided with a written consent form to sign pnor
to the commencement of data colleaion (See Appendix B). Past experience conducting

research with palliative populations indicated that patients fiequentiy exmence
troublesome symptoms at the t h e of their admission to hospital (Kristjs11ison, Dudgeon,
Sloan & Adaskin, 1996). Therefore, patients were not approached to participate in the
study within the first 48-72 hours after admission to the PCU.This tirne fhme ailowed
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for some amelioration of acute symptom distress and was deemed to be most ethically
sensitive.
Familv Members. A sample of 13 family members of advanced cancer patients
hospitalized on a palliative care unit (Le. in-patient f d e s ) and 10 bereaved family

members who had experienced the death of a relative due to temiinal cancer on the
palliative care unit were recniited for the study. The sample of bereaved family membm

did not include any of the individuals who had been recruited as in-patient family
participants. For this project, family member was defined as a spouse, adult child,

sibling, or parent of the patient, who is identified by the patient or the Clinical Resource

Nurse of the Palliative Care Unit as the individual most involved in the patient's illness.
The sampling of in-patient and bereaved family members provided the researcher
with descriptions of family memba experiences and perceptions regarding nutritional
care in tenninal illness at two different points in tirne. Sampling of families in this way

added to the density and richness of the mode1 that emerged, as ofken family members
who had previously experienced the death of a loved one had developed additional
insights about their attitudes and responses to declining intake, and the role of nutritional
care in the patient's overall plan of are.
In-patient family rnmber inclusion criteria consisted of: i) volmtary consent to
participate in the study, ii) 18 years of age or older; iii) identified by the patient as the
f d y member most involved in the patient's illness; iv) ability to speak and understand
English. Bereaved family memba criteria included criteria i- iv as identified for inpatient family members,and the additional criterion of king an individual identified by
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the Palliative Care Liaison Nurse as being able to discuss h i a m experiences in the

bereavement period without experiencing undue burden or distress.
It is recognized that one family member's perception of the care situation

constitutes a single view point, which must not be construed as a total f d y perspective
which would require more members' views. However, families face multiple stressors

during the terminal phase of the cancer experience (Oberst,Thomas, Gaas & Ward,
1989), and undergo both physiological and psychological health changes in response to

the stress of a terminal illness in the f d y (Kristjanson, 1986). Thus while some

individuals have criticized palliative care researchers for relying the use of a single
family informant (Davies, Chekryn-Reimer, & Martens, 1994) the selection of a single

family member may be justified on the grounds of feasibility \Tisher, Terry & Ransom,
1990).

Procedure. The reseatcber provided the CRN with the names of impatient f d y

members identified by recruited patients as being most involved in their a r e . The CRN
verified that potentiai family respondents identified by the patient met the study's

inclusion criteria, and approacheâ them to obtain their permission to have their name and
telephone number released to the tesearcher (See Appendix C). The mearcher then
contacted interestecl family members,and provided them with additional infoxmation

about the study. Arrangements were made to set up a mutually convenient date, tirne, and
location at which to meet to conduct an interview. Family members willing to participate

in the shidy were provided with a written consent form to sign pnor to the
commencement of data collection (See Appenk D).
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Due to high levels of cognitive impairment in palliative cancer patients in the

weeks of Iife (Harlos & Dudgeon, 1994)' not al1 patients were able to participate in the
study, and hence could not identiQ their prirnary caregiver to the investigator. This

situation arose four times in the course of this study. It did not preclude the recruitment
of those family members into the study, however. If a patient was found to be too iU or
too cognitively impaired to identifl a family member, the CRN assuaied this

identification hction. She would then ask permission to release the family member's
name and telephone nimiber to the researcher' and the procedure would proceed as
described above.

In the case of bereaved f d y members, the Liaison Nurse for the Palliative Care
Program served as the researcher's clinical contact person. The Liaison Nurse routinely
telephones f a d y members who have experieaced a death on the palliative care unit to
assess how the family is managing in the bereavement period. These telephone caiis are

usually placed two to three months following the patient's death. Guidance fiom the
Consulting Psychiatrist to the Palliative Care Program suggested that it would be
ethically sensitive to contact bereaved family members two to three months foiiowing the

patient's death (Harvey Chochinov, personal communication, May, 1997). This time
fiame helped to guard against approaching family members who were in the acute phase
of grief (Le. less than one month foliowing the patient's death), and helped to ensure that
family membm w a e being intervieweci w i t b a period of time that will enhance the

likelihood of accurate recail of the patient's care experiences.

The researcher provideci the Liaison Nurse with a bnef outiine of the study to be
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read to potential participants on the phone (See Appendk E). If the family manber was

interested in learning more about the study, or if hdshe agreed-to participate, the Liaison
Nurse asked the family member's permission to release hi*

name and telephone

number to the researcher. Upon receiving this information h m the Liaison Nurse, the
researcher contacted the family member by telephone to confimi their desire to be a part
of the study, and provide M e r explanation about the project. Arrangements were then
made to set up a mutually convenient date, tirne, and location at which to meet to

conduct an interview. Bereaved family members wilIing to participate in the study were
provided with a written consent f o m to sign prior to the commencement of data
coilection (See Appendix F).

Health Care Providers. A purposive sample of 10 health care providers working on
the palliative care unit was recnited for the study. For the purposes of this study, "health

care provider" was broadly defined to include nurses, physicians, social workers,
chaplains, and unit assistants. Health care providers on the palliative care unit are
confiontecl with issues and concems that patients and family members raise about
nutritionai care practices. Obtaining the perspective of these care provida allowed the
researcher to describe and examine the ways in which these individuals respond to
nutritionaI Gare issues in the face of advanced cancer, and to identify issues related to this
care that are particuiarly challenging.

Inclusion criteria for health care provîders consisted oE i) volmtary consent to
participate in the shidy; ii) being regularly assignai to work on the palliative c m Unit;
and iii) assumption of responsibility for some aspect of the patient's care.
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Procedure. Disclaimer sheets requesting permission to observe health care

providen during weekly care rounds were provided to dl health care providers and were
made available on the unit during the course of the study (See AppendUr G ) A verbal

explanation of the project was also provided to any staff member the researcher
encountered during the course of the project who was not aware of the study. Health care
providers meeting the study's inclusion criteria were approached by the researcher
dùectly to determine their interest in participating in the study.Arrangements were made
to set up a mutually convenient date, tirne, and location at which to meet to conduct an

interview. Health care providers wiiiing to participate in the study were provided with a
written consent f o m to sign prior to the commencement of data collection (See
Appendix H).

Data Collection

The data collection procedure used during the study will now be described. While
patients, families, and health care provider interviews constituted the major source of

data, a variety of data collection techniques consistent with the grounded theory approach
were used. These included face to face interviews, participant observation, and a review

of the patient's chart.
Interviews

Interviews were an important method of data generation in this study. ûpenznded,
semi-structured, face to face intaviews were conducted at mutually convenient time in
mutually convenient places with patients, impatient family members, bereaved f d y
members and health care providers. Semi-siruchuecl interviews are descnâed by Polit
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and Hungler (1991) as those that are organized around a particuiar area of interest, while

still allowing considerable flexibility in scope and depth. The face to face nature of the

interaction also affords the researcher the immediate opportunity to ask participants to
elaborate upon andior clarify comments made during the interaction.
Unlike the structureci intemiews that are fiequently used in survey and theory
testing research semi-struchaed i n t h e w s are more comonly used in qualitative
research as they afford participants the opportunity to " M y explain their experience of
the phenornena of interest" (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999, p. 23). The underlying goal of

discovery inherent in qualitative research assumes that the salient features of a topic

have yet to be revealed. Since these parameters are unknown to the investigator, it is
impossible to devise a predetermined and exclusive List of interview questions in advance
(May, 1989). This should not be construed to mean that the researcher approaches the
interview in a completely neutral fashion. As May (1989) observed, "investigatorshave
some area of interest in mind at the outset, and their goal is to discover and understand
the informant's perspective on that particdar aspect of life"(p. 174).

Consistent with the definition of a semi-stnictured interview, the topic of interest
(in the w e of this study, nutritional care) was explored guided by some sensitinng

questions gieaned h m the empirïcai literature, clinical experience, and observationThese questions constituted the semi-strucnired interview guide used with participants
(See Appendices I through L).

It is important to note that the interview guides developed at the outset of the
study underwent revision and became more focused as the saidy procecded. This
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evolution was necessary in order to look for commonalities and differences within and

across data sets, and to be able to test preliminary huches and hypotheses. Cornparison
questions and generaiity questions were particularly helphil in this regard. For example

in this study, family members were asked, Tome family members think that if their sick
relative doesn't eat that they wilI be uncomfortabIe. What do you think about that, or

how does that fit with you?"

Generaiity questions were used to help validate assumptions about a range of

shared experiences among patients families and health care providers with respect to
nutritional care. For example, when trying to explore the reactions of family members to
declining intake in their dying relative, f a d y members were asked the question: "The
families that 1have taiked to in this study have told me that they have had lots of

different feelings when they see that their loved one is not eating or drinlMg as much as
they used to-Could you share with me the feelings that you have had? Another type of

generality question that was asked,this time of Heaith Care Providers was: Dealing with
the anger of f h l i e s who are accusing you of neglecting their relative because you are

not starting and IV must be difficult to deal with. In what ways do you deal with their
anger?

Sometimes, abandonment of interview guide questions was necessary in order to
allow participants to "go where they wauted and needed to go" in recomting their
perspectives about nutritional c m . This reality speaks to the challenges that reseatchers
face when trying to balance the goals of the project and the needs of the idonnant (May,
1989).
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A major challenge in interviewing concenis the issue of consistency. Consistency

can be understood as the investigator making evay effort to ensure that the questiom that
appear to be important at a given course in the study be asked of as many participants as
possible (May, 1989). An important strategy in order to help ensure consistency in this
study was that of reviewing previous intentiews and field notes in order to remind

myself about which questions needed to be followed up on in the next interview.

AU but three interviews conducted for the study were tape-recorded. Two of the
patients recruited for the saidy had laryngectomiesybut did not have voice modulators.

Their voices were thus inaudible, and could not be picked up by the tape-recorder. One
farnily member who readily agreed to be interviewed was nonetheless uncornfortable

about having her voice recotded. In each of these three-cases,the researcher took
extensive notes when recurding the answers to questions asked during the intatiew.
Patients were most often interviewed in their rooms, either in bed, or in a chair at
the bedside. Two of the patients who were siightly more ambulatory were intaviewed in

an ernpty office on the PCU. Interviews ranged in length from 10 to 40 minutes. Patient
fatigue and the appearance of distressing symptoms nich as pain, nausea, and shortness

of breath necessitated terminating patient interviews earlia than the researcher had

planned. This occmed in 6 of the 10patients inteniewed. Increasing symptom distress.

and the appearance of delirium made it impossible to retum to 4 of these 6 patients at a
later rime to complete the interview, and the remaining two patients expird.
Four in-patient family mernbers were intezviewed in an empty office on the

PCU,while the rest w a e interviewed in their homes, as were al1 bereaved family
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members. Family memba interviews (both in-patient family and bereaved) ranged nom
1 and % to 3 hours in length.

Except for one stanmember who preferred to be interviewed at home, aii heaith
care providers were interviewed in a .empty office either on the PCU,or somewhere else
in the hospital. Health Gare provider interviews rangeci fiom 35 minutes to 3 hours in

length. When inteniews were conducted during working hours at the hospital, I as the

researcher felt more co11scious of the time, and was womed that 1was taking staff away
from the more important work of patient care. This feeling of being a "dock watcherl1
when conducting interviews during the course of a health care provider's work day has

been noted by other mearchers (Reimer-Kirkham, 1999). However, consonant with the
experience reported by Reimer-Kirkham (1999), because the nature of my reIationships

with palliative care staffwere atready fair1y well established prior to the onset of the
study these interviews flowed easily and contaiaed thick description even if at times they
were somewhat shorter, or intemipted because of the need of the staff member to tend to

something on the unit.
Demographic data was obtained fiom aii participates in order to describe the

sample (Demographic Forms: See Appendices M through P). Ln order to obtain
information about the patients disease status, patients' charts were accessed foIlowing the
securing of either patient of f d y member permission to do so.

Participant observation is an obsewational technique in which the researcher

becornes a participant in the situation being observed (Dempsey & Dempsey, 2000, p.
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368). As such it serves to complement and /or challenge data generated in interviews, and

in so serves as a method of data trianguiation (Knafl& ~reitmayer,1989).
The Iiterature descn'bes the act of participant observation in terms of the amount
of participation engagecl in by the researcher in the field (Dempsey & Dempsey, 2000).
This participation can range nom reseatcher as complete obsener (i.e. wherein the

researcher does not interact with participants, but acts as a fùli observer to their
activities) to the ethically questionable stance of complete participant (i.e. wherein the
researcher fully observes and participates in the activities of participants, but the pucpose
for doing so is concealed (Streubert 0 Carpenter, 1999).

The type of participant observation engaged in by the researcher during this
shidy was that of observer as participant. In the obsaver as participant d e , the

researcher's main focus is on that of observing and intenriewing. Steubert and Carpenter

(1999) noted that "to fit Ulto the setting, the researcher may engage in some activities
with the participantsw@. 25). This did occur during the course of the study. For example,
the researcher would samethes help reposition patients in bed to make them more

cornfortable, answer the ward telephone and help hand out meal trays on the lmit
However, the bulk of my time was not spent becoming involved in specific activities of
the participants.
Participant obsexvation activities involved attending such regularly occming
events a s change of shift report, interdiscipbmy patient rounds, and death reviews. No

predetermined interview schedule was used in coiîecting observations h m participant
observation activities. Part of this is a fiinction of the phases or stages reported in
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literature within which observation unfolds during field wodc (A&

& Adler, 1994;

1980). Consistent with these phases, my initial observations tendeû to be more generd

and unfocused at the outset of the project, becoming more selective and focused when
my goals were to M e r explicate conceptual categories, add theoretical density, and
achieve saturation.

Observational data was typically recordeci on a smaii note pad that the researcher
brought with her into the field setting. Notations were made as soon as possible afier a
period of observation-either in an unobtnisive place on the unit (such as an empty patient

room or empty conference room) or at home. Typicaliy these notations were rather brief

and contained key words or ideas to help the researcher constnict a more detailed account
of the obsemation at a later t h e . I initially felt quite awkward jotting bnef notes during
interdisciplinary care rounds, and tended to hold the notebook on my knee, almost under

the conference m m table. My intent was not to shield my activities from participants, as
indeed they were aware of my purpose on the unit and the intent of my note taking
activity. Ironically, over tirne, some members of the health care team wodd make the

comment to me during team meetings, "Sue, this is important for your study, are you
getting this down?"

hdeed, like interviews, field notes data constituted an important data source for
the study. Moreova, as Emmon and colleagws (1995) noted, participant observation
and the act of writing field notes are not distinct but interdependent activities. That is,

"writingfield notes helps the researcher to understand what he has been obseMng in the
fist place, and, thus,enables him to participate in new ways, to hear with greater
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acuteness, and to observe with a new lem (p. 15). The importance of wrïting up debiled
field notes based upon notes jotted in the field as soon as possible foiiowing perioüs of

participant obsmation cannot be overstated. The researcher did make a concertai effort

to foiiow this edict, generating more elaborate field notes, raising questions, and making
theoreticai notations as soon as possible a h the observational period. However in some

instances researcher fatigue and competing demands and responsibiliiies precluded this

nom happening. A strategy implemented to help easure available time for the generation
of field notes was that of shortenhg the amount of time spent in the field, and not
scheduling subsequent interviews or observational periods until the notes were done.
Chart Review

Information was coUected from palliative cancer patient's charts as it related to:
a) the patient's diagnosis; b) documentation of troublesome symptoms, with particular
emphasis on those symptoms that had the potential to impact on the patient's ability to
eat and drink; c) delineation of the patient's plan of care, particuiarly regarding

interventions retated to nutrition and hydration; and d) documentation made by membm

of the h d t h a r e team regarding interactions with the patient or family about nutritional
care issues.
The data fkom patient charts were reviewed with the purpose of identifying any
discussion or documentation about health care provider perspectives of the patient's
nutritional status and to obtain a smse of the salience placed on nutritionai care in the
overall written plan of c m . Charts were also reviewed to track documentation of any
discussion that may have oc-

between the patient, family, and heaith care p v i d e r
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about nutritional care issues, and s a v d as a method of cross-validating actions and
information eluded to during participant interviews.

Data Management
The data generated fiom interviews, field notes, and chart reviews were managed
in the following fashion. The audio-cassette tapes used during interviews with patients,

families, and health care providm were stored in their original case, dong with
information pertaining to the date of the interyiew, and the code number assigned to it.

T r a n s m i interviews were storeci on the computer hard drive, backed up with two
floppy disc versions of the data. Two hard copies of interview transcrïpts of the tapes

were printed-a working copy for coding, and a clean copy. Working copy transcripts
were filed in chronological order in a &s

of bindas, whilst clean copies were stored in

the ssme fashion in sealed envelopes. Field notes were also stored on the computer hard

drive with disc backup. Ali raw and coded data was kept in a locked filing cabinet in the
researcher's office during data coliection. Consent forms were also secured, kept in a
locked drawer separate fkom other data.

Data Analysis
Ali tape-recorded interviews were transcri'bed verbatim. Data fiom the intenriews,

field notes, and patient charts were analyzed using the constant comparative method.
Passages of data were reviewed within the context of the entire interview or field note in
order to identiQ and code the intent of the sestion and to extract the meaning within the

context. The researcher moved back and forth among the data sets, cornparhg egch bit of

data to ail 0 t h data. In this way, the researcher was able to discova the presence,
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absence, or variation of patterns in the data (Wilson, 1989). Data collection and coding

proceeded simultaneously. Analysis proceeded through the stages as outlined in Chapter
III. Categories were deemed to be saturated when no new information on the

characteristicsof the category was forthcoming (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973).
Operational definitions were written for al1 major categories. Descriptive statistics were
used to describe the sample in tenns of demographic characteristics and patient disease
States (See

Tables 1 ,2, and 3, pages 71-76).
Ethicd Considerations

Pnor to the onset of data collection, permission to conduct this study was

obtained &om the Ethical Review Committee, Faculty of Nursing at the University of
Manitoba, and the Access Committee at the St. Boniface General Hospital (See Appendix

Q). Protecting the human subjects who participate in one's research project is an
important consideration for any investigator, and it is the researcher who bears the
ultimate responsibility for conducting research in an ethical maMer (Calman t Hanks,
1995).

To that end, three basic principles need to be addressed when conducting research

with human subjects. They are: i) the principle of respect for human dignity; ii) the
principle of beneficence; iii) the principle of justice (Dempsey & Dempsey, 2000). How

were these principles addressed within the context of this study?

The principle of respect for human dignity, refm to an individual's right to selfdetermination and to fidl disclosure. This principle requires that the researcher treat d
participants as autonomous beings with the capacity to voluntanly chose whether or not
they wish to participate in a study. To that end, al1 individuals meeting the study's
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inclusion criteria were approached and given the oppominity to take part in the project.
Some critics may object that it is unethicd to conduct research on dying patients
and/or their family members because such individuals comtitute a d e r a b l e group.
While this researcher acknow1edges that these individuals are indeed VUlIlerable, she also
agrees with the following statement made by Kristjanson and Balneaves (1994) regarding
research in palliative care populations:
"...as an autonomous being worthy of respect, a dying person has the right to

decide whether or not to participate [in research]. Staff and researchers then have
a moral obligation to respect his or her decision. Indeed, they would be acting in
accordance with a paternalistic stance if they categoncdy stated that no dying
patient should participate in research studies (p. 11).
The notion of informeci consent requins that potentiat participants receive correct
and +fficient information about a study in order to be able to decide whether or not they
wish to participate in it. (Bek & Nolan, 1995). To that end, the following procedures
were observed. AU participants received an explanation of the study fiom the researcher,

first verbally, and then in writing as outlined on the consent fonn. M e r having the
opportunity to hear and read about the purpose of the study and the nature of their

involvement in it should they choose to participate, individuals were encouraged to ask
for additional explanations and to seek clarification should they so desire.
Inberent in the principle of respect is the ncognition that some individuals may
lack the capacity for selfsetennination (Dempsey & Dempsey, 2000). In this study, the
presence of cognitive impairment had the potential to render some patients incapable of

being able to fblly understand the purpose of the study, let alone consent to take part. For
this reason, individuals demonstrsting evidence of such impairment were excluded from
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the study.Moreover, given the fluctuathg nature of cognitive impairment that can occm
in terminai cancer patients, the researcher carefully assessed foi the presence of cognitive
impairment during the course of interviewhg the patient. In the event that such
impairment was detected, the researcher had plans to terminate the interview and
withdraw the patient from the study. No such instances ocnirred during the course of
data collection with patients during this project.

The principle of beneficence, that is, the right to k d o m h m harm and
exploitation, requires that the researcher treat each participant in such a way as to do no
harm to that participant (Kemp, 1999). In studies where risWharm are unavoidable, the

researcher is duty b o n d to minimize them. Every effort was made to maintain the wellbeing of participants in this study. First, patients were not approached to participate in

the study until it was clear that the symptom distress that precipitated admission had
abated. Second, in the event that either patients, family mernbers, or health care providers

became upset during the course of being interviewed, the researcher planned to

ternporariiy suspend questioning, provide emotional support to the individual, and give
them the opportunity to decide whether or not they wished to continue with participation
in the study. Past experience interviewhg patients and families in the palliative care
setting had taught the researcher that there is usually a great deal of emotion that lies

directly below the d a c e in these inàividuals, and that tears and sadness fiequently get
expressed during interview sessions. This was indeed the case in this study. Three of the
patients appeand somewhat sad when talking about their experiences. Every in-patiait
family member became eitha teary andlor cried openly when being interviewe& as did
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al1 but one bereaved family member. None of the patient or farniiy member participants
indicated that they wanted to terminate the interview when given the opportunity to do

so, and many commented that it was he1pfb.I to be able to "talkabout things".
Only one health care provider interviewed for the study became teary when

recounting a situation in which she felt the nutritional care the patient received was
tortuous for him. The emotional reaction most commonly seen in health care providers
were feelings of frustration in dealing with "difficult families", and anger in reaction to
the interference of other members of the health care profasion who sought to, or actualiy

disrupted the plan of care that was in place for the patient. In the event that a health care

provider had become extmnely upset or distraught, the procedure outlined for patients
and family members would have been followed by the researcher.

The principle of justice, tbat is, the right to fair treatment and pnvacy dernaads
that al1 individuals taking part in the study be treated in a fair and equitable manner, with

assurances of anonymity and confidentiality (Kemp, 1999). In this study,participants

were assigned a code nimiber, and their name did not appear on any of the data they
provided. Any names mentioned during the interview were replaced with pseudonyms.
For example, if the specific name of a patient was mentioned by staff, th& name would
be replaced with Patient X. Participants were also assured that any information they

shared during the course of the interview would be kept confidentid. This assurance was

given to participants verbally by the researcher prior to the interview, and appeared in
writing in the consent fonn. Moreover, subjects were also advised that their names would
not be used in any publication or report emanating h m the study, and that data wouid be
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reported in aggregate fashion to help fkther protect the identity of specific individuals.
Reiiability and Vnlidity of Data: The Rigor of Qualitative Research

C o d and Llandaff (1991) appropriately asserted that if research is to be of any
value, the issues of reliability and validity must be addressed. This assertion thus begs the
question, "to what extent has this grounded theory study generated a worthwhile end
product?" Such a question r e m e s that the researcher be able to demonstrate the degree
to which this work demonstrates specific criteria that incorporate the concepts of validity

and reliability specific to naturaiistic inquiry (Woods & Catanzaro, 1988). In a grounded
theory, vaiidity refers to the u s e f i e s s of the conceptuai firamework that has been

generated. The findings are deemed to be vafid when the h e w o r k developed is well
integrated, easy to understand, explain the major variation in phenornenon studied, (Stem
& Pyles, 1986).

Given that the purpose of this grounded theory study was theory generation as
opposed to theory testing, the critena for assessing the validity and reliability of a study
are, of necessity, different nom those criteria used to evaluate the rigor of q-titative
research (LoBiondo-Wood & Haber, 1991). The four criteria identified by Lincoln and

Guba (1985) will be applied here to evaluate the rigor of this qualitative work. The
criteria include: 1) cfedibility; 2) applicability; 3) wnsistency; and 4) neutdiW.

Credibility

The criterion of credibility refers to the extent to which the reviewet of a snidy

can place confidence in the ûuth of the fïndings, and trust that multiple constructions of
realify have been adequately represented. Credible studies are charactaized by accurate
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or faithful description, portrayal, and interpretation of the experience under examination.
Sandelowski (1986) asserts that the hdings of a shidy are deemed to be credible whni
individuals goùig through a similar experience a s the participants in the study readily

recogize and identify with the anaiyst's interpretation of the data. Techniques advocated
by Lincoln and Guba (1 985) were used in this study to help enhance the credibility of the
findings.

First, the researcher spent prolonged time in the field during the study which
facilitated the development of a tnistinp relatiomhip with health care providers on the
palliative are unit. Data collection occuned over a period of fourteen months.
Second, persistent observation of patients, families, and health care providers
interacting with each other about nutritional care issues over t h e helped to provide
salience and depth to the findiugs, and sort out typical nom atypical events.

Third, triangulation of data sources and data collection methods were used in the
research process, and saved to cross-validate findings. Triangulation refers to the
researcher's efforts to "capture a more complete, hoiistic, and contextual portrayal of the
unit(s) under study" (Jick, 1983, p. 183). Conceptualueci in this way, the researcher uses

multiple sources of data ta contribute additional pieces to the puzzle with an aim toward
the goal of completeness (Knafi & Breitmayer, 1989).

Fouah, member checks were d e d out in which participants were given the
opporhinity to react to my anaiysis. The pmcess of debriefing with membm of my
advisory cornmittee provided fiirther oppûrtunity for analyses to be challengecl and

defended, or subsequently reboled and refined.
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Transferability

The criterion oftransfdility refeis to the extent to which the findings of the
study are applicable and meaninsfiil when applied to other settings with other
participants (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It has been argued that researchers can never be

certain of the degree to which the findings in one context will be similar in another

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this study the researcher probed participants to descnbe the
data in great detail whenever possible. The generation of thickly descriied data facilitates

the possibility of attempting verification of these study findings in another context

(Woods & Catanuuo 1988). Major themes emerging fiom the data were presented to
local and national palliative care clinicians fiom institutions during last year's national
Palliative Care Conference in London, ûntario. That those themes appeared to resonate
with the experiences of palliative care clhicians &om different parts of the country
suggested that the findings of the study are credible, and that there was some degree of

"fit" and transferability between findings nom this study and other palliative care

settings.
Auditabiiitv

This criterion refers to the extent to which a researcher not associated with the
project c m trace and follow the way in which study events have progressai and d o l d e d

and track the decision-malcing processes used by the researcher. To that end, the steps of
the research process and ail decision makhg points related to the study were documented

in the researcher's field notes. Decision making related to analysis issues w a e
documented in the theoretical notes and memos, and in the notes the student made
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f0110wing meetings with advisory committee membm wherein emerging themes were
discussed. It is critical to note here, however, that due to the fact that reality is "COconsîructed" between researcher and subject in the moment, qualitative research studies
cannot be "replicated" in the same way that quantitative work c m (Wilson, 1989).
However, other researchers following the detaiied plan of a previous conducted study
should amive at conclusions that are similar to, as opposed to being in direct opposition
or conflict with that of the original work.
Confmabiïity

The criterion of confirmability addresses the extent to which the findings of this
shldy are in fact reflective of the subjects' experiences and not that of the biases of the
researcher. In order to address this issue, the researcher took care as much as possible to
use the participants own words when coding data and generating major categories.
Assumptiom underlying the study were articulateci by the researcher at the outset of the

project, and reflexive field notes were kept as a check on the assumptions and
perceptions of the researcher regarding the data. As noted by Lobchuk (1999). the
process of keeping personal notes or a diary about research experiences with cancer
patients and family members, allows one to critically reflect on the "biggerpicture". As

is advocated in the fiterature (Mchtyre, 1997), the journahg of these experiences in
notes or a diary helped to acknowledge and catalogue initial reactions I experienced to

persons, places. and events with an aim to being honest about the fact that these emotions
and reactions were operating and had the potential to influence my perception.
Acknowledging the existence of these feelings and nsponses was not only c a W c , but
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essential in helping me retain a scnse of perspedve, and, as noted by Lobchuk (1999),

"helpsto free the researcher fiom encumbraaces that may poseesthreatsto the study, nich
as Ioss of objectivity, burn-out due to ongoing diligent attention to data collection, or

over-identificationwith respondentsw(p.7 1).
Summary

This chapter provided a descxiption of the methods and procedures used in
conducting the study. Approaches to sampling, data collection, and anaiysis were
discussed and ethical consi-derationsexamineci. Steps to ensure the scientific quality or
rigor of the research were outlined. The following chapters detail the findings of the

study.

CHAPTERFIVE:

STUDY FIM)IN(;S: DOING WHAT'S BEST
Introduction

An ovemïew of the mode1that emerged 6rom the data describing how familes
balance the means and goals of nutritional care while fulfilling their own needs and goals
related to the provision of such care is presented in this chapter. Characteristics of the
sample are also described. Subsequent chapters will provide a more detailed description
of each of the model's components.

Doing What's Best: An Overview of the Mode1

Grounded theory coding methods enable researchers to identi@the basic social
psychological process (BSP)that occurs in response to a basic social psychological
problem. A basic social psychological problem refers to a pattern of behavior which is

both relevant and problernatic for individuals in a given situation (Fagerhaugh, 1990). A

BSP is a type of core category that emerges nom the data which accoimts for as much
variation in behavior as possible, and uses as few concepts as possible (Strauss & Corbin,
1990).

During the course of data collection it became evident that the basic social
psychological problem experienced by the family n;embers in this study was that of
balancing the m e . and goals of nutritional care for their terminally ill relative while
fulfilling their own personal needs and goals related to the provision of such care. The
basic psychosocial process (BSP)that emerged in respouse to this problem was that of

"doingwhat's best" "Dohgwhat's best" was the process that f d e s engaged in to
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help ensure that the nutritional care they de&

optimal in order to achieve their desirrd

goal was received by the patient. An ovewiew of the main components of the mode1 are

presented below in Figure 1.
* -

Figure 1. Mode1 Overview
1

Basic Social Psychological Process (BSP):
Doing What's Best

n

n
htervedng Conditions

1) family members' perceptions regarding the cause of the patient's decreased intake and

declining statu; 2) famiy membas' perceptions about the nature of palliative care;
3) f d y membas' appraisal otthe burdens and benefits of intewentiom to support dweclining

intake; 4) informatioo; 5) past experience; 6) rcadiness to let go of the dying individual; and
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"Doing what's bestnwas manifested in the form of strategies or sub-processes
that had families: i) "fightingback: it's best to eat"; ii) "letting nature take its course: it's

best not to eat"; and iii) npseudo-suxrenderingn.The consistently appearing strategy used
by family members who were "fighting back" a s a means of doing what's best was
captured under the major category of "gettingcalories in". Three main actions or

behaviors were associated with this strategy. They were: i) targeting the patient; ii)
manipulating food; and iii) targeting the health care provider.

Three sets of conditions were associated with the use of strategies designeci to get
calories into the patient. As such, these conditions provided the context within which

actions and behaviors associated with "fighting back" were carried out. First, family
members who were "fightingback" tended not to view decreased nuûitional intake as an
inherent and expected part of the dyiag process. Second, they felt that decreased intaice

was Iargely responsible for the patient's decining status as opposed to the progression of
the disease. Third, fighting back families believed that there were efficacious ways to

intervene to enhance the patient's nutritional state and improve the patient's decline.

In contrast, the stxategy embraced by families who were oriented toward "letting
nature take its coursen,was captured under the major category of "fkding other ways to
care." The three main actions or behaviors associated with this category included:

i) participating in physical are; ii) being there; and iii) protecting. The following
conditions provided the context within which actions and behaviors associated with
letting nature talce its course were enacted. First, families who adopted this position

expressed the belief that declinllig intake in food and fluid was a normal ocamence at
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the end of terminal ilhess. Second, they realized that the patient's decline was due to

multiple factors, not just minimal consumption of food and fluid. Finally, these families
believed that the initiation of intementions design4 to augment nutrition or hydraton
were futile in altering the outcome of the patient's temiinal disease.

The strategy embraced by f d y members who were "pseudo-surrendering" as a
means of doing what's best, was captured under the major category of "holding on while
letting go". Two main actions were associated with this category: i) cognitive waffling;

and ii) behavioral waffluig. Families who were pseudo-surrendering were struggling with
trying to reconcile the tensions between the position that declining intake of food was

both normal in a dying patient, and yet something that they wanted to intewene against.
They were wrestling with the realization that the patient's decline was due in part to
decreased nutritional intakeybut also to the ravages of th& disease. Finally they were
trying to reconcile the realization that interventions capable of augmentkg fluid and food
intake could be both beneficial and burdensome to the patient.

Seven intexverhg conditions inauenceci which strate@= related to "doing
what's best" family members embraced, and the extent to which they might move back
and forth between sub-processes .The terni intervening conditions refen to " the broad

and generd conditions bcaring upon actionhteractional strategies (Strauss & Corbin,
1990, p. 103). In this study. the intervening conditions that eiüier facilitateci or

constrained the use of the strategies previously outlined were: 1) family members'
perceptions regarding the cause of the patient's decreased intake and declining stahis; 3.)

family membem' perceptions about the nature ofpalliative c m ; 3) family members'
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appraisal of the burdens and benefits of interventions to support decluiing intake; 4)
information; 5) past experïence; 6) readiness to let go ofthe dying individual; and 7) the
syrnbolic meaning of food.
The strategies taken by family members in response to declining intake in theù
dying relative were associated with certain outcornes or consequences. In this study, the

overarching consequence of doing what's best, whether that be "lethg nature take its
course", "pseudo-surendering " or "fightingback", was the reduction of decisional regret
in family mernbers. Decisional regret refers to the remone and residual feelings of guilt

and distress experienced by family members when they perceived that the "wrong course
of action" had been taken in response to the patients declining nutritional status. More
specifically, family membas who opted to "let nature take its course" reported that they:

i) felt relieved that they no longer had to struggie to get the patient to eat; ii) felt
comforted that they were respecthg the wishes of the patient; and iii) took solace in the
belief that this course of action afforded the patient optimal physicai and psychological
cornfort.

In contrast, not being able to "let nature take its course1'when that was the desired
course of action resulted in family mernbers feeling that the patient experienced
unnecessary physical and psychological diskess as a result of interventions, and that

these interventions needlessly prolongeci the dying process.
F d y members who embraced the "fightingback" approach indicated that
adopting that particular stance helped to make them feel that: i) they had done everything
that they could to help the patient swive as long as possible; and ii) that their course of
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action afforded the patient optimal physical and psychological cornfort. When famiy
members were not able to fight back in the way that they desirèd they felt guilty, and

expressed concem that not intewening would result in an uncornfortable and hastened
death.
Family mernbm who were "pseudo-mendering" in essence, had a foot in each
camp and thus experienced some of the consequences of each. That is, being engaged in
behaviors that were consistent with both fighting back and letting nature take its course
afforded family these manbers the best of both worlds. They were able to experience the
reduction of decisionai regret because the gamut of their behaviors although seemingly,
contradictory, was defensible. However, the major consequence of pseudo-surrendering
appe-uedto be the forestalling of having to make a definitive decision about what it was
that was best to do in light of the patient's declining intake and deteriorathg statu.
A detailed description and explmation of each component of the mode1 wül be

detailed in the following chapters. These chapters will present data as it relates to: i) a
description of each of the sub-processes of "doing what's bestn; ii) the strategies and
behaviors associated with each sub-process; and iii) the consequences of these strategies.
The intmening factors that faditateci a d o r conshained the use of the strategies in cash
phase wiii also be discussed. In this study, as is typical in grounded uimry work,
intervening conditions inQuend the action/interactional strategies taken by f d l y
members, and the consequencesof action/interaction at one point in time constituted
intervening conditions or wntext at another point in time (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

Thus while the study hdings are presented in separate sections in order to present the
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components of the emergent mode1 in as clear a manner as possible, it must be noted that
there is considerable interplay between these component parts.

Characteristics of the Sample
Demographic information dacriiïng the study sample is presented in Tables 1-3,
pages 70 to 74.
Demographic Profde of Patients (N=13)and in-Patient Family Members
(N=13)
Characteristic
Patient
FiMember

Table 1.

Age
18-30
3 1-50
5 1-65
>65

-

-

1 (7.6%)
3 (23%)
9 (69.2%)

6 (46.%)
3 (23%)
4 (30.7%)

Gender
Male
Female

3 (23%)
10 (76.9%)

Education
Grade 8 or less
Some high school
High school diplorna
Some University
University degree
Missing &ta

2 (15.3%)
3 (23%)
2 (15.3%)
2 (15.3%)
1 (7.6%)
2 (15.3%)

'

Occupation
Iaborer
clerical
professiodmgmt

retired
homemaker
0 t h

1 (7.6%)
1 (7.6%)
11 (84.6%)

-

-

Table 1 (Continued)
Characteristic
Patient
Income
4 10,00o/yr
S 1 1,000-s20,000/yr
$21,OO-S30,000/yr
$3 I ,000-$40,oOO/yr
$41,000-$50,ooo/yr
%51,000-â60,000/yr
$61,OOû-S7O,ooO/~
> $70,00O/yr

Relationship to Patient
daughter
son
spouse
sibling
parent
other (sister-in-law)
Marital Status
married

divorced
widowed
never marriecl
cornmon-law

Ethnicity
European
British Isler
French
hian
Other

Religion
Catholic
Protestant
Jewish
Other

No affiliation

Famiîy Member

Table 1. (Continued)
Characteristic
Patient Diagnosis
Bowel cancer
Cancer of the larynx
Lung cancer
Brain cancer
Breast cancer
Rend cancer
Stomach cancer

Fadiy Member

Patient

-

4 (30.7%)

3 (23%)
2 (15.3%)

O

1 (7.6%)
1 (7.6%)
1 (7.6%)
1 (7.6%)

-

O

Table 2. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF BEREAVED FAMILY MEMBERS (N=10)
Characteristic
Bereaved Fimüy Member
Age

-

18-30 y r ~
3 1-50 yrs

2 (20%)

51-65 y r ~
>65 yrs

S (50%)
3 (30%)

Gender
Male
Female
Education
Grade 8 or less
Some high school
High school diploma
Some dversity
University degree
Occupation
laborer

clerid
professiodmanagemeat
retired
home maker
0th-

Table 2. (Continued)
Characteristic
Incorne
< %lO,OOO/yr
$11,000-$20,oOO/yr
$21,000-$30,oOO/yr
$3 1,00o-wo,000/yr
$4 1,000-$SO,OOO/yr
$5 1,000-$6O,oOO/yr

$6l,OOO-$7O,OOO/yr
X§70,00O/yr
Declined to answer

Bercaved Farnily Member
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
1 (100h)

-

1 (lO?%J)
2 (20%)

-

4 (400h)

Relationship to Patient
daughter

son

SPo'==
sibling
parent
other
Marital Status
married
divorced
widowed
never married
cornmon-law

Ethnicity
European
British Isler

French
Asian
m
e
r

Reiigion
Catholic
Protestant
Jewish
ûîher
No affiliation

1 (LOO!)
1 (10%)

Table 2. (Continued)
Characteristic

fatient's Dirgnosis
Brain cancer
Colon cancer
Cancer o f the kidney
Multiple myeloma
Liver cancer
Breast cancer

3 (30%)
3 (30%)
1 (10%)
1(10%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)

Table 3. DEMOGRAPHIC PROmLE OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS (N=ll)
Characteristic
Health Care Provider

Gender
- Male
Female

Marital Status
rnanied
divorced
widowed
never rnarried
common-law
Health Care Provider Positions
Represented in Sample
Nursing
Medicine
Unit Assistant
Pastoral Care
Social Work

Years of Esperience Working hm Palliative Crre
1-5 yrs
5-9 yrs
10-14 y r ~
15-20 y r ~
>20 yrs
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The final study sample included 13 palliative in-patients, 13 family members of

-

palliative in-patients, 10 bereaved family members, and 11 health care providers. Patients
ranged in age nom 34 to 84 years with an average age of 69.8 years. The majority of the

participants were female (76.9%), and were manied (69%). The most common cancer
diagnoses represented were those of bowel cancer (30.7%), cancer of the larynx (23%),

and lung cancer (15.3%). AI1 patients had been on the palliative care unit a minimum of
72 hours prior to being seen by the researcher. Tm of the 13 patients died within 6 weeks

of being interview& for the study, and one patient died 8 days &a being interviewed.

The rernaining two patients were tninsferrrd to other facilities and their date of death
fiom the time of interview is unbiown. Four patients who initialIy agreed to have their
name released to the researcher declined M e r participation upon having the study
explained to them. Reasom for renisal included, "feeling too sick", "feeling too weak",
"not interested" and "havhg too much going on right now."

The modal in-patient family member participant was between 3 1-50 years of age,
f d e , married, and most ofien the daughter of the patient (6 1.5%). Three family

members who initially agreed to have their names released to the Researcher declined
participation afta haviug the shidy explained to than. Reasons for r e b a t included, "1
don? want to be away k m the bedsiden,"too tiredn, and "feeling too upset."

The modal bereaved famiy was between 51-65 years of age, female, and retired.
Al1 of the bereaved farnily mernbas contacted by both the Clinical Nurse Specialist on
the Palliative Care Unit and the researcher agmd to participate in the study.

The modal health care pro"da was between 31-50 years of age and married. Linle
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more than half of the health care provider sample wae femaie (54.5%). Thirty six per
cent of the sampie had worked in paiiiative care from between 5 to 9 years, whilc 27.2%

of the group had worked in the area h m between 10 to 14 years. Nurses represented
36.3% of the sample, while physicians constituted 27.2%. All but one h d t h care

provider approached by the researcher to participate in the study declïned, citing reasons

of "not having enough time"to be intdewed.
Summary

The basic social psychological problem identified in this study concerneci the ways
in which family members balance the means and goals of nutritionai care in a terminally

il1 relative, while meeting their own needs in relation to this care. The basic social
psychological process that emerged nom data addressing this issue was that of "doing
what's best" This chapter has provided an intmductory overview of the model, its subprocesses, strategies, intemenhg conditions, and consequences. A description of the
study sample was provided. The following chapters will provide a detailed examination

of the model's component parts.

CHAPTER SIX:

THE SUB-PROCESS OF "FIGETING BACK"
Famiiy members engaged in the sub-process of "fightingback" utilized a variety of
strategies that were captured under the concephial category, "getfing calories into the
patient".The sub-process of "fightingback" its associated strategies, and the

consequences ofthose strategies are schematically represented in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2.
Fighting Back: It's Best to Eat

Main Concept~alCategory: Gemhg Calories I n
Associated Strrtegies:
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Figure 2. (continued)
Fighting Back: It's k t to Eat

consequene&Associated with Fighting Bick & Gett& Calories In for F a d y Mcrnbers
+feeling that they had done everything to help the patient survive for as long as possible
+feelings of not having abandoned the patient
+feeling that tteir actions afTorded the patient opthai physical and psychological cornfort

I

Consequences ~ssociatedwith not being able to Fight Back or Gct Calories In for Famiïy
Members
+ feelings of guilt, anxiety, fiustration, incornpetence and rejection
3 c o n c m that non-intervention would result in an uncornfortable and hastened death

Consequences Associated with Fighthg Back and Getthg Calories In for Patients
+anger and frustration in response to being continually barraged to eat
+social withdrawd
I)eatinp; to protect the family, sometimes with resultant increased symptom distress
-

-

Consequences Asrociatcd with Fighting ~ & and
k Getting Calories In for Heaith
Care Providers
+feelùigs of anger and fhstration in response to family accusations of negligent care
+having to respond to family anger
3 exploration of farnily goals and expectations
+initiation of teaching

The behaviors or actions designed to get calories into the patient that emerged
fiom the data included: a) targeting the patient; b) manipuiating food; and c) targeting the
health care provider.
- the Patient: In this study, "targetingthe patient" is defined as family
(a) Tar~etine

mernbers taking aim at the terminal cancer patient through the deploymait of verbal and
physical tactics in an attempt to get that individual to eat and drink beyond what they
were currently c o d g . An inte@ part of targeting the patient involved family

1

meinbers' vigilant surveillance of the patient's appetite and oral intake. Family members

constantly assessed the patient regarding their desire for food, and gauged the amounts
and types of food and fluid the patient was taking in:

Iguess like the las?3 days its sort of been a liquid diet to make it easier, but
today, apparentl'y she virtually had no brea&st. And my sister was here at lunch
and I think she had a bit of ice-cream. but its fier intake] really declined quite
dramatically... (Farnily Member Interview #7)

...Zike l u t night. she saki shepractically ate everything, but at noon today she
didn 't. She had a couple of teaspoons of soW.. (Famify Member Interview #8)
For many f d y members, this vidant meillance occurred right up until the time of
death:
Q: Days before he died, were you womed that he was feeling hungy?
A: We asRed him. but no. He neverfelt h u n m or thirsty... but Iknew at the end
he was on& taking a linle bit and he was using that sign. For] enough

(Bereuved Family Member Interview #2).
This type of behavior was a natural extension to the type of monitoring and gauging that

had been going on regarding the patient's appetite and intake at home, @or to their
admission to hospital:

I think we did monitor her in a seme... because both my sister and L.we chatted
with herfiequently and saw her at least once a week. And we would ask her, like
we would ulways ask her. We would talk about what she would have for supper,
and we knew she was eating less....Wephoned her every ni& and asked her what
she had for super and she would tell us... (?Qamiiy
Member Interview #2).
Through the act of vigilant surveillance, family members collected important
information about their tenninally iil relative's intake. The inability to be physicaliy
present at the hospital to assess intake and appetite first hand did not preclude family

mernbers nom maintainhg theV surveillance. Family members would typically question
others who had visited the patient about matters of appetite and intake, andlor telephone
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the ward and ask the nurse caring for the patient about how weli the patient was eating
and drinking.

Information about the nature of the patient's intake collected h m meillance
activity provided the springboard for subsequent f d y behaviors associateci with

targeting the patient in order to get calories in. For example, when family membem
perceived that the patient's intake was insufficient, a combination of verbal, physicd,

and psychological tactics would be deployed in an attempt to remedy the situation.
Verbal tactics designed to get the patient to eat included coaxing, begging, bargaining
and berating:
She wouid have a bite of something, and didn 't want any more, so I would say
"you have to have a liirle bit more. You have to get strong ifyou want to corne
home, so you have to eut." She would say, "No more, no more." 1would just say,
"onefor me, onefor K." her granddaughter..It was a real struggle. 1think it was
the medication. She wodd get agitated. (Family Member Inteniew #6).

Verbal tactics could dso include family members tcying to elicit fiom the patient specific

directives about the kinds of food they wanted brought in fiom home. Family members
were ofien relentless in their questioning of patients regarding what they wanted to eat.

Sometimes such questioning would occur, even in the midst of the patient experiencing
distressing physicai symptoms:

Isort of arked her what she wanted (to est/ but then she was in a lot ofpain and
she didn 't want tu be thinking about that. But lsort of inristd in her telling me
what kind offood Ishould bràng in... (Bereuved Family Member Interview #I).
Nonetheless, family members believed it was important to obtain such information nom
patients, as including the patient in decision making about what food was brought was
believed to enhance the likelihood that they would in fact eat it once it arriveci:

I think it 's vew hard to decide what you are going to give him to eat, you have to
ask him what he wanfi. You can 'tjust make something and say here, you 'regoing
to eut that. niey have to let you how. You have to ask them what they want...
Thar's the best thing is to askthem what they want because ifyou make something
and they don 't like it and won 't eat, that 's not too good too. (Bereaved Family
Interview #2).

Some family manbers also indicated that they would verbdy threaten the patient
with such consequences as going to the hospital and having an intravenous started if their

intake did not improve. Such exchanges struck the researcher as being similar to those
exchanges that oc= when parents attempt to discipline a child, and point out to the child
the consequences of behavior that does not confonn to parental wishes. First, it was

evident during this kind of interaction that the family member was the authority figure,
with the patient assuming a more servile role in the exchange. Second, the family

caregiver wouId identifl the desirable behavior they wanted fkom the patient (i.e.

increased intake), and outïine the consequences if such behavior was nor forîhcoming.
Interestingly, the family member in the quotation below likened her expex5ences in
"laying down the Iaw" to get her dying relative to eat, to the way one deals s t d y with a
child when trying to elicit a particular behavior. The notion ofthe patient being

responsible for both causing some of the difficulties with decreased intake, and for
helping to remedy the difficulty is also suggested in verbal exchanges that have this more
threatening, "consequences orientedwtone:
m e on& thing you cun say is that you huve to eat something....andyou realQ
h a w to be sbicr and you h m to putyour foot down, like when you tafkto a kid.
You could tell them t k t ifthey don 't want to eut, then they are going to start
feedingyou und they are going to give you something through an intravenouî.
(Bereoved Family Member Interview #).

That families would at times threaten patients with undesirable consequences if
their intake did not improve was ais0 identified by heaith care providers in this study:

..

Sometimes they do kind of bu& themL i k e ifyou don 't eat you 're no?going to
be able to corne home. I think theyjust hy to bully them so they 'llpick up a little
strength. (Heaith Care Provider l n t e m h #6),
Physical tactics designed to help get calories in included such thuigs as assisting
patients with their meah by setting up the tray, and physicaiiy feeding the patient.

Families indicated that the fatigue and debilitation common in many terminal cancer
patients required that assistance with meds be provided:

She couldn 't do anythingfor herselfat all. n a t k when Istarted feeding her and I
was up [on the ward for every meal tofeed her. But it took a long tirnejust to get
a couple of mouthfuk in. (Bereaved Family Member Interview #I).
We did come in at meaI times, because she wasn 't able tofeed herseFvery well
and so we mode sure that one of us was here........vamil'y Member Interview #7).
At its zenith, "assistance" involvesi the actual force-feeding of the patient by the
family member, whether the patient wanted to eat or wt:

Atfirst I wasforce feeding her, making her eat. Then we did get intofew little
& h t s ....(Farnily Member Interview #6).
Families were aware that patients did not appreciate such behavior, but defended the

action of force feeding on the grounds that they had to fÏnd some way of trying to protect
their loved one against the relentless ravages of their disease:

I know she doan 'twant to eut, but we have to îry and give her as much cas
possible. We try to give her as much or possible. and d ejust looks at us while we
are trying tofoed her with a "àreyousatisfied now?" look ...We had a little dog
who gave us exact& the sarne look We had a littk dog that wouidn 't eat and we
continued toforce feed it andforce feed it untiZ one doy it started to eut on its
own. Its like thar with her, we kept hying to get her to eat, and we ~IY little tntncKr,

and she knows what we are trying to do andshe doesn 't Zike it. Yeah. what can we
do? Cancer is like a bulldozer, It goes its own way, but we still have to
(Family Member Intentiew #4/.

Intewiews with patients corroborated that the verbal and physical tactics used by
family member previously describeci, did occur:

Yes, they were pushing me to eut. They would say "eat, eat, eat". But how could I
eat when it wouldn 't go down? 1woufdjust look a? l efood and Ididn 't want to
eut. (Patient lntemrVIew
#3).
Health care providers intervieweci for this study also reported that family members

could sometimes become quite aggressive with patients where feeding was concerneci:
We had a patient with a brain -or.

Her husband would aciually hold her nose

so she would open her mouth to breathe and then put a spoonfil offood in her.

mealth Care Provider Interview #2).

Yes.t h q seem to reallyp h them ...sometimes they do kind of bu& them.
(Wealth Care Provider Interview #6).
in addition to using verbal and physical tactics in order to get patients to eat,
families also used the strategy of distraction. Providing a diversion nom the task at hand
was reported as being an effective way of "gettingcalories inn:

She has no d&e to eat, and she 's not hungry now, although ifyou put something
infiont ofher and dishacr her. she will eat a linle bit. I don 't think [the problem
with eatind ïs physical, because like Isuid, if'you dktract her, she '22 eut. She 'll
say, ""No,1don 't want that, " but ifyou are tulking to her she '21take itfiom the
plate and she will eut it. (Eamily Membet Inteniau #13).

b) Food Mani~dation.Another strategy used by family members in th& attempt to
get calories into the patiemt was that of food manipulation. Food manipulation refas to
the ways in which famiy membas would procure and present food to th& dykg

relative in an attempt to get them to eat. Food manipulation was manifest in a variety of
ways. First, famiiy members would fiequently bring favorite foods h m home in for the

patient. It was cornmon place to see family membm corne to visit the patient, laden
with shopping bags full of what they hoped would be texnpting fare. The palliative care
unit contains a famiy room and kitchen area where foods brought in from home can be

refiigerated and reheated. In the course of conducting field work on the palliative a r e
unit, the researcher fiequently Iooked in the refigerator to see the type of fare families
brought in for patients. Invariably there would be several containers present in the ward
fiîdge, each carefully labeled with the patient's name and room number. These containers
could contain anything fkom gefiite fish to curried pickles. (In some instances, the
foodstuff was not recognizable to either the staff or the researcher!). The relational

aspects of food brought in fiom the outside was chanicterized by one of the health care

providers in the following way as touches of home:
F e y bnng in] everythingfiom stuffyou don 't really know what àt is undyou
don 't wunt to ark. It 's a lot of stufffiom home and one of thepatients here says
the soup here is good but ir;r not like my wfe S. So itsjust a matter of the litîle
touches of home. (Health Cure Provider Interview #6).

1t appeared that by having favorite foods "at the readyn family membm hoped to be able

to capitalize on patient cravings, and thus increased the likelihood of geaing calories into
the patient:

...on one occasion 1made h o m e d e soup and she r e d y Ziked that...she didn 't
ask. cause I would ask her. b there sonething she would wunt and she said, *not
really? But I brought these things on my own. Cause we asked al1 the tinte. and
she wouldjust say "no, that's okay? I don 't think that she wcis uZZ that b e n on
food. no matter what. pamily Member Interview #7).

Bringing food in h m home was only one way of ensuring that sustenance was
always readily available. Family mernbers would sometirnes take food h m the patient's
tray that hadn't been eaten and stockpile it, placing it on the patient's over-bed table,
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bedside bureau, or on the window ledge in the room. Ofien these d a c e s would be quite

crowded with containers and cups holding a variety of food and fluids. This "buffet"
created by family members also helped to ensure that food was available to the patient at

a moment's notice.
A second behavior associated with food manipulation was that of offering food to

the patient at fiequent intervals. This bereaved family member's comment succinctly

encapsulates the strategy of having food at the ready and offering it fiequently:
Jurt Say, " try th&': and be there. Just o f f i it and have the spoon rîght there.-.
(Bereuved Family Member Intenhv #IO).
A third example of food manipulation was the way in which family members

would ofien adjust the portion sizes of food that was o E d to the patient. Sometimes

this involved presenting just small bits of food at a tirne, in order to prevent over-

whelming the patient:

... try sornething like a spoonfLI of soji ice cream or mashed bununa... Orperhaps

t h cninbeny juice. Jiur little wee bits of something....(Bereaved Family
In tewiew #1O).

Other times, family members adjusted the portion sizes of food so that the patient
received a much larger than a normal shed serving. Sometimes this was accomplished

by ordering double portions when helping the patient fil1 out their hospital menu. ûther
times, famüy members wouid bring double portions of whatever the patient had

expressed an interest in, or a cxaving for, to the hospital. However, these super-sized
portions were not always appreciated by patients. Said this man who was dying of
lyrnphoma of his wife's attempts in this regard:

Q: Does she bring you food when she cornes to visit?

A: Yes,1had a milkkshake, but when isay 1want a milkshake, Iget 2 of ?hem and
i can 't handle one,never mind two!! (In-Patient lirterview #I).
c) T a r d n e the Health Care Provider

A third strategy cornmonly used by family members who were attempting to get

calories into the patient was that of targeting health care providers. Targeting ofhealth

care providers refers to the interactions families had with palliative care staffin an
attempt to procure interventions geared toward entiancing the patient's intake of food and

fluid. Specific actions related to targeting health care providers included: i) auditkg the

patient's plan of care; ii) blaming and accusing of the health care provider (HCP) for the
provision of inadequate care; end iii) petitionhg the HCP for specific interventiom to

support the patient's nutritional stahis.
il Auditine the Patient's Nutritional Plan of Care

An integral part of targeting the health care provider involved the family member

auditing the patient's nutritional plan of care. In this study, auditing behavior refers to the
process by which a family membs systematically evaluates and compares the nutritional
care practices of health care providers against a standard held by the f&ly member as

optimal and desirable. Through interviewing family members,it was evident that these
family standards regarding nutritional care consisted oftwo dimensions: 1) levels of
acceptable staffpediomancerelated to nutritional am,and; 2) levels of acceptable
patient outcomes or d t s . The former dimension involved family rnembers' assessrnent

of staff behaviors as they related to getting calorin into the patient, whereas the latter
dimension involved family members' assessment regarding such patient outcomes as

increased intake, weight gain, and suvival.

How did family members collect information for their audit? The primary source
of information came fiom the direct obsewations made by the family members
themselves when they visited the patient in the hospital. For example, interview data and
infkmnation gathered through participant obsewation on the palliative care unit indicated
that family members were psrticularly watchful to see if ward staff delivered the

patient's meal tray in a timely manner, and whether or not they encouraged &or
assisted the patient to eat and druik. For exarnple, one family member i n t e ~ e w e dfor the

study felt that it was imperative that she come in at meal t h e to feed her husband,
because she had observed that the palliative care staff took his word at face value when
he didn't want to eat at mdtimes, and thus would not pumie the matter fûrther:
And this oneparticular &yD I came to the hospital and the boys were already
gathered up and I looked ut his ~ a and
y l could see he hadn 't euten. And l guess
hejust said he didn 't want to and no one. you h o w ifhe said no. then he wasn 't
eating...And 1talked with the stufpeople, and we 'd say "WeZl we donntark him
whether he wunu to eut. Wejust say, th& ir what we are doing now andjust carry
on. It 's a rnatter of course. This is the ultimatum...So afier that' we were there in
time tofeed him hfs brea&st.(Bereawd Farnily Mernber InteMew #IO).

The issue of trust in the health care provider (or lack thereof) was r a i d by this family
member as it related to feeding of patients:

... Even though there is a lot of staffhereDI'm not sure they wouldgive it to him if

1weren 't here...but that 'spart&the reason that I am here because I want it done

and l don 't reaily îmst them. I think they wouid do it anywayDbut Ifeei better
being here.....(Farniiy Member Interview #9).
Health care providers were aware that families sametimes harbored concems that
staff would not push food on patients that they did not want:

I've had compklitttFfiomfamilies that their loved one hmn 't beenfed. Some
fumily members have deciàed to conte in andfeed their loved ones because hey
feel that not enoughfood h m been oflied to their loved one. They corne in and
they see the îray stiïl dere und sometimes unopened sometimes-.. I've had t h t
cornplaint and the members take ifupon themselves because they think their Ioved
one isn 'tgoing to befed... (Heath Cure Providet Interview #5).

However, the act of forcing patients to eat when they did not wish to do so was seen by
ward staff as a violation of patient rights and incompatible with ''good" palliative care:
Isay [am not going toforce feed anybody and one of my sources ofpride on this
ward is omngpeople choices... l a m certainiy m a r e of everybody S prognosis
here and l don 't see how afew mouthfils is going to enhance th&person 's last
fmdrys or weeks or make th& &y uny more special(2XeuZth Car-Provider
Interview #8).

The information collected as a result of these care audits enabled family members
to make decisions as to whether or not the nutritional care practices they witnessed on the
palliative care unit represented "good practice" as they de-

it. Moreover, it was clear

that family membm generated explmations to help identify why the nutritional care
practices on the palliative care unit failed to meet the family's required standard When

family members were able to identi& the reason or causes for care that they deemed
unacceptable, they were then able to tackle the problem in an attempt to solve it. That is,
the vital step of identifying why the nutritional care practices of health care providers

failed to meet the families desired standard provideci an impetus for action.
Family members who were fighting back invariably identified the reasons for

sub-standard nuûitionai care as residing within the health c a n provider. This r d t e d h
the deployment of subsequent family behaviors associated with targeting the health a r e
provider-namely those of blaming and accusing the health care provida for the provision

of sub-standard care, and petitionkg the health care provider for additional interventions

to augment and support the patient's nutritional statu.

iil Blamine and Accusine the Health Care Provider:

Health care pmviders interview4 in this study indicated that it was not un-

common to be accused by family members of being negligent regarding the nutritional
care of dying patients. They indicated that whiie concerm about "noteating" were

sometimes raised by patients earlia in theV illness trajectory, once the patient was in the
palliative phase of his or her iliness, concerns about "starving to death'' was largely a
family issue:

Q:

Do patients Say, "I'rn really anaid that I'm going to stawe to death. They
are not feeding me enough here"?

A:

Not on palliative care. Theyfamilies are more concented, not the
patients. (Health Care Provider Interview #1).

... The issue of nutrition in the eurZy stage, predominantly [islthe patient's w o v .
We see thepatients in the veryfinal stages so itr actually thefamilies that are
concenied more than thepatients. So the &sue of not eating ik really a family 3
problem toward thefinal stage.... it switches over to thefarnily like evqthing
else in the care towards the end we tend tu lookafier thefamilies more than the
patients. (Hoath Care Provider Interview #3).

When heaith care providers were accused by f d y members for providing
negligent care, negligence was cast in terms of the failure to provide adequate food and

auid to a terminally ill penon. Abandonment of the dying person was also a common

theme raised by family members who were fighting back. Family accusations about the

failure of health care providers to artificially augment the dying patient's intake of food
and fluid were o

h linked to issues of symptom distress, &lity of life, and length of

sunrival, and fkequently had the tenor of an ethical objection. The following examples are
typical of what health care providers indicated they encountered on a fairly regular basis:

Often the statement they 'Il make ir that "he's starving to death "...[they sayl things
like we are neglecting them or we are letting them die, that son of thing. I think
they ofien&el ifthey 're not taking anyfood orfluids and that we aren 't
encouraging them to take if,then we arejust sort of giving up on theperson and
just k i n g them die. (Uealth Care Provider Interview #5).

Family members interviewai for this study acknowledged that they conf?onted
health care providers about this issue:

I did ask the doctor about things, because Idon 't think you should just let
someone srarve to death. @ami& Member Inteniew #5).

The ethicai tone of such accusations was not lost on health care providers:
[They raise] discornfort, hungerpains, und what not or they are so weak and so
fatigued that they can 't enjoy qua& of lijè. Ouhvardlj that's quite common the
type of issues thefamilies will raise. Othersfeel that it limits the length or
survival and JO they wtll ruhe that,.....but I think the underlying issues that is
probably strongest in 021 these nurents isprobably an ethical dilemma... it
reduces to the ethics of how con you starve someone to death or allow them to
starve to death... (Health Care Provider I n t e ~ i e w#4).
iii) Petitionine for Additional intervention^

In addition to the stnitegies of auditing nutritional care, and blaming A d
accusing the health care provider for the provision of inadequate care, families would
also fiquently petition palliative care staff to iastitute meames that they (families)

believed wodd help circumvent the problem of decreased intake of fluid and calories,
and reverse the signs of physical wasting. The measure most fiequently requested by
famüies was that of starting intravenous thaapy. Though less common,health care

providers indicated that requests to initiate tube-feeding and totai parenteral nutrition
(TPN) might also be made. Interviews with f d y members suggested that they equate
intravenous therapy with nutritional support, and thus saw an N as pmviding a

significant source of significant calories. This obsewation was supportecl by health care

Lrhm, thefamily especially becomes quite upset ifthere 's no W. Or... they
Say,."We need an N here. " You know, we 're going to s f a mhim to death. Can 't
wefeed him? And 1think a thought LF that the N iS the magic N; Evevbody h a
an IV therefore they will Iive forever. (Health Care Provider Interview #I 1).

Usually. 99% of the time it does come up. What can we give them ro eat or drink
m a t 3 the bestfood? m a t happenr when they stop eating? Are you going to
start un IV? (Uealth Care Provider Inteniau #3).

Sometimes additional inttmentions included incorporating complimentazy
therapies into the patient's plan of care. When speaking of complimentary therapies, it

appeared that famiiy membm most often referred to health-related products prescribed
by the self, family, Kends, or an alternative health care provider had suggested or

prescribed. In some cases, the alternative health Gare provida accessed by patients and
families might have the authority to prescribe by the Canadian Medical Association, or

provincial college of physicians and surgeons. In other instances, they did not.
None&eless, it was evident in talking with patients and f h l i e s in this study that

complimentary therapy use at home, prior to hospitidbtion, was fairly commonplace:
Oh yes. she war on shurk cartilage which was sapposed to be good but then she
found out she would huve to toke,I don 't know, 22pilk a &y to have any benefi.
She waç on Mfnmins and some other Iiquid A tonic. matever she wanted there
was no questions about it ifyou think it helps and f i t does help. then it 's worth
if. Let's try it. (Bereaved Family Member Interview #8).

Then she wpr eating garlic andshe wrrr eating su much garlic it wasn 'tfirnny
onpore. d e said eating garlic' it river the cancer. (Bereaved Fumily Member
Interview #9).

Some farnily members reporteci that they had even taken th& dying relative to 0 t h
parts of the world to receive complimentary thetapies:

We took her to a c h i c in T~uuna.They gave her-lots ofjuices there tu help heul
her. These were speciafjuices, made withfiuits and vegetables and not made with
pesticides. They were a22 organically grown. It was to stimulate her immune
system so she couldjight the cancer. (FamilyMember Interview #4).
It thus was not naprising that families wished to continue with complimentary therapies

after admission, and would petition health care providers to sanction their use in hospitai:

Someone told us about thîs tea that had a long history. One guy started taking it
and he went out go@ng the nert day. so my husband pied itfor thefirst tirne. And
then when he was told the bod news [about the cancer]. he asked the doctor ifhe
could go back on this tea (EzmilyMember Inteniau #6).
Heaith care providers intaviewed for this study acknowledged the fiequent use of
complimentary therapies by palliative cancer patients. The lack of scientific evidence
about the efficacy of such therapies, coupled with the potential for significant financial

burden for families associated with th& use made some of the palliative care stan
interviewai for this study leery of their use:

... that 's becoming more common...with d@erent Kin& of alternatives... We hod
one gentleman we udmitted him very urgentl'y one evening and he was vomiting
and thisparticular diet he wu.s on Le was having to eat raw liver and that 3 what
he wm vorniting and if wosjust gross. It war somewhere in N k i c o he had been.
In Tijuana or somewhere fike that and it wcrs un alternative diet that he had been
on. It wasjust hom%Ze... It war dosigned to give him strength and heal him His
wffe war blending the liver and extracting thejuices R o m it and having him drink
it. (HeaZth Care Provider Interview #5).
1tell them ifit isn 'tgoing fo hurt you, tlim go ahead But the cost b something

that Iget concerned about. I*veseen some of thesepeople. î%ey 're spending $400
a month on crap. or...well, on s ~ fthat
f IpeKeiw as being crap. Ah, and you
know, shark cartâIagefor a m p l e . Someone s
' sure making a lot of money on
thatdn~
when peop[e go down ?O Mèxico, they get these magical things. "Oh*1
felt bette+". 1was euting well." We know t h q 're steroULF of some sort of another.
m a t eke is there?(HeaZth Care Providor IiitemrVIew
#II).

Consequences of Strategies Associated with "Fighting Back: It's Best to Eat"

The actions and behaviors taken by family members who were fighting back had
certain consequences. First?while the intent on the part of the family memba in targeting

the patient was to get calories in, such actions resulted in some patients feeling angry and
upset. This appeared to be due to the fact that for the majority of patients in this snidy,

decreased appetite was of either no importance to them. or held less salience compared to

other symptoms they were experiencing:
The lady Uidicated thut ove? time she hm eaperienced a loss of appetite but it
didn 't bother her becawe she knew that she was going to die sometime and she
doesn 't wony about eating. ûfmore concem to her is thepain she is
experiencing in her lep knee-she has a &tic Zesion on x-ray, and has been
r e f e d to a radiation oncologirtforpain control. It [not eanirg v e v muchj has
been so long. it doesn 't bother me (Patient Interview #8).
Indeed, some patients saw tcying to eat more than their appetite dictateci as a selfdefeating behavior:

...1b

w you have to Rave food for nourkhment, but you get a certain amount a
day..lt doesn 't require the amount thatyou useà to est' not in this condition.
You 'd befill al1 the time. You 'djust be stuffed (Patient Interview #3).

Sornepeople live to eot andsome eat to [Ne. Well. Ieat to live' Iguas. I don 't
live to eat 1eat what Ifeel like I don 't stuflit down. because f l do, it wouldjust
corne back up again...there's no point in that (Patient Interview #9).

Therefore, being constandy harassed by family manbers to eat, despite the fact they

had no appetite angaed patients:
me patient indicated that herfatnily membors, purtrrtrcu2ar&
her son8were p i t e
attentive andjhsed around about thefact that she warn 't eating. Several rimes,
especially latel), she h m had to tell t h to bock 08Not to wony so m c h
[Field notes; Patient Inte~view#8).

mm, my two &ughters-in-Ic~w~
thq, said "Mom. you 've got to eat, you 've got to
eat. ''And I said. don 't bug me. I said I con 't eat. (Patient Interview #12).
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Patients reponed that their claims of "no appetite", "feelingfull" and "feeling
nauseous were often simply not believed by family membm. This assertion of non-beüef
was supporte-during the researcher's intaviews with families, and is summed up

succinctly by this daughter whose mother was dying of l i v a cancer and was profoundy

anorexic and cachectic:
She says she isn 't hungry but I m sure she is. (Family Member Inteniew #4).

Even when family members fiequently witnessed problems with early satiety and
chronic nausea f3st hand, they could scarcely believe their eyes. This incredulousness is
captured in data exemplar below:

When she came to the table she would alwizys have a littlepail with her and she
would say a f t r eating two little Ri& crackers with very little cheese on it. "I feel
like I huve had a whole meal. "And it wouldn 't be two minutes and my God! it
had eome right back up!! (Beteaved FamiIy Member Interview #8). Not being believed, and being berated for being an "underachiever"with respect to

intake also distressed and angered patients:
1h honest. und iflreallyfeel like it [I'll eau and sometimes I can 't, that S the
on& time when I don 't reully eat. When Ifeel like Ijust can % Othe~wise,1eut.
(Patient Interview #7).

My wife w m up in the air, really up in the air about me not eating. ...She says she
doesn 't natter but she sive does. She k p t saying 'You got to eut more, you got
!O eat more.

.

Q:Did she make you fa1 like you weren't trying?
A:

Yes.t h was one of the big things. (Paîient Interview #1).

Only one patient intemiewed for the study portrayeci f d y memba behavior associated

with targeting the patient in more positive tams:

Ifyou thinkyou are beingforced ro eat. if'snot because they [your famiilyl are
mean. ILS because they love you, that 's what my mother did and it was a lot
easier.. .they weren 't nying tu nur my Ife. (PatientInterview #2).
iisecond consequence of farnily behavior related to

targethg the patient was that

of patient withdrawal- Both family members and health care providers noted that
patients someiimes used the strategies of pretending to be sleeping, ancilor i g n o ~ g

fami1y members who were constantly fussing at them to eat:
W i wed to hy and encourage h h to est' and we 'dsay, "well they 'Ilputyou buck

on Nagain fgyou don 't eatJ and he would ignore us. (Bereaved Famil'y
Mèrnber IntemrVIew
#3).
It 's hard to know whether that 's people's low energy or whether theyjust sort of
tune out a little bit whether that 'sjwt disengaging or whether it 's a means of: the
on& means they have Iefi of:exerting some control. It the mi& of rhLs awful
situation of dying. and especially ifpeople aren 't able ro taZk about it very open35
itF. for them to say "Don 'r smother mepdon 'tpush all th3food down !y throat, I
don 't need it right now. " So maybe if's a way of doing that iF to passivel'y

withdraw and pretend you 're sleeping. I'm sure that happens a lot. (Ueulth Care
Pro vider Interview #7).
A third consequence of behavior related to targeting the patient was that of the

patient trying to protect the fhnilly member. Even though patients did not want to eat,

and eating had negative consequemes for them in that they might feel nauseated and

vomit, stanreported that patients would sometimes make a concerted effort to eat when
the family was present. Health care provider data indicated that patients sometimes made

a special effort to keep eaîing because they recognized that theV f d y member wasn't

ready to "letgo" yet:
There w u thk onepar~icuIursituation. n e r e was this wornan who would eat her
lunch, in order to pZease her husband And he would be leaving to go. and he
hacin 't reached the elevatoryet and site wus throwing it all back up. And th&
went onfor a long tirne. And d e told us, l have to keep eatingfor hirn. He im'l
reudy yet. " (Health Cure Provider iitterview #9).

Q:Have you ever seen patients, where they eat untü they are sick?
A: Yes. 1' wifLjust sort OF.. a comment wiII corne up about. that I'm eatingjust for
her...(iFieulth Care Provider Interview #IO).
A fourth consequence that had the potential to arise as a result of family behsvior

that targeted the patient concerneci patient safety, specifidy the danger of aspiration

and choking that could occur when family mernbers were overly zealous in feeding.
Aspiration was of particular concern in unresponsive patients who lacked a protective
gag reflex. This issue was identified by both family members and heaith care providm:

I rernember one tirne when I w ufeeding him and every tirne Igave him a ZittZe
spoon he war coughing. And l went and asked the nurse and asked iflshould be
giving it to him and d e said no, becaure it is going to go into h b lung, and he is
going to be worse. (Bereaved Family Member Interview #2).
'Lby the rime I came back to work the patient had died over the weekend and she
wcrs p r e ~ p o o r .We were womwedabout how much the daughter wasfieding her
with the Boosr, and the linle bit of humorfion the staffww t h sheprubab&
"boosted" her Mom right ouf of fhis Zfe and she may have. She may have given
her so much that she ended upf i l h g [the patient 'sj l~ngs.~'(Heolth
Care
Provider Interview #7).
While it was important that families receive such information, hedth care

providers cautioned that it was also important that the family not be made to feel

"responsible"in the event that the patient developed pneumonia-a cornmon occurrence in
end stage patients irrespective of whether the patient had aspirated or not:
Ifanything, they kind offeel guilty about thefact that thq, have been doing it and
mqbe making them worse. Iis kind of you have to be catefiri thatyou don 't make
themfeel worse. I don 't like it when sorneone k beingfed inappropriate&. 1am
just carefil about thut thq, don 't do that becawe owpatients wàll getpneumonia,
und so ifthefamil'y is told that tweng rimes over, and the patient &a get
pneumonia, they think "Oh, I killed them!" We have seen that where the spow
h a killed them becaure thq, havefed them....ïReproblem is. thq, are going 14
get pneumonia anyway...(Heath Care Provider Interview #IO).

When staff wimessed behavior by families that they believed put the patient at
risk, their responsive action was that of providing the family with information about the
burdens and benefits of that particular course of action. As mch, the consquences of
targeting the patient, that is, the provision of information or teaching by heaith care

providea, subsequently became an intewening factor in the mode1 of "doingwhat's
Indeed, the provision of information to families by health care providers about a
b+stW.

range of issues constituted an important intervening factor in this study, and will be
discussed in greater detail in the section of the dissertation examining such factors.

Not being able to get calories in through the use of the strategies associateci with
fighting back aiso had consequences for family members. When family membm w m
not able to get calories in by targeting the patient they reported feeling anxious, fhtrated

incompetent, guilty, and rejected:
1feel guilty ifshe doesn 't eat. If's thatfeeling thut you think any noudshment will
help. If's like when you have a M y and you are alwayr feeding it and giving it as
rnuch as you con. IfMom h a n 't had enough. you try and give her more. (Fomily
Member Interview #2).

Such feelings were familiar ones as they had also been experienced at home, prior to
admission, when efforts to increase iatake had failed:

... I used to think l was a good cook It makes me/eel UI&I.

If makes mefeel like

1am good for nothing. (Fami& Member Intemkw #I).

Well, it t a s veryfirrrtrating. I was at my wits end to try to invent or to t q to
~ corne
up wilh some rec@esthat w d d appeal to him. It was d z ~ c u l tIt. reuh'y w ~ rIt.
w u like an ordeal.... (gereaved Family Member Interview #IO).

Health care providas were acutely aware of family members' hstration and .
feelings of helplessncss in this regard:

Probabiy the biggestfactor is the helplessness ofthis deal thut they have to sit
down and watch sornebodvfade away and die. To them, nutrition and/lui& Ls
.;eV kind of instinctive to do. Ifyou take that awayfiom them. and they can do
nothing butjust sir and watch theirperson die..part of if,there is a concept of
passivity of letting sonteone die und i f h e y don 'tsort o f f & theyfeel t h v are
[etting that person down. ( ' , / t h Cure Providor Interview #10).
However, despite these feelings, the goal of getting calories in remained
paramount for many family mernbers, as to fail at this goal had unthidcable

consequences:
At the same tirne, Icoukin 't get d h u r a g e d because we h m we had to make hm
eat. We had to make her eat because she had tofight. and the on& woy tofight
was by eating, and tofight the cancer was to eat. F a m i & Member Intemiew M).

Such consequences included the patient's wasting away:
We tned a lot of things but we didn 't want to give up because you h o w they ore
Iosing nutrition and we didn 't Rnow how long he wcu going to I i w . . . so you di& 't
want him to be s k n and bones so we would by anything... (BereavodFamiiy
Menaber littemiau #9).

Families also expressed concem that patients who did not receive adequate food and fiuid
might experience uncornfortable, andor hastened deaths:

I wculd see the N ar it would stop the person fiom being dehydrated and i&ako
very good because other medications con be given at the same tirne and thq,
don 't have tu swallow. It makes evetything much errrier. It m a k thepassing
easier. (gereaved Fantily Member Interview M).
Because you know. ifyou don 't drink; you are going to get dehydrated and ho
never had any inhavenoru last tinte ut the hospital. And I h e w this w&
be a
probiern ifyou don 't dnnk How long couldyou live Iike thut ifyou don? toke
nothing. unless they give you something by needle? I hm he wouldn 't lart too
long...because the linle bit he ho having was never enoughfor a person to live
on ( B e r e d Family Interview #2).

Familier who beiieved that fighting back was the best approach took some solace
in the fact that they had done al1 that they could, and that they haWt abandoned the

patienï or given up. HCP's inte~etvedfor this study understood this:

Erplain to them why they can 't eut. and ifyou have tirne. say they wantpka and
get it and rhey onIy take one bite. At least they have m*edit. This ir ophase t k t
will not last long. This irn 'tgoing to go onforever. In a week or two, heprobably
won 't be d n gfor anything. men you feel guiity, Why didn 't1do more before*
when he was eating. M q b e he will only have one or two bites, but at leosfyou
have tried.

Q:Its kind of preventing the regret and remorse that later on they may feel?.
Yeah. like I wish 1had done this or titat- (Health Care Provider #3).

Though presumably designeci to evoke a change o f behavior on the part o f health
care providers. the accusatory stance associated with targeting the health care provida
was rarely niccessnil in enlisting the staff to "fightbackn in ways the family envisioned.

However, the strategy o f targetiug the health care provider did have certain outcornes or

consequences. Fint, the targeting behaviors that involved blaming and accusing the
health care provider of neglect serveci as a signal for the health care team that-thef d y
was muggling with a much larger issue- the realization that their relative was going to
die. Accusations o f staffneglect regarding nutritional care were thus seen as a harbinger

for a nuch larger. more complicated set of issues:

... there really is a lot more going on thanjust thefood A lot of it i s guiltJlikc
have you done something in the p u t that's why they are +kg. Pou have to &
something to rnukeupfor thepast. Lots of things corne to us throughfood Even
like, ifyoufeel kind of guïity about something, you buy something special for
dinner that night. You use that as a way of smoothing things over. We do it a lotJ
andfor ourselva, we usefood ro make usfeel better. (Health Care Provider
Interview fi.2)').
In my mimi, nutritional issues are offon a markerfor anotherproblem in
palliative care and the dilreuseprocess of ourpatienîs Open it opens an avenue
on to issues on grief and denital und guilt byfamily members. You have to look
firrther thanjust a simple question of nutritional issues. I think it is a major isue
in palliative care. I think it is a harbingerfor other things. (2Tealth Cure
Provider Inteniau W).

Staff consinently indicated the importance ofdealing with the anger that fueled

accusarlons of neglect. Responses to the blarning pattern ranged from gentle reasnuance
that the patient was cornfortable in the absence ofminimal intake, to a more forceful

denial of the accusation. In attempting to i n t m p t the family memba's pattern of
blaming, health care providers explained tbat they were hyùig to convey to the f d y
that the staff was not "theenemy", and that the family and the staffwere "al1on the

1Wy initial response is, and that is sort of an accusation Ni a sense, and my initial
response i s to get bock nght awuy with the response thar "lis not the [ackoffood
it 's the disease and you h o w that "... Give it right back to them, we aren 't kiiling
them. the disease $ and then explain the disease. It sounds cmel, but to me you
have to go back zo them with a shock and then gofiom the= and q l a i n the
disease and whot its doing and that worhfor me. You have to say,no. Ifs not the
[ackoffood that 'S doing the damage. It 3 the dkeose tAat's doing it and so it L a
slow process of going through and being vety patient with t h (Health Care
Provider interview #3).

Other ways of respond'mg to family anger had to do with validating the feelings

of anger that were being expressed. Listening carefully to what families had to Say was
important in being able to both fuiiy understand the mger that was being expenenced and
prevent it fiom escalating:

I think the most important way of tesponding, the most imporiantpiece of it ij
acknowledgment. Right off the bat it 's really to hear people and not...no$ sort of
labelpeople, or not to say, "Theydon 2 gel ft." Hear what they are saying. î l e
words l e y 'resaying about thefeeding issues. But hear what 's behind the wor&
too...Reach behind whatyou 're seeing und recognize that there 3 more to if.
Làsten to people and let them h o w thq, me ackrowledgd because I think that 's
the most important piece of it all. Ifwe sort of becorne defemive or we qitickly
extinguirh their daim aroundfood, it [the anger]j u ~ knd
r
of oscolates. I/o
person is heard tho~gh.that does..if's hurder to escalate. mealth Care Provfder
Interview #9).
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Responding to and acknowledging anger was seen as a necessary first step in
being -Xe to explore family concems about the patient's plan of care generaiiy, and
nutriccnal care in particular. Health care providers identified that it was important to
respord to anger in order to be able to engage in teaching and coI1aborative goal setting

with frnily members around dl aspects of tare-including nutrition:

So acknowfedgmentLs thefirst thing. 1think the second thing Lr information. And
really to sit down and spend some time with people and really son of ta& to them
about ... "Well, what do they think? What are they Prkig for? Find out what their
goals are. Tell them what our goak are and make sure that our goa& are al2 on
the same wave length. And so.. So that we 're working together ...y0 u might be
giving your best erplanations and information but it 's not totally re@tenenng.
Because ifyou don? acknowledge thefeeling that 's corning uryou. thatperson
may not men be capable of getîing the information (Heath Care Provi&r
interview +9).

Despite the intellechiai redization that families lashed out because of their pain

and dissess, such interactions were still painful and discouraging for some of -thehealth
care providers interviewecl for this study:

Its hard Because thefarnilj dishess is right there They 're saying. "Oh my God",
you know. Isee him getting thinner and thinner. B e y 're starving him to
death...Uhm. and L..I feel e l inside of me-emotionully...(TIeaZth Cure
Provider lnteniew #I 1).

...they [the familyl were somehow at od& with w h t 1conridered good q u a l i ~
palliative care and symptom coni?oZ and comfort care. ï%ey see it as you are no
better thon Jack Kevorkian by doing if th& way [not aggressivelyfeedind. You
have @von 120%for thisperson and the amount of emputhy and cating you have
and 1feel above und beyond what is expected and then you 're met with thaat.
(Mealth Care Provider Intewiew #4).
However, it was clear that staff reaiized the importance of not taking the anger

You jwt have ro keep reinforcing and reofiring that iu not you they are angry at,
ir i the whole picture of thingf. They hmre to take it out on someone. (HeaIth
Care Provider lnterview $5).
IntefZectuaffy,
you huve to kv>d ofpull back and say-"Wefi wait a second. We're
not starving them at afL ïXqv have no appetite- Ir it better toforce feed them?
You know. when they donetwant ro have that? I n a r can be worse than nor eating
at all. (HeuItth Care Provider Interview #Il).

Health care providers consistently indicated that while it was important to respond to
family anger, is was equally important criticai not to get "hooked" into if as such
reactions were futile:

ntere are times whenpeople willpsh your buttons or will hookyou in some way.
You end up. the image that I ure. mther than standing bock and letting it go by
and waitingfor it to settle. you get sort of sucked right into it. And you just,..you
just spin arowld with them. And then we spin around with each other. And then
we, kind of..go right through the roof: (Heath Cape Provider InternNfew
#9).

in the course of responding to f d y anger, health care providers were able to
begin to elicit and dari@ patient and family perspectives regarding the goals of tare

generally, and nutritionai care specificdy. Eliciting the goals of care provided a vantage

point fbm which to begin to understand family member expectations, and provided

health care providers with direction regarding some of the ducational and psychosofid
issues that needed to be addresse.

Whot are the hopes or goakfir thisperson? So I would wunt them to tell me
what their concem were. m a t thefrhopes or go& were and w h t way they
were going to do it. Ifthey seem quite not likely achievable then I would expluin
t h t and why and based on what k i d of m'dence that we h m . Ofin t h t 's
enough.....(Healih Care Provider lntendew #IO).

...Ofin

Itwk thefamily whut ore the goak andsort of spell those out and ofin r f
they are giving me the objective guide lines, like I want my wrje to Zive as long us
possible. I'm not cornfortable to let her stuwe to death. Idon 't want her to
suffer......Ir 's a good avenue. an inroad tu start in dealing with an isme (Mealth
Care Provider lnterview ##).

Health care providers also stressed the importance of clarifying specific goals or

outcornes for the patientprior to the implementation o f such intaventions such as IV
hydration or nutritional support such as tube-feeding. The identification of clear outcome

critena provided d c a l indicators for family members and health care providers in
evaluating the patient's response to the intervention:

... there is an element uftriai where t h e is sorne kind offeeding apparatus but
andyou question the situation you huve to have
again, when you are intemrYIewing
very cleur goals in your mind and a pion and you evafuuteit and thenyou start...
(Tleaith Cure Provider Interview #lO).

While responding to anger, providing idonnation, and engaging in collaborative
goal setting with the patient and family were seen as the ideal pattern of interaction, such

behaviors did not always occur in practice, and indeed had consequences of their own for

the palliative care team. Health care providers in this study indicated that it was not
helpful when coileagues were either too rigid and dogrnatic when deaiing with famiiies,

or too laissez-faire,as neither approach was seen as helpful in M

g to address

underlying issues:

Sornetimes if might become a temlorial issue... And you can see someone takz a
very finn stand Welfthis is not needed at all. It 's sticking to your guns sort of
thing. That 3 one sort of inappropriare respome thot can be defeenrie. Another
one isjust the opposite. J i sort of swingJ ffOhwell, Imean ifthey want it,just
go ahead "And that kind ofpassivity can be, 1think can be &mging too. It 's
not like d efamiiy necessan'ly wantsyou just to agiee wirh them. Although mqybe
they do at one level, but at another level there 's open unresolved stqflor things
that are stimulating the quesrion (Heaith Cam Provider Interview #9).

Some staff members w a e distnssed when they perceived that nutritional
interventions were initiated in order to "satisfjt'a demanding relative. For example, f i s
idornant identified a situation that she described as disturbing because she felt the

intervention that had been ordered was not in the patient's best interest, but instituted to
placate a dernanding relative :

... he was hemorrhagingprofuselyfiom Lis rnouth.fmm B i s noshiLF around the
tongue...you could actually see the tumor and he was b l e e d i n g m that and he
was bleeding through the trach afier we suctioned all the blood away....and she
wanted u tubefeed. And the man U actually hemonhuging right now, and said to
her, you know, he 's dying on top of what LÎ happening it 's not going to he& him
any more He 's not hungry... and she soid 1cannot live with rnywiflre died. And
Isaid to holdf004 I could not [ive iflsaid that and he died. 1h o w he 's dying
but 1could not live like that &fïsaid to you, hold h bfood. So I told her thut 1
cannot Zive with myserfifIgive him tubejèedings, because I h o w it 's going to
hurt him..(Health Care ProMder Interview #2).

because maybe you feel t h t thephysician should be a
Iiftle morefinn in instructing thefamily k t sometimes thefamik'y on& heur whut
they wunt to hear too. They sort of get blinders on and they don? hear anything.
(Nealth Care Provider htemiew #5).

Sornetimes I feelfiustrated

The support of other members of the interdisciplinary team was identified as an
important support mechanism when difficdt issues concerning nutrition and

hydration arose:

...it does a lot of good to be able to speakabout it topeople who can undersand
where you are comingfiPm so 1think team r o h and bereavement rou& ifwe
are able ro do it weekiy or bi-weekly andjurt io run it by a colleague ofyours. It
is so very importantfor seIfcare. Its notjurt leaming mom] past mistakes. it sort
of &ringsyou doserforpast dtflnrlt cares and it gives you sort of support in a
semefor ongoing dificult issues in c4ses as well. (Heolth Care Provider
Interview #4).
Ifs v e v nice ro have them there....when the emotions are getting thick..My
training Lr this, your training b th& right? We.its kind of like a Venn diagram
there 's a littIe bit of intersection in there...but your focu b a ZittZe dgrerent than
mine. So you *rebetter ot that. WeaIth Care Provider lntemIYIew#II).
A second consequeme of family members targeting of health care providers was
that it stimdated palliative a r e staff to engage in teaching with the family. This again is
a . example of the consequences of a strategy becoming an intewening factor in amther

part of the mode1 of "doing what's bestw.This teaching fiequently involved:
i) discussions around the etiology of the patient's weight loss and lack of appefite;

ii) explanations about what is "mrmal"and "expected" with respect to eating and

drinking as the patient approaches death; and c) a delineation of the burdens and beneiits
of such interventions as aggressive oral feeding, T m ,and IV therapy. These aspects of

teaching will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter IX of the dissertation wherein
intervening factors are examineci.

Taken as a whole, the strategies associated with fighting back seemed to be
approaches that afforded family members some measiae of cbntrol when things felt

patently out of control. The notion of control as it relates to a fixation on food and
getting her dying relative to eat is evoked in the comments of this daughter whose mother
died of bowel cancer:
1really didfùss with thefood issue and it warn 't that Zdidn 't î?ustthem [the

s t u ï it was more control, It was a thing that I could connol. It was the one thing
1could say rhat wasn 't being done. Yeah. I could intervene. It was a power thing.
I was aware of the power in me, but I was also aware that it war something I

could dofor her. It w m a way of seeing that things were donefor her. ( ï 3 e r e d
F a d y Interview #2).

This chapter has examined the "fightingback" sub-process of doing what's best.
The main conceptuai category related to this sub-process, that of getting calories into the

patient, was discussed with respect to its associated behaviors and actions, and thnr
resultant consequences. The next chapter wiil examine the sub-process of "letthgnem-e
take its course."

CHAPTER SE-:
THE SUB-PROCESS OF LZETTING NATURE TAKE E S COURSEn
In contrast to families who were ''fighting back", families who were ''letting
nature take its course" engaged in aaivities designed to care for the patient in which food

and fluid ptayed a nomina1 or negligible role. The main strategy used by family members
who were letting nature take its course was captured under the conceptual category,

'Lfinding other ways to care". The sub-process of "Lethg nature take its course') its
associatecl strategies, and the consequences of those strategia are schematically
represented in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3
Letting Nature Take It's Course
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1jdecreased feelings of fiushrationat not being able to get the patient to eat
+decreased time and energy spent in vigilant surveillance of patient intake

4increased attention directed toward self-care activities
+feelings of relief that patient wodd not have to endure potentiaiiy burdensome nutritional
interventions
+feelings of satisfaction that the patient's wishes regarding a non-aggressive stance related to
*nutritionalcare had been honored

Consecruences of Fin&
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+decreased agitation and distress as a result of not being barragesi regarding intake

Family mernbers who were "fincihgother ways to care" had shifted their time,
energy, and focus away htrying to get the patient to eat, to other numaing activities.
This does not imply that they stopped asking patients if they were hungry or thirsty, or

refrained fkom assisting them to eat and drink. Family mernbers would still attend to
these needs, however the activity around nutrition was now patient dnven. That is, the
desires of the patient regarding food and fluid intake now assumeci paramountcy. This

shift in orientation was accompanied by a harmonizing of family member goals with a

realistic appraisal of being able to achieve t'ose goals in light of the patient's declining
condition. Such hannonking or reconciliation is summed up well in the wmments of this
daughter who had moved h m a fighting back posture, to that of letting nature take its

course:

[Isaid to her] you eat what you can and if if S borheringyou, then don 't.I h o w
I would offer it muid] to her but she wasn 't rerponding to me. or anybody. In&
wasn 't an issue. n i s was the end (Beteaved Famiiy Member Interview #I).

Tbree main behaviors or actions related to the theme of "finding0 t h ways to
care" emerged nom the data. They included: 1) participahg in physical care; 2) being
there; and 3) protecting.
1) Particivatin~in Phvsical Care

Family members who were finding other ways to a r e fiquently participated in
the provision of the patient's physical care. The degree of participation was highly
variable. For example, some family members who were quite cornfortable with bathing

and repositioning their relative would "divein with both sleeves rolled up". Other family
mernbers, though not providing the care directiy themselves, would willingly help the

nurse or unit assistant with the provision of such care, and woulâ offer to go and get

extra towels, bed linens and miscellaneous supplies (e.g. Kleenex) nom the large
stainless steel supply cart that sat directly outside the medication room on the unit

When inteniewed about the types of care they provided, family members
invariably mentioned the provision of oral care. The oral care d e s c n i by family

members consisted of cleaning the patient's mouth with a small disposable sponge with a
handle dipped in water or mouthwash diluted with water, and the application of some
type of lubricant to the patient's îips. This type of activity was typicaily carriecl out when
patients were either too weak and debilitated to do it for themselves, or when they were

unconscious. The activity of providing oral care appeared to hold particular importance
to family members, and many of them equated this aspect of physical care with affording

the patient much cornfort. The comments of this bereaved f d y member were typical in
that regard:

n e r e were the swabs. We did that a lot...it kept heveeling cornfortable. 1don 't
think it partïcularly bothered het. It bothered her when you stucksomething in
her mouth fshe didn 't want it there (Bereaved Family Mernber Inteniew #o.
When the patient's physical stamina aiiowed, participating in physical care also

involved f d y members assisting patients to be up and about-whether that be through
assisting them with ambulation, or taking them for a ride in a wheel chair. The weakness

and debilitation of palliative cancer patients in conjunction with the need to ensure that

al1 supporting technology "moved"with the patient posed significant "choreography"

challenges for family memben. The researcher was struck by the amount of knowledge
family members required in order to participate in the patient's care in this regard. For
example:
A patient with udwurced metastatic breast disease and marked debilitationfelt
wdl enough to sit up in a wheel chair to go for a ride up and down the hall. The
wornan was a two-person transfer. She also hud an N i n situ and a continuous
injüsion pump running, a naso-gasnic tube in place that needed to be
disconnected fiom the intermittent suction machine and the endplugged, naml
cannulafor oxygen therapy that needed to be hooked up to a portable oxygen
tank with wheels. L u t but not leust, she had ofoley catheter in place thatfamiZy
members needed to remember to unhookfiom the side of the bed and Lang on the
side of the wheel chair, below the lotel of the bladder so that it could continue to
drain by gravity. Onefamily memberpushed the wheel chair, one pwhed the N
pole and infirsionpump, and one stmggled to push the portable oxygen tank that
appeared to have one of those kind of wheels that you sometimes get on the
shopping cart at Safeway thatjust won 't tuni properly. and maki bying topurh
the cart a pain. It took well over 15 minutes to get the patient and equement
readyfor the %uting ". Thepatient was up in the chairfor approximately 5
minutes, making one or two "nips"at most up and d o m the length of the unit.
needing to r e m to bed because of increusingpain and naurea. (Field Notes.
June 18, 1997).
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2). Beine There

The second main strategy used by family members who were letting nature take
its course was that of "being theren.It may be argued that family members who were

fighting back were also "the&"' that is present on the unit and with the patient. However,
for family membm letting nature take its course, "being there"meant something above
and beyond being physicaüy present. Being there seemed to involve honoring the

patient, that is focusing on the patient as a person, instead of focusing on the disease.

- Invariably being there involved the use of touch:
1would want to be therefor thern in anyway I could. Holding their hand and

tulking to them. Just talking to them and being therefor them. that ik so
important. I can 'tsee them go without my being there, likefor my husband, I had
to be there. It was helpfitl/or me. (Fomiiy Member interview #5).

...so 1wouldjust hold his hand, and if Le wanted to talk, he would talk but not
force him. Jwt take their hand und not say a word They get more out dit than
becomingfiustrated and agitated because we talk too much when we visit the
person and a f i r we leave they are exhausted (Bereawd Family Member
Intemiau #5).
Being there seemed to be an important way for family members to communicate to
the patient that they would not be abandoned:
Jwt being there al1 the time. I know when my husbandpassed away there was a
young woman over there...and lfeel so badfor her... m e night my husband
passed away,she soid tu my son, "yourfather has been very l u c b to have
someone beside him all the time'!.. She saidshe didn 't have that chance to have
somebody with her. And I think that 's what it irfor me... Ithink that 's the best to
give the most tirne you con give to them. I ... I'm so glad 1did And my kit& they
say, Ma, you did a good job. It was the last thing Icould do, be there ai2 the time.
(Bereaved Fa*
Member Interview #2).
Being there also piovided f d y members with the opportunjty to ta& to the patient
about things other than their disease. Famüy members felt that it was important to keep

their dying relative in touch with what was happening in the world outside the hospital
walls:

Well,I would try to tell h h whut was going on, if1 bumped intopeople who
would ask about him...-(Bereaved Family Mernber #3).
A consistent feature of the activities associated with king there is that they

tended to focus not on dying, but on living while dying. That is, many of the activities
were those associated with normal day to day events, and were weU descriied by this

health care provider:

...iftheperson loves to hem-sorneone read tu them, orjust bepresent. A lot of
men really enjoyjwt having their wives sitting there, doing their knitting, or
needle work or whatever. Jtlst to be present. Just to sit and watch TV or whatever
the person likes doing,

whether to go$& a stroll out in the hallway in their wheel chair or whatever...
@alth Care Provider Interview #5).
3) Protecting
A third strategy associated with finding other ways to care was that of protecting.

Protecting refers to those behaviors by family members designed to shield the patient

from physical or psychological danger, injury, or damage. First, family members would
protect the patient fiom the negative physiological consequences of eating when they

were nauseated andior did not have an appetite. Unlike fighting back families who
coaxed, begged, bargained with, berated, and force fed their relative, protecting involved
counseling patients not to eat, or to take things slowly in that regard:

...1could see that Le r e d y didn 't want it. I newrforced him Ifhe couldn 't eat, he
couldn 't. I'd sciy don 'rforceyourse& I couid see that he war chaving it and
chewing it and it wouldn 't go down. Even todoy. Idon 'tpush it. And he 'dsay I
feel like wejust had breawast and here we are having lunch again and he would
start to eut. I'd say, don 'tp h if.(Bereaved Family Member Intem*ew #IO).

Second, protecting uivolved protecting the patient fiom otha family members
who were pressuring them to eat. The &ta f?om this study indicates that there is

variability within families about the extent to which individual members encourage
nutritional intake in a dying relative. For example, this patient indicated that while her
husband constantly encouraged h a to eat, her addt children disagreed with his approach

and attempted to protect her fiom his petitioning:
m e n Dad s q s , "ORay, eat thisfor me, you know. Andyou guys, you alwciys tefi
him, "LeaveM o m alone." (Patient Interview #II).
In another example, a wife explained how she trieci to protect her husband form the
zealous feeding activity of her step-daughter, activity to which the wife was diametrically

opposed:
His daughter came in November and she wusforcing him to eat JeZZo. and Isaid
he doesn 't want it. Let him decide what he wants. She would say Dod. you 've got
to eut, You 'vego? to eat. ...He wouZd become agitated...He would say NO, and
she wouldstiZl say for him to eat to be strong. At the end. I was wutching his two
dmrghters -yUtg to coca him and never giving up and lsaid, "Good Lord. leuve
the poor man alone!" (BereavedFarnily Member hteniew #5).

Third, protecting involved family members being sensitive to the fact that
decreased appetite and diminished pleasure related to eating and drinking constituted a

significant Loss for the patient. For example, the daughter of another patient indicated that

she wanted to protect her mother fiom any feelings of loss that she might experience

because she was no longer enjoying food as she once had. To that end, this daughter
indicated that she prefared to "down-play'' any discussion of food when visiting with ber
mother:

What 1do is, I don 2, men when she was more alert 1would rarely, if1 went out
to eat sornewhere, I would moybejust barely mention it or l wouldn '2 b a g it up
at all because Ididn 't wunt to mak herfeel il1 ut ease in case she was thinking
about a time when she could eut more Iplàyed down anythingfood related on
purpose. Mon 't make a big issue of it..l wouldn 't want to go on and on about the
fabulous meal 1trad knowing that her appetite hm waned..I was sort of being
sensitive about w h t maybe could be a touchy issue - (Famiiy Member IntemTYIew
#7).

In a simiiar vein the daughter of another famüy member explained to the
researcher how she had wanted to include h a mother in a father's day "picnicn that theu
family was celebrating. The patient was experiencing a large bowel obstruction, was

N P 0 (taking nothing by mouth) and had a naso-gastric tube inserted to heip with
intestinal decompression. Family members had brought lunch (i.e. the picnic) in to the

hospital whae they would gather as a family to eat and celebrate father's day together.
The daughter was most concemed that the patient wodd not feel "apart of thi~gs"

because she could not eat, and rather than exclude her nom the family gathering, the
daughter indicated that, although she knew that it might not be the most appropriate thing
medically, she gave her mother "a few bites of a sandwich". She indicated she did so in

order that her mother not feel left out (Field Notes, June 20, 1998).

While family members were concemed that not eating constituted an important
loss for their relative, the majority of the patients interviewecl for this shidy indicated that
food simply no longer haî3 any taste (Patient Intewiew #8), or % s t e d temiblen (Putient
Interview #II).

This may explain why loss of the pleasures associateci with eating was

not something that emerged fiom patient interview data. The only exception to this

concemed a gentleman with an esophaged tumor who was receiving tube-feedings via a
nasogastnc tube. Though he was technically still taking in food, he nonetheles

experienced the loss of the gustatory pleasws associateci with eating:
He saidfirst of al1 it was dt@ultfor him because he mîssed the opportunity to be
able tu chew and mallow and enjoyfood in the same way. 1usked him now, does
hefeel hungty, does he have hungerpains the way he dàd before he wus eating
quite nonnally. He said no, k doesn 't realiyfeelfkll or empty but he hows he
hm to eat. He said he had a routine ut lûam, 2pnt. 6pm and 2Op.m. where he
was ale to do the tubefeedingprocedure. Iasked him ifhef e t he sort of missed
the opportuninier the same way in eating around the table with thefamily. He
said, no, he saidyou just have to take things as they corne and there is nothing
else you can do about it. He said he understood that he needed to have thk
feeding tube because of hîs cancer of the larynx because he couldn 't swallow.
#6).
(Patient IntemNLew
This particdar patient had also discussed what it was like not to be able to eat as he once

had, with other members of the health care team:
He would ofien say, 1would &Ilfor a piece ofpiua right now". and 1would say,
"YoustilI have the tastefor if?'. and he wouldsoy, "Olr.you know, I ured to love
pina and a good steak and bakdpotato sounak good too. "1felt badfor hirn
because he would have loved something to eat...mealth Care Providerf.nterview
fM)*

Some farnily members indicated that the loss of weight and change in appearance
patients experknced a s a part of their illness prompted requests h m the patient not to

allow others [fin'ends, business associaies, and sometimes other relatives] to see them in
that way. Thus, a fourüi type of protecting behavior that emerged related to f a d y

members protecting the patient fiom the reactions of others to the patient's cachectic
appearance:

The on& thing he asked me to do was he didn 't want anyone to see him in the l u t
stages...uper they operated on him and he was bleeding and he couldn 't eut and
be wasjus? skin and bonos. And that was important to him. He was a vevproud
man and Ididn 't want to take that awoy fiom him.(l?amily Member Interview #5).

Several of the patients in this study commenteci on the unintentional weight loss
they experienced during the course of their iliness. Early on in the illness tmjectoxy,

patients indicated that unintentional weight loss served as a signai that something was
wrong, pnor to the definitive cancer diagnosis being made:

n e f l u . I thought I had theflu. I thought 1had itfor about three weeks, and I
decided it couldn 't be thejtu for that long because I was nauseateà and Iosing
weight.. ..(Patient Interview #9).
This is crazy because al1 my life 1have rried to keep reasonably slim and now I am
îrying to put on weight, but I can 'tI thought there musr be something
wrong.(Patient Interview #8).

Later on in the illness trajectory however, the issue of weight loss did not appear
to figure prominently in the "bigscheme of thingsn for most patients. Though they were

aware that their wasted physical appearance may evoke a reaction in others, such
reactions did not appear to be particularly upsetting for patients:
Oh yes, I have lost a lot of weight...about 9Spounh. 1used to take a sire 42 in
slacks and now I take a s&e If. But I don 't wony about it. 1huve a lot of other

things that I worry about more. Things like that are minor, asfar as I'm
concerned, whar I look like. I 'm sick I'm in hospital. I've got a disease that k..
I've got to w o q about me and look after m e , no? about what otherpeople thinkI
look like. That 3 the least of my wornks, what they think ... (Patient Interview #9).
However, two of the patients intervieweci in this study seemed to be both troubled
by th& change in body image, and and angered at the reaction their fiiends and f d y
members had in response to their weight loss and subsequent change in physical
appearance. One of the patients intewiewed expressed her feeiings in this way:

I have lost about 40 poundr. ..my clothes don 't$t. ...ifthey don '2 like the way I
look, t h t 's too bad...I know a lot ofpeople will come up and say. 1would never
have h o w n you. They say. but I don 'tpay no attention to them becuure ifthey
don 't want to come then t h q don 't want to come. Simple as that. 1have seen lots
of m y j n e n h in thbpredicament and I wouldn 't get all in a tirzy about it. You
know, i f a person hasn 't been wellfor u year and halfthey aren 't going to look
like they did a year ago. Anyone who thinks like that, thy better start on the other
end of the chart. Its ridiculous. You can 't look the sume as you did, there is no
way.(Patient Interview #8).

That some patients were troubled by th& unintentional weight loss and change in
appearance was also supported in intemiews with family members and health care
providers:
It was her 75th birthday... There was about a d m of us there and my daughter
took several p i c m ...und a f i r my daughter took the picîures over to her. there
was one picnue taken with my litîle granAdnughrer and she tore thepictures up.
And we asked her why d e did that and she said that shejust looked so awful cause
she used to huve afairly nice complexion witk afirllface and when d e Iost
weight. there was one picture of my granddaughter and her with their annr around
each other. And we put it in afiame and when we took it over to her. she put it in
the spare room behind a lamp#way in the back. because she said d e didn 't like
the way she looked So it bothors her. (Fundy Member Interview M).

Some people will say-No4 can 't be seen. They'11 limit theirfiends. Only certain
people can see them as well. Iremeniber a youngpatient who was having a great
deal of dzJ'hIty with-17, he f the youngest kid that I've seen in palliative care.
Extremely wasted. He was essential&...he really looked like a Xolocaust victim.
And his own sense of body image-I mean when you 're 17...And hisfient& all
wanted tu see hirn but he..I don 't know. it...it wasjust tough. mealth Clve
Provider Inte~iew#II).

Ironicaily,one patient indicated that she rather enjoyed the weight loss she
experienced in the advanceci phase of her illness, as she had been heavy ail of her life:

Q:Have you lost a lot of weight with your illness?

Q:How did you feel about that loss of weight?
A: Oh, I was happy with thu.

Q:That was a gwd thing that happened?
A: Y d .I always wanted to be a..Ah.. Oh,you know you have th& little small
person inside you screaming to get out, nght? And, ah...but 1didn 't want it th&
way*
suie. But any woys. that 3 the way it is. (PatientIntetview #I 1).

Consequences of Letthg Nature Take Its Course
There w a e several consequences associateciwith the strategies and behaviors used
by family mernbers who were letting nature take its course. First, family members

indicated that they experienced a marked dmease in their f.nistration level once they had
made the decision not to push the patient to eat or drink:

Yes. /7 hadl concern that he wmn 'teating very much,jhstrution. &utonce I had
decided that he was doing thhi his way. then itjust l i J d rhe weight...That was
what he wanted tu do, 1know h k M;om and Dad had both been, hrS mother was in
a nursing homeforyears. h b Dod had various strokos and was an invalidfor a
long tirne...lknow my husband ofen said he didn 't want to hang around like his
Mom did, he didn 't want to be a burden on thefamily. (Bereaved Famil)
Mernber Interview #3).
Moreover, they felt some sense of relief at not having to be ever present on the

unit to monitor intake and audit the patient's care.There was a marked reduction in the
vigilant surveillance activity that had once been so pervasive:

I try to be here. Not so much anymore. Before we had to be here. Now that she
eats only what she wuntr anyway, we don 't need to be herefor meais. Jurt be
here other limes. (FomiIyMember Interview #6).

That famüy mernbers experience some sense of relief when they stopped fighting
and let nature take its murse was expressed also by health care providers:

I think when you 're loved one isn 't able to eut or drink anymorefor somefamilies
there 3 a sh$ and they start to see that this is the beginning of the end and
sometirnes they might not be able to admit it at that point. but they start tofeel
relieved that may&ethe ordeal overfor their Ioved one ot t hpoint and maybe
that's why some of the uren 'tpushing for N orfiidr ut rhat rime. They are
starting to accept t h th$ i s coming to an end My loved one ir &ing. (XeaIth
Care Provider IntemTVIew
#7).
Second, making the decision not to fight back enabled some famüy members to
start focusing on their own needs, and taking care of themselves, partidarly as it related

to their Own nutritional intake:

Afier that iittie while offiustration, thinking of only him I thought to myserfjust
go ahad and make what you want. Ifhe didn 't like something and didn 't eat it
ihen so be it. And then 1didn 'tgo through al1 thisjhtration..men ifhe only ate
a iittle bit of whnt 1cooked I h d ci reasonabl) decent m d . (Famiiy Member
Intemèw #IO),
The majority of family members interviewad reporteci tbat they had markedly altered
their own eating habits when the patient was at home, pnor to admission. Families

indicated that the cooking d o r s associated with food preparation were a significant
source of tension and confiict in the home, as they caused patients to feel sick or actuaily

become ill.
A third consequence of l e t h g nature take its course had to do with the cornfort

and satisfaction ofrespecting patients' wishes. For example. this widow explaineci to the

researcher that accepting her husband's assertions that he was not hungry and did not
want to eat helped to alleviate some of the fhstration and guüt she experimced around

his decreased intake:
I don 't think we did the wrong thing. I ' m inclined to let them do what they want.
Ifitperks them up to bring something infiom home to eat. fine. And ifthey have
no interest, then don 'tfeel guilty. (Bereaved Famil'y Member Interview #3).
A fourth consequence of "lettingnature take its coursenwas that of decreased

patient agitation and distress. Family members who were lening nature take its course
felt strongly that pushing patients to eat when they clearly did not want to had deleterious

r d t s . Interventions were seen as being burdensome, inflicting unnecessary suffefing?
and prolonging dying. Said one family member:

I thànk toforce a person who U sick [to eaunI think it 3 terrible.
Q: Say more about that. You thhk its terrible because...
They don 't want it. They getjbtrated Thqy get nemous, they get
agitated....(Bereaved Family Member Intemkw #5).
Another f d y member stated:

Ijust sott of thought about ir. Geîting in thal one or wo ertm spoonfus
down would get her so agitated ... She has enough problems. pamily Member
Interview #2).

Patients appeared to appreciate not being harassed to eat, and not being made to
feel like they weren't trying:

...they didn 't bug me about if,ifldidn 't eat it then it wns okay wirh them. They

made it and ifl didn 't eat it well, there was no issue over it. It wusn 't an issue.
She understood that I might havefelt l i k it when I was talking to her but an hour
and a half later, I didn )r want it. She understood that. (Patient Interview #).
One patient who had been gone out of the hospital for a few hours on a pass for the

Thanksgiving holiday said this about her f'amily member's non-judgmental response to
her decreased appetite and intake:
My niece came over, it war 2XanKsgivingnandshe cooked a linle chicken and we
had new canots a d we hod cranbemks andpotatoes, but when it came time to
eat if.Idon 't think I have any more thun afav teaspoons and she didn 't make
any issue out of it. She put it al2 in littie dislies andput it in thefndge andjust
said, you want any of it, it s' there, and ifnot in afew days, get rid of it. Don 't
keep it too long. She didn 't get excited over it, or bawl me out and say, 'Y've
cooked al1 thutfor you. and went to al2 that troublefor you. She never said a
word, not a word (Patient Interview #9).

This chapter has exarnined the "lettingnahm take its course" sub-process of
doing what's best. The main conceptual category related to this sub-process was

discussed with respect to its associated behaviors and actions, and theu r d t a n t

wnsequences. The next chapter will examine the nib-process of " pseudo-surrendering."

CIIAPTER EIGHT:

THE SUB-PROCESS OF "PSEUDO-SURRENDERING"
Somewhere between the sub-processes of fighting back and letting nature take its
course lies a place of uncertainty for family members who are stmgglïng to make a
determination about just exactiy what the best thing to do is. This sub-process of doing
what's best is known as pseudo-surrendering- Families who were pseudo-surrendering
were at once both trying to fight back, while at the same tirne trying to let nature take its

course. The conceptual category that appeared to best capture and explain the strategies
associated with the pseudo-sunender phase behaviors was that of "holding on wMe

its associated strategies, and the
letting go." The sub-process of "pseudo-sumnderingwy

consequences of those strategies are schematicdy represented in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4
Pseudo Surrendering
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- Go"-for Heaifh Cape P r d e r s :

+exploration of family goals and expectations

+helping family ta articulate what patient wishes around issues of nutritionai care would
be, were he/she able to make those wishes known

The hwo main behaviors or actions inherent in %oIding on while l e h g go" were
cognitive waffling behavioral w-g.

i) Cognitive waffiing refers to the thought processes of family members as they stniggied

with trying to corne to a decision about how best to balance the means and goals of
nutritional care with respect to their dying relative. Waffling in this instance refers to a

situation in which family members simply do not know what to do (i.e. they don't know

what's best), and they waffle back and forth between thinkùig that fighting back is best
to thinking Letting nature take its course is preferable. The sentiment "yes, but..."was
fiequently expressed by family members who were cognitively waffüng. That is, when
tallcing about their behaviors related to nutritional care, they would justiQ one of the sub-

processes of doing what's best, but then negate it in favor of the 0 t h sub-process. The
following exemplars illustrate this point:

We would just say that you would get very weak ifyou don 't eut more than a
teaspoon at a tirne and he would say itjust won 't stay down. I krew that he wwas
terminalBbut...as soon as someone had a dtrerent idea [about how we could get
him to eat], I'd Say,why not let's hy that! (Eamiiy hteniew #9).
"Themain thing LI that they are nof starving to death and theV srornach are shrinkïng
already so that they would be ~
~ to have
b a kbig meal, even fthey could eat it any
way.....so forcing her or enticing her or cajolirig her into eating when she was nauseous
wouldn 't accomplish anything, but, 1think the only thing that created tension, ifyou
could cull it that, and if really wasn 'î, was that we would ask her if there was anything
we could get for her. Anything else that she would like to eat. (Bereaved Family
Inte~view#).

Family members cornmitteci to either fighting back or letting nature take its course,

had clear convictions about the burdens and benefits of thei.particuiar course of action.
In contrast, family rnembers who were pseudo-surrendering seemed to be tentative and
uncertain about the value of particuiar intewentions. In the exernplar below, a family
member expresses contradictory thoughts about the benefits of intravenous thbpy:

You have to get a lit& something into their stornach. n a t k the on& thing I
would say. and you could give them something through an innuvenour.
Q: So when you think of an intravenous, is that sort of like a replacement for
food?

Uhm. I don 't know. because I really don 't h o w what they put in there. 1don 't
understand what they put in there any ways. WeZI?Iguess, ifthat..ifthat k the
on& way they con eat, the only wayym canfeed them then rhey have to have it.
But I don 't know what. 1have no idea. what..... It must be good because ifit
wasn 'tgood, people wouldn 'tget it. right? To me it Zooh Zike n whole bunch of
water. (Bereaved FamiIy IntmervIew
#9).
ii) Behavioral waffling refers to family members engaging in seemingly contradictory

behaviors related to nutritional care. As such, behavioral waalùlg represented the

operationalwationof cognitive wafning. Family members who were engaged in

behavioral wafning were characterizedby health care providas as acting inconsistdy
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toward the patient with respect to nuiritional care. That is. family manbers would, for a

tirne, be engaged in behaviors congruent with that of letting nature talre its course.
However, such behaviors were not sustained, and were o

h quickly replaced with

behaviors more consistent with the sub-process of fighting back. In the exemplar below,
a health care provider recounts how family memben who are seemingly content with

finding other ways to a r e (e.g. participating in the physical care of the patient) can
quickiy £lip over into behaviors associated with targeting heaith care providers-a

behavior associated with that of fighting back:
i%eyfeel involved with the care but t h t might on& lastfor thatperiod and then
another person might walk in on ? k tshifi and they 'II say the same thing, '7think
he S thirsty. Those are the questions again, Did he eat any break$iiist?"...Are we
going ïo feed him? Y.. (Heaih Cure Provider Interview #2).

Consequences of Pseudo-Surrendering

Several consequences were associated with pseudo-surrendering. First, adopting
a pseudo-surrender stance technically provided family members with a way to avoid
committing themselves to a definitive course of action where the patient's nutritional

care was concemed. Ironically, however, the avoidance of this cornmitment did not
appear to be associated with a concomitant degree of exnotional relief or peace about the

issue of nutritional care for their dying relative. Indeed, feelings of helplessness and
uncertainty appeared to plagw family members who were waffling. These feelings are
captured well in the comaents of this bereaved family member whose sister died of
breast cancer:

You 're helpless to know what to do. Ifthere was something that we could do to
make it easier. 1think that i s the woy everybodyfeek Ifyu h o w what to do. you
do it, but none of US realty knew what to do. (Bereaved Famiiy Member Interview
#)-

Second, the behavioral waffling of family members sometimes had l e s ~
than
desirable consequemes for the patient. This hea1t.h care provider rarounts the example of

a man whose wife was dying of lung cancer. The husband had been stniggling with not
feeding his wife, and had been taught about the potential danger of doing so, as the
patient was unresponsive and did not have a protective gag reflex. The health care

provider explained that the patient's husband appeared to understand this, and, for a time,
did not engage in any feeding behavior. However, he was unable to sustain this behavior

change, as the following exernplar illustrates:

There was a woman who was in her 505 but she deteriorated qufckIyand she wpc
choking and lsaid to her husband, if's best not to giw herfood..and 1thought I
had explained it to him ... but later he came running down the ha12 and he said
she was aspirating and choking. He had given herfood, he wanted io moRe sure
she had water and she was choking to death. (Nealth Care Provider Interview
#3).
Third, whai health care providers detected waffling behavior in family mernbm,
they engaged in strategies specifically designed to help families make more dennitive

decisions about the patient's plan of care. When family members were not sure what to
do, andor when the patient's wishes were not clear on the matter, health care providers

would encourage the family member to make decisions based on what they thought the

patient would want if he or she were able to make their wishes known. This approach
both gave voice and credence to the patient's wishes, and helped to absolve family

members of feelings of guilt and regret around making the "wrongdecision":

..ifyour loved one when he or she was well could look nt him or herselfond could
say, "iflmer get to that state thU is what 1wotdd want to do" what would they
say? m a t kjurt another ~hategy
because then thefarnily rnember doern 't say do
th&. do that. its not their responsibiliiy they arejust being the voice of their loved
one and most ofien they know very clearly... Its about giving thefamiiy mernbers
the chance to be the voice of the patient to absolve themfiom nny pilt and
decision. (Health Cure Provider Interview #7).

Health care providers were aware that although such decisions were designed to absolve
family members from feeling guilty, they w m still difncult to make. ThusYfamily

members were encourageci to take their time in making such decisions:

...thînk about it and we would say you don 't have to decide how so there wasn 't

mer the pressure that you had don 't decide rïght now. You take your time...
(Tlealth Care Provider Interview #8).

Pseudo-Surrendering and the Issue of Conceptuai Density
The researcher is aware that the sub-process of pseudo-surrendering is not as
conceptuaiiy dense and complete as the sub-processes of "fightingback" and "lethg
nature take its course." Initially, data related to the sub-process of "pseudo-surrendering"

was thought to be something idiosyncratic to the occasionai family member, because it
did not emerge repeatedly in any of the data sets coming fkom patients, families or h d t h

care providers. However, over time, it became clearer that the waffling behavior inherent
in pseudo-surrendering although not an everyday occurrence, was a feature associated
with family member behavior as it relates to nutritionai care of the dying.

Confirmation that the pseudo-surrendering sub-process is an important aspect
in understanding family behavior was obtained in large part fiom heaith care providers
who witness such behavior, and thm family members in this study who concwed that
they had engaged in wafaing behavior indicative of pseudo-surrendering. Therefore, the

researcher deemed that although the conceptuai category underpinningpseudo-

surrendering (i.e. holding on while letting go) was probably not fully saturated, it

nonetheless constituted an important part of the nutritionai care experience and as such
needed to be reflected in the mode1 emerging h m the study. Future work aimed at more

fully exploring the dimensions of this ab-process is warranted. For example, following

family members longitudinally during the tenninal phase of the cancer trajectory may
enable researchen to more fully capture, track, and describe the sdient indicators

of pseudo-surrendering.

Summary

This chapter has examined the "pseudo-surrendering" sub-process of doing
what's best. The main conceptual category related to this phase, holding on while letting

go, was discussed with respect to its associated behaviors and actions, and theV resultant
consequences. The next chapter describes the intervening factors that smed to facilitate
andlor constrain the behaviors associated with each of the model's sub-processes.

CHAPTERNINE:

INTERVENING FACTORS
Introduction

In grounded theory research, intmening factors are those factors that act to
facilitate or constrain the use of certain strategies (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). In this

study,seven factors were identified that appeared to influence the extent to which family
members enacted the strategies associated with fighting back, pseudo-surrender, and
letting nature take its course, and might move back and forth between these sub-

processes. These factors included: 1) family membm' perceptions regarding the cause of

the patient's decreased intake and declining status; 2) family members' perceptions about
the nature of palliative care 3) f d y members' appraisal of the burdens and benefits of

nutritional interventions; 4) information; 5) experience; 6) readiness to let go of the
dying individual; and 7) the symbolic meaning of food.

11 Perceived Cause of Decreased Intake and Declinine Health Status
An important intemenhg condition iduencing the strategies used by family

mernbers in this study related to their attribution concerning the factor@)causing or
contributhg to the patient's declining intake of food and fluïd. Four categories of factors

were identified by families in this study as having a negative impact on the patients'

nutritional status. These categories included disease-related factors, treatment-related
factors, care environment related factors and patient-related factors.
Disease-related factors consisted primarily of symptoms that patients experienced

in response to the type and location of their nimor(s), and included such things as: a) dry

mouth (Patient interview #1); b) feeling full fast (Patient Interviews #I &9); c) nausea

(Patient Interview #3); d ) dyspnea (Patient Interview #O;e) sore mouth (Patient
Interview #2); f) bowel obstruction (Patient Interview #3); h) alterations in taste (Patient
InteMav #3&9); i) fear of choking (Patient Interview #6);j ) pain (Patient Interview #7)
and; 1) the development of food aversions (PatientInterview #8).

Treatment-related factors identified by family mernbers as having a negative
influence on nutritional intake primarily included the side-effects of medications and
treatrnent used to manage symptoms:

They gave her three doses of Baclofen and it threw herfor a loop, so she slept al1
day yesterday.. ..I guess the medication acts dif/entiy on differentpeople. So it
happens that when she has bad & Y Sshe
, doesn 't eat at al1 (Fami&Member
Interview #2).

She didn 't want to corne to thepalliative care unit because al1 they do irpump
youjüZl of drugs and that 'J all they 've done. She certainiy doesn 't want to eat or
drink with al1 that medicine. (;Fami&Interview #4).
A contrary example to the negative side-effects associateci with many medications

and treatments was the appetite stimuiating effects of steroids. F d y members were

particularly pleased by this effect:

1think it was Prednikone...But whatever it was, it increased hi3 appetite so much
that he was gaining weight by leaps and boundî..-and he wasjust gaining u lot
because he was constantly eating....it was almost unreal (Fomily Member
Interview HO).
In contrast, this young female patient who was prescribed Prednisone lamented
about her unwanted weight gain:

-

m e steroids make you eat, and make you into an energker bunny. I have a really
good appetite. 1have never eaten so much in my lge. Zhey are taking me down off
the steroids slow& thank Goà They were making me reallyfat. I wentfiom 126 to

190pounds. I have never hod such a bad body image in my whole life. Poundage,
mega pounds. (PatientInterview #2).

Factors related to the care environment that contributed to intake difficdties,
albeit to a somewhat lesser extent than disease and treatment related factors, included
meals being scheduled too closely together:

My daughterphoned and said hejust had breakfast. it w u late. It was IO:00 and
then they bring lunch ut 12:00 and he con 't eat lunch when breu&kst was so late.
(FamilyMember Interview #6).

"... and because of the inconsistencies of time mnny wilZ not be toopleased to get
lunch so quickly aBer brea&bst and some will say "Oh thankyou " and my
fmorite responire 13,"don't thankme until you have seen it!?.. mealth Care
Provider Interview #8).

The poor quality of hospitai food serveci was also implicated by family members as
contrï'buting to decreased intake:
"...but they seem toput a lot of cabbage in the soup and its gossy and tomatoes
seem to bother her làke today, she had rninesîrone soup and afier a couple of
pieces of tomato shefelt naureoted and she couldn 't eat anymore. (Fnmily
Member hterview #LI).

Finally, inadequate numbas of staff available to feed patients who needed assistance were
identified as having a negative impact on the nutritional care patients received. Like

families, health care provida intervieweci for this study also identified sub-optimal
s t a f i g levels as having the potential to contribute to problans related to patients'

nutritional care:
We have less staffnow too. We used tofeedpatients but now we have 3 nurses
andyou are doing a lot of mediccitiom now andyoujut don 't have the time to si?
andfeed someboày. WeaIth Cure Provider Interview #2).

Mealtimes on the unit they are alwqs a busy time...so ifone of the nurses is lied
up in rounds at lunch time andpeople are going offfor lunch it h a implications
because then you have got three nursing msistanlî now too, so your sta#is
effective& cut in ha& There arefewerpeople so ifsomebody LF very ill and h m
other pressing needr or they need some medicationfor pain or symptom
management they need some cornplex ussessments at those times whenfeeding is
going on. So they go low on the fist ofpriorities. So yes, I think the stufing issues
do make a d@erence. (Uealth Care Provider Intedew #7).
Both families who were "lettingnature take its course" and "fightingback" noted
that the three aforementioned factors had a negative impact on the patient's nutritional

intake. However, f d y members who were fighting back, also implicated factors
specific to the patient as playing a major role in nutritional difficdties. These patientrelated factors refer to those attitudes held and actions taken (or not taken) by the patient
that resulted in decreased consumption of food and fluid. This category of factors was

described largely in tenns of personality traits of the patient and included such things as
the patient "beingstubbom" or being a 'Picky eatei':
And when Igot to the end of the hall and I sat d o m and rried to encourage him
to eut and ho WU almost pwhing me away... and then he pushed his tray on the
floor and I don 't know. I think I realized then that he wasn 't going to eut that
much.

Q:What did you understand that to mean, when he did that?
I thought Le did it on puvose. He didn 't eat very much aper that...I donntthink it
was really a reflection of thefood or the stufi I think it wasjwt his stubborn
streak coming out. Bereaved Famil'y Member Interview #3).

She is very rigid in her ways. She would on& eat chicken legs with the thigh
ottached and ir has to be that way. She ïs very rigid that way, and she LF v e v
stubborn. Like. coffee h a to bkack, and that's that. (Fmnily Member Interview
#13).

In addition to being a 'picky eater", the theme of the patient 'hot hying"and/or
"giving up" was also raised by family members when explaining reasons for problems with

We thought maybe she 3 not eating on purpose. We thought maybe she just wants
to give up.....(Family Member InterMew #6).
Isaid to him. J . ifyou want to get out of here. you have to by and eat. You 're not
Ikept telling him anything
giving ifa goodjight. But he said, ' l m tiredn@..and
you undertookyou ulwciys succeeded at but Isaid. "You 've got tofight ".
(BereavedFamily Member #5).

Lack of effort, and failure to "fight" were also identified by this woman when
asked by the researcher to explain why she believed her dying husband waso't eating

well:
He didn 'tpersevere and try. He says he does, but I don 't think so. He didn 't want
to eat and he was being that way. He used tu corne to the table and take one look
at it and thenput a face on. You know dam well that he wasn 'tgoing to eut it...I
know he probably hasn 'tgot bng. but ifhe tried maybe he couldjool them
again.(Family Member Interview #1).

Interestingly, one bereaved family mernber who did not ascriie personal
responsibility to her own husband for not having a more robust appetite nevertheless
readily hypothesized that a personaüty irait of Widictiveness might explain why some
patients don't eat:

Is he trying to hurt them in someway? 1s he angry because he realized hLr time LF
near and we are going on living without him? I mean war it those kind of things
happening with him? You heur ofpatients coming in very bitter with their i l k s
and they are almost angry with thefamiiy. Thereyou are having a good time
living. and here I am. (Bereaved Famii'y Member Interview #IO).
Later in the same interview when asked how she would have explaineci h a husband's
actions if had been reluctant to eat, this widow also evoked the notion of "givingup":
Q: What would it have felt iike if he had said, I'm not hungry. I don't want to eat
anything.Please don't feed me. I don't want anything.

A: That would have been quite bad It would have given the sign that he was

giving up andjusî wanting to slowiy die away Iguess (Bereuved Family Member
Interview #1O).

That there are some people who fight, and some who give up was also expressed

by this family member. The issue of effort, and the importance of dying patients having at
least %ed to fight the good fight" is suggested here:
It never bothered me thut she didn 'tfinish her truy, because 1knew she wouidn 't
starve herse& 1watched myfather-in-lm intentionally cut himserfofl And he
was in palliative care as well. mat was d~flerent.
..my mother was afigh ter. M y
father-in-lm wasn % The &y he heard he had cancer, he quit eating. ï%atwas it*
whereas my motherfought ewry inch of the way. (Bereuved FumiIy Member
Interview #I).
He wanted to try to eat becuwe he didn 't want to gàve up because f h e didn 't eut
that was a sign that he was giving in, and he wanted to eat, so he 'd hy. I
understood it was toughfor him to eat....He tried. Even when I could see he really
didn 't want it. (Famil'y Interview # 10).

InteMews with health care providers support the finding that family members
often include judgements about the extent to which the patient is attempting or making the
effort to eat when discussing declinhg appetite:

Q: Do you find that family members sometimes put the brunt of, or responsibility
at the feet ofthe sick person. "If you really wanted to eat, you would. You're not
tryuig."

A: Oh yeah. Like th& husband said to me that, ""Of
course she 's not eating and
she 's getting weaker and she 's not eating. ''And then he ah...und then his rider
was very quickîy, "but she 's trying. '"So, like that was very importantfor him to
put thut in. Yeahyou see that all the time. (Health Care Provider Interview #9).

Taken as a whole, the data suggested thet to some extent, families both blamed
patients for the nutritional difficulties they were experiencing, and held them respomble

for remedying those difficulties:

J u t some people willjîght und other people wiZI just give up and k t themeIves
go. A lot ofpeople beaî itfor a long tirne by being strong wW121ed
and saying. I ' m
not giving into it. ... said tu h h ] ifyou want to get out of here, you have to
and eat. You 're not giving it a goodfight, but he suid ' T m tired" ... 1kept telling
him. anything you undertook you always succeeded, but Isaid ')ou 'vegot ro
fight this battle ..."(EamilyMember Interview #I).

Family memben appealed to two main sources of evidence to support their
contention that the patient should be held responsible for "underachieving" with respect to
the amount of food and fiuid they were ingesting. The first source of evidence concemed
the patient's inconsistency with respect to appetite. Family mernbers reportecl that

patients would be able to eat f d y well at one meal, but then eat nothing at the next This
inconsistency fhstrated and angered f e l y membzrs, and raised their index of suspicion
about the veracity of patient claims that they had "no appetite" or "felt fbll" after only a
few bites of food or sips of fluid:
I think she could drink more. She drinb coflee, but she drink out of a china cup
and there's not a lot in there. She doesn 't drink us much as she cou2d (Family
Member Interview #13).

The second source of evidence advanced by f d y mernbers was their observation
that patients tended to eat more when they were "distracted" by the presence of 0th-

at

meal times. F a d e s reasoned that if the patient truly did not have an appetite, distraction
maneuvers would be ineffective in promoting enhanced intake. The very fact that patients
would eat if distracted strengthened family member assertions that the patient's appetite

was under their conscious control, and served to firrther invalidate patient claims of

anorexia:

He w u l d eut better when the children, teenagers were around MqVbe ifS a
sociaIizing thing. M q b e he didn 't seem ta notice how much he wwar eating. He are
better than when ho was alone. Just the cumersatien would dbtract himfiom his
mouth and he would eut better than ifit wasjust the two of us. (FnmiiyMember
Interview #).

... Shepicked ut it ffuod] with otherpeople. She newr ate it alonefiorn one day
to another. You could see that it hadn 't rea& been touched But ifsomeone was
there to eat it with her, then she would.. mereaved FamiIy Member#I).

For their part, ali patients in this study readily acknowledged that they
experienced a waxing and waning of appetite. Consonant with the descriptions provided

by family mernbers, patients explained that they would often have a craving for a
particular type of food, only to find that they no longer desired it a few minutes later.
One of the patients describeci her fleeting appetite this way:

My appetite is not good. .... It 's there and it $ not there. Sometimes you feel like
you want it, and then you don 't want it. Some days you feel like, oh. I could sure
eat that and when you go to eat it, its not what you want. (Patient Interview #9).

I wanf it and then Iget it and I'm Iike a IittJe kidi Now I don %..you h o w , IJm
not. ..not happy with it today. Butfor a while 1war doinggood. 1was eating roast
beeJ eh, and roust chickm and... So Idon 't know. And then I think, oh, IJdlike.
uhm, sornething with some... like pop or sornething. And then Iget if,and no.
(Patient IntemrVIew
#If).
However, patients were quick to point out to the researcher that such waxing and waning
was outside their conscious control, and not sornething that they did deliberately:

It 's not that 1don 't want...it 3 not that I don 't want tu...it 's not that I don 't want
to eat andget strength. itsjurt that I don 't have the.. .ddre. (Patient Interview
#II).

Health care providm in this study acknowledged that the appetites of palliative
cancer patients do'typically wax and wane. However this phenornenon was attributed in

large measure to the disease process generally, and the cancer anorexia-cachexia

syndrome specifically. HCP 's thus did not share family membm' perceptions that patients

failed to eat because of such characteristics as stubbomness or vindictiveness. Health care
providers did express the beiief thaf in rare instances, some patients deliberately stopped
eating and drinking in an attempt to try and hasten their own death:

"..I had an incident once when thLsfellow wasn 'tgoing to eat anymore, and he
wanted to die and for several weeks. I'm surefor at least two weeks. he would be
refùsng h k pays all the tirne...~ispartrrtrcuIar
evening he said, '"tonightI'm
going to take this truy *', he says. "it h m been two weeks I've tried it and it S not
working ":
And lsaid, "what do you mean it 's been two weeks? [He said], "well,
1thought iflquit eating, I thought l'd die. IIL~
not happening, so 1may as well be
eating!" (Heaith Care Provider Interview #5).
1have seen patients that have stopped eating because they want this to end

quicker. me suflering is too much. so ifleat less, maybe I'll die quicker.. Iney
want it to end quicker. so they stop eating. (Heolth Care Provider Interview #3).

For health care providers, the waxing and waning of appetite was seen as part and
parce1 of the disease scenario, and was not parsed out as a behavior patients engage in
due to quirks of personalify:

... one day it rnight appeal, the next &y it might not. Sornetimes on the menu what
they circlefor the next day rnight soundgood that &y, but when it coma in the
rnorning, dey don 't want if. So we try to compensatefor that. We iry by uring a
fèw things we have in thefidge. (?JeaIthCare Provider Interview #l).
But this morning, when I brought in his tray, he says, can you open itfor me. I m
hungry. I hawn 't heard him suy that a21 week Some abys are good and some are
bad They seem to go through that (Heath Care Provider Interview #6).
"Lettingnature take its coursenfimilies did not hold the patient responsible for
his/her nutritional difficdties, and did not identifjr such patient-specific causes as being

stubbom or giving up as contributhg to the problem. Rather, they tended to finune
difficulties with eating as a manifestation of the disease process, or secondary to
troublesome symptoms associated with the disease:

Ifhe ate or didn 't eat, that wasn 't thepoint. It was the illness that made him eat
or not eat. (EmailyMernber intemfew #5).
We wimessed her nauseouners ofien enough to know that thir is not aput on
thing. Zhis &for real. (aereaved Famil) Member Interview #a).
21 Familv Perceations about the Nature of Palliative Care

Health care providers intewiewed for this study felt that family behaviors
associated with fighting back may be motivated by the misperceptions families hold
concerning the amount and type of care that patients received once admitteci to a
palliative care unit Palliative care staff asserted that families are o

h a h i d that

"nothing will be done" for their dying relative once they entered the hospitai. This fear, at

least in part, was believed to be a driving force behind accusations of substandard care,
and requests for aggressive intervention related to nutrition:

O f t n they mmiliies] think thor in palliative care. we don 't do anything...ldon 't
want to come there because you don 't do anything. We don 't get IV's or
whatever, all you do is sit and hold han&-. U 's taken literully, we don 't do
anything. ..At Ir so literal. It Lr the same with thefood issue. $0. you get. "Con
they have XV's there, or tubefeeding there?" And Isay yeah, we would do almost
anything but is it appropriate? mat's the issuennot whether or not do we do it
here. (Mealth Care Provider Intemiew #3).

I would say more they are askingfor it [interventions aroundfood and
fluid]...because ifyou go there [Palliative Care Unit]they won 'tfeed you Pou
won 't get this, you won 'tget thut. ï%ey just hold han& and they con 'tdo any
active intervention, so you could starve and be dehydrated and theyjust letyou
die. (Uealth Care Provider Interview #7).
A consistent sentiment from health care providers was that a variety of
interventions were available to patients, and, if appropriate would be instituted. It was

clear that the palliative care staff interviewed for this study did not delivery care

according to some sort of bladcet policy. Rather, each cese was taken individually m d

followed carefûlly over time in order to determine what the most appropriate course of
action might be:

Certain&families were scared to go there [PCV in a sense becouse they had the
impression that we wouldn 't do thb inpalliative care and we wouldn 't do that in
palliative cure and the bottom fine b that I believepalliative care is not
procedure speczjic in what we do and what we don 't do. I think it i s more goal
specifc andyou have to have open min& and expiore all avenues. Once we get
treatment speczjk und change it to
past thatphilosophy thatpalliative care i$
goal specific we will huve l e s of a problem. (Xealth Care Provider Interview
#4)-

3) Perce~tionsof Benefits and Burdens of Interventions

The extent to which family members tended to fight back versus letting nature take
its course was also inauenced by theV perceptions of the burdens and benefits of

interventions designed to support and augment the nutrition and hydration status of the
patient It was evident in the data that family members particularly saw a ro1e.for N
therapy in the care of their dying relative. The majority of family members viewed the

presence of an intravenous infusion positively, and saw it as a means of providing

They werefeeding him with the intravenous. To me it was afonn offood He
c o u h 'tfeed by rnouth, that wasfor sure, and I knew it wasjus? sugar and water.
but it was a fonn offood he could have at that tirne. To me. yer. t h b N war
feeding him. (Bereaved Family Member #5).

...I was kind of hoping that they wouldgive her inîrnvenoui because she wasn 't
eating and 1thought she w d d have gotten more nun~*tionfrom
the intnrwnouî.
(Bereaved Family Member Interview #6).
Moreover, in the course of t a k g about IV therapy with patients and families, it

became evident that some people made a clear a distinction between the importance of
receiving fluid at the end of life versus food. This was discussed in texms of the cornfort

fluid afForded the patient:

Food Ir nice. butfiuid is necessa?yfor cornfort. v s h e gor dehydrated and dried
out, thor would be uncomfortablefor her und I would neverp h food on her, but
1would be wom-ed that she might not dnnk (Fomiy Member Interview #3).
This distinction between lack of fluid vasus lack of food was also expressed by some
patients:

Cause I h o w thtat dehydration can kiil you a lotf m e r than not eating. Not eating
won 't kill you. I have enoughfat on me to Iart for ut least 3 months. I've got
oodles. (Patient Interview #2).
Like family membas who were "fightingback", f a d y members who were
"lettingnatute take its course" also evaluated the burdens and benefits of such

intementions as aggressive oral nutrition, tube-feeding, and IV's. However, for famiiies

who were "letting nature take its coursen,the burden of such intewentions were deemed
to out-weigh any benefit the patient might enjoy. The notion of burden was cast for these

families in terms of physiological burden and emotional distress for the patient. For
example, this daughter indicated that her family had encouraged their mother who was

suffering hm an esophageal tumor to try a trial intervention of tube-feeding, despite the
fact that the motha didn't realiy want to. When difficuities and challenges amse with the
tube feeding, this daughter began to re-evaiuate the wisdom of that course of action

because of its negative consequences or burdens for her mother:

m e n the doctors approached Mom,they said, ''ïltir Q up to you to decidd Do
you want to have the tubefeedn' She herserfwould maybe say no. maybe it was
her tirne to go and see dod because dadpassed mvay afowyears back .... We all
wanted her to try it.....In a way, we kind of thought we should have Iistened to
Mom because she went through a lot with the tubefeed Like the leaking, and not
gem-ng enoughfood. the medication. ney gave her movhine through her mouth
and she would cough it up, but ifit didgo down, it would corne out the tube so we
never h m how much medication she got Famîiy Member Interview #2).

Some family members appealed to the futility of pestering the patient to eat, or

It never buthered me that she wasn 't eating a balanced diet. It was more I i k B
what wouldyou Iike. because she krew she was dying. I knew she wpr eing, and
what d~gerenceis thik going to make? fBereaved Family Member Interview #).
Other family members were cancemed about the physical and mental distress that
the patient would experience as a result of the intervention:

Don 'tforce them You are upsetting them more. ney aren 't enjoying it. Don 't
force them. Lors of times they end up sick anyWay..(FomilyMemberlnterview #6).

Concems about idïicting physicai and emotional distress on the patient were also
expressed in interviews with bereaved family members:

... I wouldprohbly tell you thot it 's not worth worrying about. There are other
issues to be dealing with, l i k your other 's state of mind. m a t 3 more important.
Let her have some pence rather thanfighting with her to eat. It 's thepeaceftlnes
thats important. Iis not going to moke any diflerence in the short temt anywayB
but something to keep her calm and keep her happy. Or as happy as she can
possibk'y be in the state she 's in. Thor 's more important. ( B e r e d Family
Member Interview #o.
The issue of respect for patient wishes was also raised as a reason not to engage in
such interventions:

Q: When your wife was not eating were there things that you would Say to try and
encourage her to eat more?
A: No. No, like I said. you have to respect each other and ifshe wasn 't able to eat
ihen I didn 't question it... She wasn 't eating and ifshe wanted it, she would have
asked me. You have to respect theV wkhes... (Bereaved Family Member lntmerYlew

w-

Prolongation of a life that had questionable quality to it was also identified by family

members as a reasm to cease and desist Said this daughter when asked about the
prospect of such things as initiating tube feeding to support her motha's failing

It 's not sornething fhut we would be prepured to do, a d I don 't think my Mom
would either and certainiy w h you get to thispoint I thinkyou arejust
prolonghg things unnecessarily and maybeputting them through staffthut maybe
you shouldn 't be. FQmily Intemêw #7).
Another family member remarked:
I don 't think that shefeek that she U havïng any quality of Ive now. I don 't think
she would want anyfhing to prolong if.(Fami& Interview M).
4) Information

Information also affécted the strategies used by families in th& efforts related to
"doingwhat's best". Two types of information were identified by families as influencing

their thinking around the best course of action to take. These included: i) information
received fkom health care providm on the palliative care unit; and ii) information
received fiom other sources (non-palliative care staff, family, fiends, aqiiaintances, and

the media).

i) Information Received fiom Staff on the Palliative Care Unit:
An important type of information received by families was that of teaching

provided by palliative care staff. Educational exchanges between families and health care
providers typically wvered the topics of: a) causes ofthe patient's weight l o s and lack

of appetite; and b) the bwdens and bmefits of such intewentions a s aggressive oral
feeding, TPN, and N therapy. These exchanges often occurred in the context of health

care providers attempting to engage in the collaborative setting goals of care with the
patient and fami1y.s

a) Teachinn about the Causes of Patient Wei& Loss and Lack of A ~ ~ e t i t e
Data h m family rnernbers indicateâ that paLiiative care stafffiequmtly explained

and assured them that a decline in inbke was an expected event that occurred in terminal
illness as a naturai part of the disease and the body's "shuttingdom". Through
interaction with health care providers, families reported that dwindling uitake and intake

cessation came to "nonnalized":
My sister had a chat with the nurse and she said that 'sjust the natuml
progression of the diseme and she said that sort of what happens.you just lose an
interest infood. And she 'k sleeping a lot now and she s
' just not interertetiin any
and of course here, people aren 't keen on eating.....(Tamily Member Interview
#7).
The doctor said that when Mom doesn 't want to eat. That 3 part of the diseae.
(î?umily Member Interview # 2).

Health care provider data comborated family member claims that discussions
about what was normal in the dying pmon regarding nutritional intaLe did occur:

You teach them, that no, I think that what 's happening Is normal. nree weeks
ago he didn 't want to eat or drink -thut's kind of a natural thing that Iiappens to
people. They lose the desirefor it. They don 'tfeel like we do, like ifwe ran a
race, or haven 't eatenfor a m &y and are hungry.mealth Care Provider
Interview #2).
However, as palliative care clinicians noted, and as was evidenced in family
mernbers who were wafiling, the provision of information to fâmilies did not h y s
result in an immediate or sustained change in behavior:

But no matter how much you tuught them that he didn 't need ail thisfood, k y
kept bringing it in stashes of dtment cookim and boking and noodles and
sausage in thefiidge. .fi wpr jurt sofiuiFtrating because no matter how much you
taught them, how much yuu reinfrce, it d l continued. fxealth Care h v i d e r
Interview #5).

Nonetheless, s t a E stressed the importance of king patient in repeating and
reidorcing earlier teaching that had been done with family membm:

Some of thesepeople accept it on the spur of the moment, but the next meai they
are stiflforce feeding. Yeah, so you juit have to keep reinforccing. (HeafthCure
Provider Interview #5).

In discussing causes of declinhg întake, health care providers indicated that it
was also important to get families to identiQ that what was happening to their relative

was neither an overnight occurrence, nor attn'butable to staff negligence. Rather, it was
important that f h l i e s corne to understand that the deterioration was more likely than

not a process tbat had been going on for some the. One approach used to accomplish

this was described by a nurse as "gettingthem back to theü mernories". In this approach,
the nurse encouraged family members to recount the illness course with the aim of
getting them to see that detexioration in the patient's statw generally, and nuûitional

intake specifically had occwred in the form of a steady, progressive dedine:

1think it 's meeting them on their own grouna3 and swing, or you teach the*,
that no, I think that what 's happening is nonnal. Whenyou brought him in 2 or 3
weeks ago, how was their appetite. Hias it changed? Didyou feel that they hud
lost weight before you brought them in. 1s there a change? Weget them back to
their mernories so they can see that it has been going onfor a long tirne... (Health
Care Provider Interview #2).

Though health care providers reported that they often explained to family members
that the cause of the patient's marked weight loss and lack of appetite were due in large

measure to the patients advaaced maügnancy, they also stxessed that it was equally
important to dispel the notion that every instance of anorexia and dehydration were
indicative of imminent death. Health care providers noted that in some instances, patient
difficulties eating and &inLing was more apt to be due to the exacerbation of a

previously controlled symptom(s) or the appearance of new ones. These causes of
difficulty were quite possibly amenable to intervention, and with such intervention would

come a restoration of intake:
It is complicated m e n you are looking at realphysical reasons and someone 3
come in with nawea, vomiting, emesïs, then they are quite right in the idea to get
th& hydration back up becuuse of the chance of them going back home and
eating again. So you have tofind out why are they not eating. gsomeone LF
nuuseated and vomiting and that 's the remon t k y are not eating or drinking...if
you correct that problem, then m q b e their uppetite will come back We can try
and correct nausea and vomiting and see ftheir appeite cornes bock and they
start to eat or dri& but ifits because they are deteriorating.....meaith Care
#4).
Provider IntemTYIew
b) Teaching about Burdens and Benefits of Interventions

When family members wmted to "fight backn in situations where staff felt

aggressive intemention was not appropriate, information was provided to families about
the potential burdens of such interventions. Through these interactions, palliative care

staffhoped to educate families both about the limited efficacy of food and fluids in
improving the patient's condition, and the potential "down side" of such interventions.

The " d o m side"was most o h characterized in physiological tenns:
1 to educate...I try to tell them thepluses or minuses of the hydration.
Especially when we 're talkïng aboutpatients who may be days or even hours
within death. Uh, Italk to them about thefact that uses, the hydmtion is
importuntfor the management of certain symptorns. gthe perron is symptomatic
with the dehydration or ifhe has a toxicityfiom opioiàs und he 's delirious
becatue of dehydrction, well then I think we should treat that. (Health Care
Provider Interview #3).

In addition to outlining specific deletexious consequences of certain interventions, health

care providers would also cast either not starting or stopping an intervention in more
positive ternis, such as how this might afford the patient increased cornfort:

1try toput it in the contert of %ow can we m k e your loved one more
comfortable?" Well, we t e gotten rid of certain medications. You know they still
have an N i n . ï k t ' s excessfluid. It mriy be cawing them more h a m than good.
You know, that 3 something we could discontinue. (Heaith Cure Provider
Interview #I 1).

The educationai exchanges between family mernbers and health care providers
clearly helped shape the thinking and decision making of some family members,
particulady when such information appeared intuitively correct to them. That is, the

uiformation they received h m health care providers about the burdens and benefits of
particular intementions made sense:

m e n she wcrs brought here to pdiative care and 1wcrs taïkàng tu the staffand
they said not to be concemed with the amount offood she a&,
it was the quantity
of the liquidî she drinks wmfor more inportant thon what she was eating. A d
they said no matter what she ate. the wuy I feït that they meant. that ifshe ate a
fLlI breawfa and afill lunch and dinner in the ewning t k t it wouldn 't improve
the spread of the cancer. It 's not going to improve her disease or it won 'tgive her
anymore time sort of thing. It 3 not going tu be a cure so they told me not to be
concerned about it.
Q: And how did that explmation sit with you?

WeZl. it made sense. I could understand that. Ifyou are @ng and you have
cancer it 's sort of something that 's eating away at the body so ifyoufeed it it
Lrn 't gohg to stop if...So going on that bas&, 1hnwn 't been trying to pressure ber
fo eat or anything....(Eamiiy Member Intem*ewM).

In conhast, f a d y membas were not apt to reflect upon or alter their prefmed course of
action related to nutritionai care when they founci information they received h m heahh
care providers to be blatantiy counterintuitive:

The doctor taZked tu us about thefact that it didn 't do any good toforce food
because it d o m 't make ta dtflience anyway. WeZl ifyou don 't have gus in the
car, you 're aren 't going to go anywhere.(Family Member Interview #4).

... and [my sbter] saùi they told me Ishouldn 't eat that much onymore and Isaid.

who told you thk?... andshe said they told me not to eat because the cancer
grows toofat.
gyou don 't eat, the cancer doesn 'tgrow... Somehow I don 't
believe that...ifyou eut and the cancer grows. and to stop the cancerfiom
growing. andyou don? eut' p u die any wqys because you needfood (Bereaved
Family Member Interview #9).

The issue of îmst in the health care provider appeared to infiuence to what extait
family members believed and accepteci information received:

m e n they brought him upstairs they did have an N i n , and we disctcssed it. I had
a long talk with the doctom and that was it. Xhey said, it was best to take him of
if.Isaid fine. you know, I tmsted t k (Famiiy Member Interview #5).

... and when the nurse said. "we are going to order oniy afew liquid stuff: I
knew she knew what she was doing because they see so much ofthose things...
because the staflover there are very good and they know what they are doing
because they see that all the time and Idon 't think it wus my dechion the way he
should eut or not eat because they know more than me at that point. (Bereaved
Famii'y Member Interview #2).
Health care providers also identified the importance of being comptent as a way

of instilling trust in family members:
Are you watching, are you caring? I think it 's the whole thing of îmst with them
and I don 't mean you have to talk it. You have to show it in someway because they
are going to watch. T h ' s the big one, because it corner down tu do you really
care about thisperson. Only a good show of comperence heks those issues out...
... ifyou have been taught as stafl and you as a caregiver reall'y know whofyou
are talking about andyou know its m e , then ib not really an issue.(Health C'e
Provider Interview #2).

In the course of educating family members about the burdens and benefits
of a given intervention, health care providers indicated that they spent considerable time
correcting misperceptions about what an intnivenous 0 couid and could not do, with
respect to providing nutrition. Given the fact tbat many of the families when asking for

an intervention asked about the initiation of IV therapy, this fiding is not surprising:

"...a regular question i&
about P s . A bt ofpeople are micinfonned, t h m l an
N is providing nourishment. So that is something y m always have to reinforce.
(Health Care Provider Interview #5).
They Say, 'pou don 't eut anything. but ut lemt you 'vegot that going, and we. then
we give sorne e;~~Ianations
that it doesn 'treali'y have any calories in it. @&alth
Care Provider Iirterview #f O).

W e health care providers were clear that N therapy did not amount to
nutritional support for palliative carepatients, they were les clear about the other
possible benefits of N therapy in tams of o v d cornfort care. They noted that
discussions with famüy members regarding the issue of hydration in this way was
complicated by the fact that the empirical literature regarding the benefits and burdens of
such an intervention are inconciusive.

in addition to teaching families about the potential burdens of IV therapy, and
correcting misperceptions about what N therapy could and could not do, health c m
providers also identified they felt that IV equipment may become a technological barria
between patient and family, and hence be a psychological burden:

Uhm, that 'sjwt anotherform of technology that may be getting in the way of the
famiiy. You can 't touch that hand that 's got the N in it. You know, don 't do that
dear. it 's going to set offthe machine. So, ifyou t a k out the N,suddon& the
family con get closer. Zhey don 't wony about thut little bit of technology or
whatever there. And.. And in some cases, that's a very important thing. mealth
Care Provider Interview #II).

Several factors were identified in this study that appeared to infiuence the nature

of the teaching that occumd between health care providers and family members. First,
the ethos of a palliative a r e unit appeared to influence the perspective of health

care providers about hydration in taminal illness, and hence the ways in which they
educated patients and families about this issue. Unlike sorne pailiative care d t s that

have a standard policy with respect to hydration, the staffworking on the unit in this
study stressed the importance of taking each case individually where decisions regarding

hydration were concemed:
Now in City X. people in C i e Xwill argue-well ifyou don ?put that in. maybe
rhey die in delirium. Ali the remlts have show us that 90% of ourpeople die in
delirium whether they Ze hydrated or not. 1know that there are essentiah') two
camps on..on hydration when we talk about doctors and nurses and where I
trained. that's solidly one camp. But here, 1think we 've kind of said, okay. Let's
use hydration ...uhni.judiciously. Appropriately. You know take everypatien tfor
iîs own sake. (Htxzlth Care Provider Intentiew #II).
A second factor afFecting the nature of educaîional exchanges between health care

providen and family mernbers concernecl the health care provider's assessrnent of the
ability of familes to be able to grasp the information intellechially. This assessment

influenced the level of complexity of information provided to families:

It depends a lot on the sophistication of thefamilies about how rnuch I tulkabout
studies and TPN,and so it may be a little more basic. (Wealth Cure Provider
Interview #1O).

Third, the ability of the f a d y to handle information related to the burdens and

benefits of interventions on an emotional level also influencecl the exchange of
infoxmation between family and health care provider. For example, Health Care
Providers in this study were clear about the types of situations they believed would
wmant IV hydration and thoüe in which such intervention was either unwarranted, or
would constitute an unnecessary burden to palliative cancer patients. Intaventions that
were clearly not warranted were referred to by health care providers in this study as the
"no-option" option:

When there reaily is not an option in thefirst place, we shouldn 't be offming it to
the patient. Wh?the putient may be able to take things oraliy. He 's doing very
well. Even though you 're deteriorating,you 're not cornplaining of thirst, you
don 't look dehydrated' you 're not symptomatic...We shouldn 't be offenng it.
because ifwe do O& it. thefamily looks ut it as maybe being the be d l and the
end ail. III.ThiS is the savinggrace. mis is going to keep dod or rnom alNefor x
number of weekr (Heoth Care Provider Inteniew #IO).
However, if the health care provider perceiveci that the family was just not emotionally
able to handle the rernoval of an IV that was already in place, they would leave it in place
and either deiay, or in the case of the imminently dying patient, not broach its

discontinuance with family membas. Such situations were characterized by: i) the

presence of an IV in an imminently dying patient who had bwn transfmed fiom the
emergency department, intensive care unit, or other ward; and ii) the health care

provider's perception that families were not able to "let go" of th&

dying relative in the

context of a rapid downhill illness trajectory. Health care providas felt that it was

important not to add to family stress by removing the IV, as long as the infusion did not
exacerbate symptom distress. It appeared that such decisions served to minimVe distress

and regret in family members-both in the clinical moment and in the bereavement
period:
1think thatfamilies, especially ifthey are transfemhg, more so ifthey are

tramfemkgfiom KU.Thefamilies have been dealing with a number of
transitions all at once. Theperception thatfood andfruids are vital and critical,
vital. And that perception is so pervaciw that ifyou canjus?
and giving them i&
pull it out, then it would be too much of u conîrast...(Health Care Provider
Intervlkw #IO).
We have tramsfemedpatien~
fiom o t k waràs that have N's continuowt"yall the
tirne. Some of thefamilies reallj insist that we don 't stop it. Then it would be le8
there, butyou wouldn 't leave it in a patient that WQS edematouï fiom head to toe
and arejîlling up with *id. But then that S erplained to them. I f i nof
~ going to
h u n the patient, and thefarniiy is reuliy gngneving,
then it does heb thent to leave

it in. You don 't wantfamilies to be saying afier tiiey [the patient] have died and
theypulled ewrything ofland fhey did nothingfor them. You don 't want them to
be saying thut. Its traumaticfor f a d i e s (HeaIth Care Provider Interview #3).
Health care providers would thus "quasi-continuenthe intervention. For example,

if an IV was in situ and not hanning the patient, they would leave it there and turn the
infusion rate down to run very slowly, to keep the vein open (TKO):
Ifhey come upfiom emergency and we tliought they were dying...we drop the IY
to TKO. to 30 mLF an hour. We h o w it s' doing nothing. but you reaI& have to
give thefamil'y sorne time....(HeaIth Cure Provider Intentew #2).

While a rapid downhill trajectory tended to influence whether or not the N was
removed, health care providers indicated that sometimes even in the face of steady slow

deterioration during which the patient had been on the palliative care unit and staffhad
repeatedly talked with the family about IV therapy, that some family membas wouid

find discontinuing that intervention close to death unbearable. Thus, the same sensitivity
was aiso extendeci to f d y menibers whose relative had been on the palliative care unit

[w

And sometirnes we will say. you how. continue it
but we 'Ilput it low so
you 're not causingproblems. m m , somefamilies just aren 't in that space even
though....even though thk lady is going to die within an hour or a aby. We won 't
discontinue the IV because no matter how much you 've educaterl you jus? can 't
get them to that stage. So you say,fine. But then you tum it down to TKO
knowing that the Ieast amount of &mage is going to happen and you hy to mate
things as best aspossible. ...lfrhey con go there, we'll taGe it out. Ifhey con 't
we'll Ieave it in ...because àts importantfor them' but we'il try and minimize its
impact while its inplace. Nealth Care Provider Interview #II).

.

Cleariy, the psychological impact of care decisions on family members, both in
the clinical moment,and later in the bereavement period also infiuenced health care

provider behavior regarding the initiation or discontinuance of certain intewentions.

Interestingly, there a p p e a d to be a palle1 process operating baween family members

and health care providers. That is, just as f d y members engaged in specific behaviors
with the aim of doing what's best in order to deaease decisional regret, so too heaith

care providers engaged in clinical decision making îhat was likewise designeci to

minimize family member regret. This sentiment is weii descri'bed in the health care
provider data exernplars below:

Nobody wants to leave them with any regrets and we don 't want to ieave them
with any decision that they have to live withfor the rest of their laTe... its that lmt
dealing with the person that you canyforever and l'm sure your view LF colored
by the meaning of the actions, as to the meaning behind why there 's an IV or why
there 's no N.or why there 's a tubefeeding or no tubefeeding. m a t sort of
thing...We are not imposing things on themm&ut giving them some voice...(Nealth
Care Provider Interview #7).
Somefamilies have a great deal of dt#îculty...so thor...you 're notforced into
h t y o u know ifyou don 't that they 're going to remember thatfor
doing the W B
the rest of their lives. W h , he died and he didn 't men have an W.~ n d i h a'st not
fair. ..(Uealth Care Provider Interview #I 4.

In addition to teaching famüy membm about causes of weight loss and anorexia

and the burdens and benefits of certain intementions, health care providers, notably
nurses, provided information and role modeling with respect to ways that the family
could participate in the physical care of the patient:

Whutyou con do tshow how they can particeate in their care and thiey are
s h o w how to do mouth care safely. We show them how to do mouth swabs,
rnoriture swabs... Inen theyfeel involved wirh the care... (HiiW Care Provider
Interview #2).
The role of nursing in this regard was also identified by other members of the health care

It 's ofien a nursing m e to teachfamilies what 's appropriate care and t h q con
do sornething else, because open it 's a wuy of managing their heJPlessnessin the
situation. So iflfeed 1look a f i r thb part and it is something I can dofor this
person orfor rny loved one. So they are Wing topush it and staffmembers try to
help themfind another way that thoy can be of use and notfeel he@lessand face
thefact that their loved one is dying. (Health Care Provider Interview #7).
In the course o f modeling behavior for family members, nurses also availed themselves
of the opportunity to reinforce earlier teaching:

What we ofion do b jus! moisten theàr rnouth andjust keeping the mucous
membranes of the mouth moist o/en preventr thirst and so they are cornfortable
and our emphmk is on cornfort and in doing that..we are not anticipting thirst
and hunger to be there and in Our experience it isn 't. (Health Care Provider
Interview #4).

The information family membm received nom health care providers appeared to
serve a two-fold purpose. First, educational exchanges were designed to educate and

hopefully promote a change in family behavior, particularly when that behavior was of
the "fightingback" varïety. However, these interactions were also seen by health care
providers as a way of helping f d y mexnbets begin to deal with some of the

anticipatory grief they were experiencing:
1con go along withfornilies' requests to hydrate, but the same thing apples.

Th&

i s sort of a method of denial, or something to hang on to and ofen when you
present the &ta and show how linle clear beneft it is...lam more or less helping
them along to the next step. Iam uring this as a method to open a door to help
them along with their grieving and acceptance. The tmth neeh to be brought out
and dealt with. (Hiealth Cure Provider Interview #4).

While information did have the potentiai to help family members be able to corne
to ternis with the inevitability of the patient's death, and thus cause a shift in their

orientation nlated to doing what's best, health care providers were aware that some

family members would not or could not re-evaluate th& stance in this regard. That is,

they remained "stuck" and continued to engage in fighting back behaviors:
And îrying to move her along with her acceptance of his &ing andIcame to a
point where 1reulized that she was never going to get there...she would huve to
deal with it and some people are like that and again. you can 't beat d o m thot
denial with a stick fi's not helpfl to thosepeople. (Health Care Providet
Interview #o.

ii) Information Received fiom Other Sources

In addition to receiving information fiom palliative care staff, patients and
families some times received information-erroneous information- about what

"shouldbe doue" with respect to nutritional care h m health care providers who did not
work in the area of palliative care. Typicdy, these h d t h care providers had been
involved in the patients' care prevïously (for example a surgeon, or family physician,) or

were members of the dying patient's f d y . The provision of mis-information by these
individuals about what constitutes appropriate nutritional care in terminal illn&s

fhstrated and angered the palliative care staff in tbis study:

...that really b u m my bu#. You *veworked with thefamily. You 've brought them
to a certain level of understanding where al2 are understanding and th& idiot who
h e m 't know anything about where we 're at, cornes in and offers to do this. Uhm,
probably well meaning. And. fiom his or her viewpoint, its ' like, "Oh my God. rny
patient is going to die. We have to do something. Uhm, but it opens up a whole

can of w o m and we Le got problems again...Like you h o w , we 'vegotten tu a
certain point here...Please don *tme&
Idon 't come into the OR and tell you
you 're using the wong scahel or I would use this stitch imtead. Ah. you don 't
come in and tell us what we 're doing here. ...And we are working as a team.
Don 't come in and rnuck it al1 up. (Health Care Provider Interview #I 1).

Another health a r e provider suggested that just as the lay public are fhquently

misinformed about the nature of palliative care, so too are clinicians who have no

-

palliative care expaience:

It 's simply not hand holding, and wiping the team away and empathy and thut's a
very importantpart of it, but there is such o good science to ir. I think it is a great
m k between science and art...O/en people are quite surprised when t h q consult
you andyou give them ail thU Anowledge and barisfor where you can get the
patient a lot more comfortabIe with all their symptom. Certain&, education of
notjust the public but the medial mainstream should be out there. (Health Cure
Provider Interview #4).
Another source of information for families arose ikom the interactions with other
families who also had a temiinally ill relative receiving aire on the palliative care ward.
Field work supports the fact that f d y members do interact with one anotha in the

clinical setting, discuss and compare care regimens, and make observations about the
types of care diffaent patients on the unit receive. However, the information that family

membem receive in this way, particdarly in relation to what constitutes appropriate
nutritional care, rnay be neitha appropriate nor applicable to their relative. That is, each

patient situation, and the response to that situation by the palliative care team is
individually tailored. This issue is fiirther complicated by the fact that some acute
medical patients who are not "palliative" are also housed on the palliative care unit. Thus
for some family members, the care being receivd by their taminally ill relative may

appear wanting or lacking compared to some of the more "curative" intewentions being
received by others.
Pdiiative care staff identified that farnily members do in fact glean information in
this way and offen make unfavorable comparisons. Staff felt that such situations were

best deait with pro-actively:
Then you get families, because they are watching euch other 's faniilies and thq,
rea& do. It's a huge &sue. They will wutch ali these bags going into someone
else's room and their husband codd be dying and le's gening nothing. TIwy see
an m l lot ofpeople coming there and giving ail these bags and shrfl.. My

husband is Iying here and getting nothing. Thefamilies talk to each 0thW... A lot
of misinformation gefs passed on. [Isoy] you 're right, Pou do see a lot of stuff
going in there andyou might be wondering why be 's getting stuffand notyour
huband (Health Cure Provider Interview #2).
It was alsc evident in reviewing the data that famifies received Uifonnation fiom a

varïety of "non-healthcare professional"sources. Typically these were fnends and

acquaintances of the family. For example, this f d y member indicated that her husband

had received information about complimentary therapies h m his barber, who told him

that the tablets he recommnided were designeci to help the body to "fightcancer"and
prevent fiuther -or

development:

... they had a littie conversation about cancer and she spoke about her brother
hming it and he Lr on various vitaminsfiom the Bay so I spoke with this women
and $300 later with these various things. And he would fake about 10 of these
table&. There would be these enrymes, shark cartilage,...there w m calcium,
garlic. .. (Bereuved Family Member Interview #1O).
Said another family member:

We have afiiend. C., who Lr into refleology and she ured vitamin and minerais
so we said why don 'tyou mk C and so she did. lguess she thought it might
control it [the cancerJ J w to sort of buiid up her own resources so she could
keep up thefight. (gereaved Family Member Interview #B).
A bereaved farnily memba explained that her husband had received nutritional

counseling and direction to take certain supplements in order to prolong his survival.
While she h e w that it wasn't a "regulardoctor"who had initiated this plan of care, she
was not exactly sure just what the person's qualifications were:

TheJirst couple of months they gave hirn herbs and he went on a very strict diet.
No dairyproducts, no butteror meat. Theyput hirn on mostly solads, green S I U I
and the herb.
Q: Who put him on that?

Umm...thatplace on P e m b i ~
Highwqy. Zhey huve an c@ce there. î%q have
herbs the= Zhey're supposrd ro be speciailizd. ...nose herbs won 't cure h b
cancer. but its going to k e p him going longer. Cleuning art the systern, a d I
reallj beiieve in that because they took a scan in December and another scan in
February and there husn 't been any change (Bereuved FarnifyMember Interview
#2).

Finaily, health care providers irnpiicated the influence of the media as an
information source contn'buting to the expectations of family members regarding
particular intementions related to nutritional c m . The influence of ciramatic television
programming deaiing with hospitals and h d t h care (e.g. Chicago Hope and ER) was

implicated by heaith care providers as being paaicuiarly influentid in shaping family

member expectations:
î%ey see it on TY. Tley always get an W.They do thatfor the s t o v (Heath Care
Provider Interview #2).

The information that family members had gleaned as a result of past experience,
either through caring for another relative with cancer or otha illness or their own

hospitalization also appeared to influence the extent to which family members would
fight back as opposed to let nature take its course. The data suggests that past

experiences with previous hospitalizations, particularly where IV thaapy was wd,
influenced expectations around the use of IV therapy in the palliative care setting. For

example this famiy memba credited the IV therapy she received during an acute illness
with swing her Iife, and thus thought it could play a role in the care of h a dying

husband:

1w u in the fntensive Care Unit and 1was connected to al1 those things. An N,
the one that WPI @en to me wos to S a v e my l~ye.It was keeping me
alive...( B e r e d Family Member fntervtkw #5).

in contrat, past experience with puimonary edema made this f d y m e m k wary of her
dying relative receiving too much N fluid:

That one [the patient getting un IYj.I was wommedabout, that one. "Cause ifthey
give you too muchfluid. then you can go into heurtfailure. hsked the doctor and
he said we '11 watch it real close andfor a &y they wutched hirn...Tloy were
watching him- (FamilyMember Interview #I).

Health care providem indicated that issues around N therapy were often raiseci in
temiinal cancer care because the use of nich an intervention is standard practice in acute

care areas. That is, IV's on such uni& are routinely "leftin till the endn. Thus, the

presence of an IV in a dying patient may constitute standard practice in the min& of
some family members. This expectation then gets generalued to the palliative-me

In my experience, it's not an issue on other wards because thephysicians who are
Iooking afer them [the djingj mintain their IV's tilf the end ..it 's a problem with
the physicians stopping the ireatmen& which they don % So the issue doesn 't
happen withfamily members there, because the N's are mnning tilf they die.
(Nealth Cure Provider Intem-ew #3).

Health care providers ais0 speculated that families' past experience with the
more "curativenpart of their relative's cancer trajectory also sensitized them to the
importance of avoiding dehydration:

It [dehydration] is a word they 've heard undprobabiy have heard throughout the
course of the illness with chemoihera~and when you start running into problems
und we don 't want them to get delydrated Su we giw an N: And things llke thut.
They Le been all through thut. (HeaZth Care Provider Interview #3).

Past experience did not always maui that families always petitioned for

interventions, however. For example, while some farnily members reported that their
dying relative had tried complimentary therapies in the past, other family mernbers

reported that experience with deleterious side-effects had made some of them change
their min& about using certain products:

this, it 's
We have a relative who came over one day with sorne teu and said
supposed do be very good It 's supposed to combat the cancer. And this was about
5 yean ago... so she stured d'nking this ta and myfather kept reading the
ingredienîs and kept telling her. "don't have too much There 's no warning on
here but your kidneys ore gonna shut down. "And she recornmended this stuflto a
fiend of hers who alro had the same cancer and she died about three weeh luter
f i o m kidneyfailure. And she tlvew the sîuff out. m a t was it. She never touched
anything else afier that. (Bereuved Family -ber
Interview #o.
Additionally, for family members who were letting nature take its course, the

experience of having cared for another relative or fiiend with advanced cancererhed
taught
them that aggressive nutritional intervention did not aita the outcorne:
Yuu have to let nature [take iis course] ...that 's the way with cancer and 1know
because 1Zost twopeople in myfarnîly and thut's what happened. (Bereaved
Farnily Member Interview #2).

I feel it pis intake] U very poor and I have seen a lot of people p a s mvny and
towards the end theyjust can 't eat ...... (Family Member Interview #9).
Sometimes, more immediate experienca in c-g

for the patient taught family members

about which interventions would work and which wouldn't. For example, this wife

recounted what she had leamed about the efficacy (or lack thereof) of trying ?O give h a
husband fluids using a procedure she had devised using a sponge:
Q: Did you worry that he was thirsîy?

A: Oh yes. m e n I wouidgo and see him I would take a sponge und soak it in
room temperature water and let it drop in his mouth... I was afiaid that he would
chuRe. One drry he did cough quite a lot... then Inever tned thut again- (Bereaved
Family Me&
Inteniau #5).

Past experience also taught f a d y members about what they could do for the
patient in lieu of feeding. This widow indicated that her experience in caring for her
dying sister had taught her that there were other things she could do that were cornforthg

that had nothing to do with food. The behaviors descnied below are very reminiscent of

the behaviors previously detailed that are associatecl with "beingthere".To that end, past
expexience appeared to idorm f d l y memben about what they might do in the course
of "fïndingother ways to care."

...and 1remember my sister telling me, 'Vonlyyou corne in and hold my hand,

instead of my trying to talk. " She said, '"Iwouidfeel better. " So I would hold h b
hand and ifhe wanted to taZk he would talk but notforce him. (Bereoved Famit'y
Member Interview #5).
Health care providers concurred that family members' past experiences had the
potential to shape their responses and expectations to the type of care their relative would

receive. Past expience thus inauenced and shaped the care audit criteria against which

family members evaluated the can provided to the patient:

They 'Il say, "well~when Aunt Marge had an N s h e just reafIy came dong."
Thut's why you really need to Rnow whatpeople 's issues are and what they are
basing their thought~and beiiefs on. (Heoth Cure Provider Interview #9).
One type of experieme that farnily members bring to the palliative care anna that

may Wuence their care expecbtions around food and fluid is that of their cultural
experience. Family-memben and health care providers concumd that culture and the

behaviors related to food rn closely linked. Some culturai groups were charactaized as

being very concerneci about food, and the feeding of the patient:

Yes, thk business offeeding someone. WeIl,I know in the Ubaine culture,food is
very important and 1can see how ourpeople would be very anxi4us and say, "eut
some more. " (Bereaved Famb'y Member Interview #10).
1think about this one man 's fumily. hq>werejiorn a good Gennan/ami&. She
was a good cook that was important to them, a good big meai and to eat was

important to them, that was a big thing with her. Food was a big thingfor this
furnily. In th& case, the culture wasfood (Tlealth Care Provider Interview #2).
This one wornan hud some dzflculty with her husband when he didn 't eut and he
went downlrill. She had a hard tinte. lguess the Italian 's are tnat kind of breed
where you eat and eat and eut. WelI he didn % (UeaIth Care Provider lnteniew

w-

In contrast, food was perceived to figure less prominently in other cultural groupa:
Like the Mennonites. they usefood a dtyerent way. î % ~ h e y don 'tpurh it on the
$ying person. ï k y seem reaIIy good about that...But the Mennonites feed the
stafl We get lots offoodfiom t h . T%eybring homemaàe bread and cheese, und
theyfeed us well and theyfeed each other but they don 't bring it to the-dying
person. (Health Care Provider IntemTYIav
#2).

a Readiness to Let Go
Family rnember readiness to let go of the dying patient emerged in the data as

being an important factor that influenced the extent to which famiy members could let
nature take its course, as opposed to pseudo mender, or fight back. Readiness to let go

refm to the willingness of the family member to begin to detach and disconnect
emotionally nom the dying person. Families who were entrenched in fighting back or

pseudo-surraida behaviors were seen as having particular diffidty in this regard:
It cornes up as an issuefor famili a..for
. the person in tenns of their not being
ready to let go and sometimes they aren 't able to have a dialogw. (2YeaIth Core
Provider Interylerylau
#8).

Thefamily member may be taking it as a persona2 thing, ifyou loved me you
would eat thaf*cause you would wanf to stay with me longer and I'm not readj to
let you go and 1huve heard one lady saying that T m not reuciy to let him go 1
know he 's ready, but I * m not ready and as the time came closer she wasn 't ever
H Care Provider
totally ready but she got to see more of the inevitubiIiw*....(ealth
Interview #7).
Family members who were having difficulty letîhg go were also characterized by

health care providers as feeling particularly helpless and fkightened:
n e i r he&Iessness escalates and thW...
might be moreforcefil or more aggressive
in t e m of: ''Oh. you have to eat. You have to. "And ofin what they 're reflecting
is their own dz,@culty in dealing with letting thiz person go." (Health Care
Provider Interview #9).
A bereaved family memba who had adopted a "letting nature take its course"

approach also speculated that feeüngs of helplessness may affect the behavior of family

members who engaged in more aggressive feeding behaviors :
The one doing theforcing be it the wifeforcing the husband to ea~,
ail be it not
intentionally selfishness. but she might keep it in the back of her mi&, ifthis
person dies, what am Igoing to do? (BereavedFamiiy Member Interview #8).

Family members in this study who were fighting back validated that they
experïenced such feelings at the thought of the loss of theu loved one:

There are so many things that temfjt you. Thrit's the word You are temsedActually, what you try and do is take euch doy and see what happeras. becawe
you cannot think foofar in thefiture. Tliere will corne a time when he can 't eat.
So you just have topush it away. (Eamily Member Interview #IO).

In addition to feelings of helplessness, health care providers aiso speculated that
family members who experienced strained relationships with one another also had
difficulty in letting go. Typically these were families who were described as havhg
longstanding histories of unresolved conflict, and/or whose mernben were esîranged
from one another:

Q:Can you, in your experience anticipate about which families could be more or
less problematic around the area of nutrition and hydration?
A: So called t@sfinctionaif a d i e s who are k i d of reactive. You know, they hate
the guy s' guts andyou 're glod he 's going to die cause he 's a jerk butyou con ';t
rive with thosefeelings ,so therefore you do everythingpossiblefor him. No
maiter that he 's not a decent htrsband or he 's an alcohoiic ciad (Nealth Care
Provider Inteniew #1O).

Ifthere 's been a lot of sbife and conjict in unresolved tssues in the history of that
family. Then it 's a tomadojust waiting. So Imean, that 's very typical (Health
Care Provider Interview #9).
Health care providers also indicated that famiiy membas who lived out of t o m

f h m their dying relative sometimes tended to have more difficuity with care decisions
that reflected a "lettingnature take its course"perspective. In nich cases the desire to

feed was seen as being a way assuaging the guilt the "out of towner" felt about their
absence, and limited contributions to the patient's are:

B e "out of town "person is another scenario. It 's afeeling of guit when you do
evevthing you possibly can. Ofen it 's afamily that 's not very close, and it 's a
way of compensationfor the lac&of closenes mealth Care Provider Interview

#IO).
7l The Svmboiic me an in^ of Food

The meaning f d y members ascribe to food and fluid coostituted an important
intervening factor in this study. It was evident fiom the data that the provision of food

and water carried a variety of symbolic meaaings for these individuals. First, families
identified food and water in partidar, as being critical to patients' SurYival. Therefore,
the idea of not instituiing measuns to provide the patient with life giving sustenance, or

discontinuing such measures if they were in place was inconceivable-evni if such
intmentions were potentially hannnil to the patient:

In manypatienîs, an Nshouldn 't be un option. Uh,you know, the patient h a fur
too muchjluid alrea&. n e r e 'sfluid overioad, their lungs may have excessfluid.
Ah, for us ifs knd ofo no-brainer. But ah...thefamily still see it myou can 't let
go. mis b my "life-hem,sort of. (i%eaZth Care Provider Interview #II).
These syrnbolic meanings explain, in part, family member behavior related to the
targeting of patients of take in increasing amounts o f food and fluid, and of health care

providers to institute measures to support nutrition and hydration. It also explains why

information about the burdens and benefits of a particular intervention is insufficient to
potentiate a change in family member thinking around nutritional can issues.
Second, food and fluid have a communal aspect to them in that they are

fiequently shared and enjoyed with others. To that end, there are social meanings
ascribed to the provision of food and fluid. Al1 patients and family membm indicated
that the ways in which they hed once enjoyed eathg and interacting at meal times had

markedly changed due to the patient's ihess:
Oh yes, I would have to eut in the other room and m a k sure hiF door was closed
because he couldn 't stand the smell. I'd have to grab something quick ... (Ennid)
Mèmber Interview #5).

The importance of the social aspects of eating, and the ways in which they were
affected by terminal iliness was also identified by health care providers. One respondent
descri'bed the loss of social interaction that occm beuiuse of problems with anorexia and

other symptoms as "-g:'

I mean eating is a social phenornena and when we stop eating, that takes you out
of that...thut sociol group. And suddeniy they don 't belong, or they don 't corne to
that. T.y..they can 'tpartake in that. Thcrt 's another, unlinking ifyou will. POU
know, the person ir linRed to thefamily or the curegrgrver
andsuddenly. there are
certain things that unîink them. Pwh themfirrther bock And that's one of the big
things. the unlinking (Health Care ProMder Inteniau #I 1).

Finally, the provision of food and fluid is associated with c m and numiring:
1thinkyou can call iflove in a seILS about obligation and responsibility.
Family ofien show a lot of lovefor theirfamily member who is dying and one of
the must basic tenets of care in everyone 's society, no matter what cultureyou are
fi-orn itsfeeding. TIie basic staple of humun concern. You look ut parents feeding
and nuriuring their
d l the way to the ki& feeding theirparents and looking
*a
them as they get old We can 't let someone starve to death is the bottom line.
(Nealth Care Provider Interview #4).

m e n we deal with operson we want to give them something and in our culture
wefeedpeople. That is the way we show people that we respect them and we are
being sociable and we care..to thefamily member even more so. flealth Care
#2).
pro vider IntemTVIew

This chapter identified the seven intervening conditions identifid in this study
that infiuenced the strategies and behaviors f ~ l i e embraced
s
in the course of doing
what's bat. The ways in which these conditions s

d to either facilitate or constrain

fâmily behavior was describeci. The next chapter will examine the study's findings in
light of existing literature. Limitations of the project will be discussed, and

recommendations for practice and education will be identified. Directions for fuhae
research will also be provided.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction

The purpose of this study was to conhibute to an understanding of the ways in

which family membm of temiinally iil cancer patients balance the means and goals of
nutritional care while meeting their own needs in relation to the provision of such care.
The model that emerged h m the study, that of "doing what's bestn,will now be

discussed in light of the work of other researchers and relevant literature in the field.
Limitations of the study will be discussed. The chapter concludes with a series of
recommendations related to how the emergent model ha0 implications for nursing

practice and education. Suggestions for future research are also provided.
The Mode1 and Müitary Metaphor

A strücing feature of the model is the extent to which many of the key conceptual
categones and associated strategies are imbued with military metaphor. Gordon (cited in

Hobus, 1992) notes that the most important requirement for an effective metaphor is that
it meet the individual at his model of the world. That is, the metaphor presewes the
structure of the individual's problematic situation. Linkages between military language

and cancer have appeared previously in the litmature. For example, in her book nlness as
Meta~hor,Susan Sontag (1979) uses military language in describing the culturd
meanings of cancer. In this excerpt h m hm work, cancer is characterized as the "enemy
invader":
s

Cancer cells do not simply multiply: they are invasive. Cancer cells colonize
the original tumor to far sites in the body, fint setting up tiny outposts....
Treaîment also has a military flavor. Radiotherapy uses the metaphors of aerial
warfare; patients are bombarded with toxic rays. And chemotherapy is chernical
warfare (Sontag, 1979, pp. 62-64).

Famiiy members in this study appeared to understand and respond to the
problematic situation of declining intake in theu tenninally ili relative in t ~ m of
sa

baiîle-complete with tactics and strategies related to both attack and counter attack, to
war and peace. Such a conceptualization is consistent with Wurzbach's (1999)

examination of the ways that metaphor become operationalized in everyday life. That is,
the metaphor of war and its related concepts appeared to structure and reflect what

families perceiveci, and how they acted and related to other people regarding nutritional
care in the face of terminai cancer.

The literature that describes societal attitudes toward cancer, and de& and dying
is helpful in understanding the mode1 that emerged h m this study, and the militar~

metaphors that permeate it. First, despite increased public awareoess of death-related

issues,we remain largely a deaîh dmying culture (Kastenbaum, 1998; Kalish, 1985;
Rando, 1984). Advances in biomedical technology during the latta part of the 20'
century have, as noted by Steinhauser and colleagues (2000), "propelled us to see a

"good" death as one involving the fight against disease. Indeed, burgeoning technology

makes it possible for such just such a strugg1e to occur and sets the stage for dying
individuals to experience what Callahan (1994) has described as a "full-court"

maximum technological effort to keep somebody aiive @. 180).

The appropriatenessof fightingback, even in the face of advanced disease may
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also be communicated to the public in more insidious ways. For example, Kristjanson
(1997) has observed that The Canadian Cancer Society slogan "Cancer Can Be Beatenn
may well communicate a belief that individuals should fight to get weii and that the

"correct" way to die is to continue to stniggie t o w a . a cure" (p. 56). Fighting back
behaviors would thus appear to be sociaily smctioned.

Second,Vachon (1977) noted that cancer in particdar is a disease is associated
with "evil,dirt, pain and death" (p. 269). Parker (1981, cited in Benner and WrubeI)

added that cancer engenders deep fear in society about, "the inevitable decay and
disintegration of the body. The societal "battlewagainst cancer is thus seen as the struggle

to resist acceptance of the inevitability in life of death, decay, and dec~mposition.~
(p. 8).

Cast in these ternis, the decision "not to fight" would appear to be almost an indefensible
one!

Third, because denial is a common response to death and dying in north American
society (Kastenbaum, 1998), it is not unusual to hear that term invoked when patients

and family members behave in ways that seem to disavow lmowledge of a terminal
disease. Not suqrisingly, family members engaged the sub-processes of "fightingbackn

or "pseudo-sumender" were sometimes chantcterized by health Gare providm in this
study as being in "denial". However, use of the term denial in this way warrants closer

examination. From a psychiaûic standpoint, deniai is seen as a primitive defense

mechanism in which an individuai denia the existence of threat (Kastenbaum, 1998).
However, interviews with family members using "fighting backn or pseudo-surrendering
strategies, suggests that these individuals w a e not denying in the psychiatrie sense of the
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term. Rather, it appeared that they were coping with a difficult situation in the most
resourceful way they saw possible. Mormver, farniiy members who were fighting back
and pseudo-surrendering w a e fiequently fearfùl, angry and sad. These responses to the

cancer illness are normal ones. I n d d , it might be argued that it is not the presence but
the absence of such feelings that is apt to suggest that denial is operatîng.

If denial does not adequately capture what is happening with family membm who
are fighting back or pseudo-surrendering, how might we explain what appears to be a

lack of family member understanding or insight into the teminal quality of the patient's
illness? Weisman's (1972) writings about the concept of middle knowledge may be
instructive in this regard. Middle knowledge reflects a state of bot, knowing and not
knowing about the fact that death is near (Weisman, 1972). More specifically, in rniddle

knowledge, "awareness and denying ofien run together, crossing over as one emotion or
perception gains ascendance and blurs another (Wei-

1979, p. 45). This description

appears to provide a particularly cogent explmation for the wanling behaMon seen in
family members who are pseudo-surrendering. T~us,while middle knowledge has

primarily been describeci with specific reference to patients, it would seem, based on the
kdings of this study, that family members experience something similar.

The "letting nature take its course" nib-process of the mode1 stands as the
antithesis to the behaviors associated with the sub-process of "fighting back." The
juxtaposition of these two sub-processes bears a close resanblance to the differences and
tensions between medical interventions that are oriented toward cure as opposd to
comfort care. That is, the objections to "fighting backn articulated by f d y members
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who embraced a "letting nahue take its course" approach are consonant with those of the
hospice and palliative care movement who are concerneci as to the appropnateness of
aggressive curative efforts being foisted upon the terminally iil. Such shifts in orientation
do not come easily, for as Bennahum (1996) observed, the hospice and palliative care
movement has had to"...challenge the prevailing view that death is a failure of medicine
and something to be hidden" (p.8).
Families who were letting nature take its course in relation to nutritional care had
come to question the wisdom of aggressive nutritional intervention, and expressed
concem regarding its potentiai negative impact on the patient's quality of life. Instead,
they demonstrated a shift in focus that was more holistic in its orientation, as opposed to

focusing solely on the management of symptoms related to decreased intake. The

behaviors in which they engaged during the process of letting nature take its course were
not analogous to "giving-up." Indeed, the group of behaviors identifieci in this study
associated with the conceptual category "fhdingother ways to care" challenges
prevailing notions that "thae is nothing left to do," for individuals in the terminal phase
of their disease.

Strategies Idenafied in the Model: Relationship to the Literature
Fightine Back: It's Best to Eat
Family members in this study who were fighting back engaged in a variety of
strategies that had the goal of getting calories into the patient. These included the use of
such strategia as monitoring and gauging intake, begging, coaxing, nagghg and forcefeeding, and manipulating f d . Several of the actions or behavion associated with these
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strategies are consistent with those reporied in the literature.

First, the findings of this study support the kdings of a phaiomenological study
of caregiver perceqtions regarding intake cessation in terminaliy ill cancer patients

(Meares, 1997). That study detailed actions taken by caregivers in order to maintain
andor restore intake patterns of tenninally il1 patients. As was the case in this study,
caregiver behaviors included such things as monitoring the patient's intake, tempting the
patient with favorite foods, offering a wide variety of choices, and adjusting poaion sizes

Meares (1997) also identified the presence of force-fæding behavior in her study. It was
mentioned by only one of her twelve respondents however, and thus categorked by the

author as a contrary case, suggesting that such behavior was rather rare*In contrast, the
fkdings of this study suggest that, while not an everyday occurrence the behavior of
family members force-faading their terminally ill relative was more cornmonplace.
Second, family members who were fighting back engaged in auditing behavior.

This behavior occurred within the context of targeting the health care provider. Auditing
behaviors provided a mechanism whereby family members could evaluate the nutritional
care the patient received and compare it to their perceived ideal. The extent to which
nutritional care fell short resulted in a cascade of M e r activity designed to redress the
shortcomings identified in care provided. Family members in this study identified that
when they made special efforts to be in attendance on the palliative care unit, particularly
at meal times, to compensate for what they perceived to be inadquate nutritional care

efforts on the part of the staff. This behavior is consistent with reports in the literature
that family membm may initiate and maintain a "hospita1vigil", if they perceive that the
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patient is receiving sub-standard care (Welch, 198 1).

That family memben do evaluate care received by the patient has been report4 in
the empirical literature. Knstjanson's (1996) work documents that famiy members of

palliative cancer patients look to health care providers to provide quality care to the
patient. The provision of care that does not meet family expectations or leaves them with

feelings of dissatisfaction and regret about the quality of care the patient received is

reported to be sîressfid for family members. The finding in this study that some family

members found the nutritional care of their dying relative wanting is mublesome, as it
adds to the existing psychological and physiological changes individuals are known to

experience in response to the stress of temiinal iiiness in a family member [Cassileth,
Lusk, Strouse, Milier, Brown, & Cross, 1985; Kristjmson, 1986; Oberst, Thomas, GSS,
& Ward, 1989 Quinn& Herndon, 1986; Vachon, Fredman, Fomo, Rogers, Lyall, and

Freeman, 1977).

Research fiom the field of social psychology, specifically Klinger's IncentiveDisengagement theory (1975) and Wortman and Brehm's integrative mode1 of
psychological reactance (cited in Silver & Wortman, 1980) provide helpful theoretical
cuntexts fiom which to understand "fighting-backnfamiy behaviors desmied in this

study. Accordhg the Klinger's Incentive-Disengaganent theory, (1975) individuah
respond to obstacles or to threatened loss of an important goal(s) or incentives with
increased verve and vigor. When such responses do not facilitate the achievement of the
incentive, individuais become increasingly mgcy and fiustrated. Moreover, behavior

becomes primitive and ofken more aggressive.
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The description of behaviors and reactions associatecl with this part of the

incentive-disengagement cycle is strikingly similar to the behaviors seen in farnily
rnembers who are entrenched in the fighting back mode of doing what's bat. Acts of

force-feeding in particular bear resemblance to the more primitive, aggressive behaviors
identified in the model. Family members respond to patients' decreased intake of fluid

and food and the possible impending death of the patient with considerable vigor.
However, their concnted efforts invariably fail to produce the outcome or goal they

desire, that is getting calories into the patient with the hope of prolonghg the patient's

life. When family member efforts were inisuccessfûl in achieving this goal, family

members reporteci feelings of anga and frustration.
LettinnNature Take its Course: It's Best Not to Eat

The major conceptual category related to lettïng nature take its course was that of

finding other ways to care that did not have food and feeding as th& central focus.
Family members who were letting nature take its course found other ways to care by
participating in the patient's physical care, being there, and protecting.

Feedhg has been characterized in the fiterature as a reciprocal act ( L m 1989).
That is, the symbolic significance of feeding is rooted in the mutuality of giving to eat

and drinlc, and of taking food and watern(Lynn, 1989 p. 87). Thus it may be argued that
when the patient cannot or will not accept the geshire of faeding and watering, some
families experience the act of foediag as "incomplete, useless, and aguably elective"

(L~M,1989, p. 87). That some family members found the act of trying to feed and
hydrate their dyhg relative of minimal import is supported by this research. These
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fâmilies had corne to acknowledge the limitations of such interventions as hydration, and

tube feeding in care of the dying. Howeva, this does not mean, as was demonstrated in

this shidy. that family members saw patients with declining intake as "beyond carel'.
Indeed, the behaviors identifïed in this study associateci with wfindingother ways to care"
are imbued with concem and compassion and are cornmensurate with those of "attendkg,
abiding, not abandoning, and providing safe haven and safe passage", as described by

Lynn (1989, p. 87).

For many family members in this study, finding other ways to care involved
participation in the patient's physical care. Past research has also document& the
importance of family involvement in the care of the patient during the terminal phases of
iliness (Harbeck, 1995; McClement & Degner, 1993; Degner, Gow & Thompson, 1991).
Participation in care, for those who wish to do so, is believed to serve several hctions.
First, it may e o r d family members the opportunity to interact with the patient in highly
satis-g

ways in the remaining time that is left. Second, participation in the patient's

care may help to validate the family members' expertise in this area Family members
fiequently assume the responsibility of caring for patients with advanced disease in the

home prior to admission to the hospital (Oberst, Gass, & Ward, 1989). As such, they
ofien become very knowledgeable about the patient's needs, syrnptoms, and coping

practices (Lobchuk, 1995).
Kristjanson's (l989a; 1989b) work examinhg family satisfaction with palliative

care underscores the importance ofhealth care providers valuing and respecting the
caregiver's knowledge and expertise regarding the patient's care needs. Participation in
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care of the patient therefore provides families with the oppctunity to share their

perceptions and expertise with staff; and work collaborativelywith them. Staff efforts to
involve family members in the patient's care, and to respect family members for their

roles as caregivers would thus appear to be an important activity (Avery. 1996; Welch,
198 1).

An important activity for family mernbm who were, "letting nature take its

course" was that of "beingthere." This is consistent with reports in the literature
suggestïng that some family members have a need to "simply ben with the terminal

cancer patient (Breu & Dracup, 1976; Haggmark, 1990 Lewandowski & Jones, 1988 ).

Herth (1993) suggested that as the patient's physical health deteriorates, family
members' sense of "doingwmay be replaceci with a more general sense of "beingwwith"
their relative. This assertion was borne out in the actions of some family mernbers in this
study. However, as was also evident in this study, the act of being there was by no means
a passive one.

The literahire suggests that "being theren also affords the patient important
opportunities. In their descriptive-exploratory study exarnining the most important
concems identified in a sample of terminally ill cancer patients (n=74), Geisinger and
colleagues (1997) found that 97% of the sample indiatecl that is was very important to
feel appreciated by their family; 95% to Say good bye to the people closest to them; and
94% to be able to express their feelings to theu family (94%). Arguably, it would be
difficult, if not impossible, for terminal patients to accomplish any of these tasks when

f d y caregivers are focused intently on getting the patient to eat.
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Avery's (1996) ethnographie examination of bereaved family members'
perceptions of care during the last 24 hours of the patient's Me identifleci the importance

of "being presentn to family memben. Her informants indicated that being with their
dying relative was motivated by the need to observe care the patient received, and the
need to ensure that the patient did not die alone. Family members also indicated that
being with the patient was part of th& responsibility that was borne out of love, respect,

dedication, and the need to fulfill f d y roles. Moreovet, Avery's (1996) respondents
identified that th& bereavement period would have been more difficult had they not
spent tirne with their dying relative, and/or not witnessed their de&.
There is evidence in the literahue indicating that health care providers, notably
nurses, perceive the importance of enabling the family to "be with the patientn. This

fiading has been consistently documented in descriptive-exploratoryresearch aimed at
delineating expert nuning behaviors in care of the dying. A series of comparative
qualitative studies examining expert models of nursing practice in the care of dying

adults in palliative care units @egner, Gow & Thompson, 1988) intensive care settings
(McClement & Degner, 1993), medical wards (Harbeck, 1995) and in the community
(Helwar, 1995) al1 identified the importance of nurses providing family members with
opportunities to spend time with dying patients, should they wish to do so.

There is also literature to suggest that some terminaliy ill patients wish their
relatives to be present with them during their iUness expexience and at the time of death

(Keizer, 1992; Sykes, Pearson, & Cheil, 1993). A common sentiment in these works is
that some family member-patient dyads perceive that a "good deathnwas characterized,

in part, by the patient being surrounded by loved ones.
Intervening Factors: Relationship to the Literatun
Familv mernber ~ercmtionsof causalitv regard in^ de clin in^ intake and weiaht loss
-

An unexpected finding in this study was that family members who were fighting
back held the terminally ill patient, at least in part, responsible for the difficulties that
they were experiencing with diminished intake and weight loss. niat family members

made such inferences about the causes of the patient's anorexia and cachexia, and
judgernents of responsibility about them is intriguing. To that end, attniution theory may
provide a useful hmework b m which to begin to interpret this finding.
Broadly stated, attribution theory posits that an individual conhnted with a threat
or change in their environment will initiate a causal search in order to understand the
reasons for the occurrence of the threat or change (Kelly, 1972 Weiner, 1995; Wong &
Weiner, 1981). Attributional search is believed to be initiated in order to help the

individual understand, predict, and control the change or threat (Kelley, 1972; Wortman,
1976). Micheala and Wood (1986) noted that the term attniution refen both to: i) the

iaferences that people make about states of being or causes of events; and ii) to whether
or not an individuai possess traits or dispositions to act in certain ways.

In the first phase of an attriiutional process, an individuai faced with a particuiar
outcome detennines what caused that outcome. That is, causality is asmbed to a person
or situation. If it is detennined that there is situation causality, the motivational sequence
stops. Conversely, if there is pason causaiity the sequence continues.At the next phase
of the process, wherein c a d t y is allocated to the person, a determination is made as to
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whether the cause was controllable. The sequence halts in the face of uncontrollable

causality, but proceeds in the face of controllable personai causality. The next phase of
the sequence invo1ves a search for mitigating factors or Circumstances. In the presence of
mitigating circumstances responsibility is not inferred (Weiner, 1995). However, the
absence of mitigating circumstances in conjunction with perceptions of person causality
and controllability, causaiity results in the inférence of responsibility being made.

Though presented in a linear sequence for purposes of clarity, a strict processing
sequence should not be assumed. This is because judgements made initially may later be
found to be incorrect or invalid in the presence of new information about the situation

(Krull, 1993).

The responsibility process just describeci as conceptualized by Weiner (1995).
has application to this study. The responsMity process is initiateci by the events of
declining intake of food and fluid and weight loss. If there is a judgement of personal
causality, that is, if the f e i l y member perceives that the patient is the cause of these
events then an inference of responsibility may be reached and the process continues.
However, if the family member petceives impersonal causaiity, then a judgement of nonresponsibility is rendered and the process stops. In the next step of the responsibility
process, the family member wili make a determination as to whether or not personal
causality was controllable. If the family member perceives that the declinhg intake is

caused by the patient, is intentional and controllable, and there are no circumstances to
rnitigate this, one would hypothesize, bascd on atîribution theory, that family mernbers
then assign responsibility for the difficulties with decreased intake to the patient.
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The literaîure suggests that a person's conception of how two or more causes
combine to produce an effect, that is, th& causai schema, influence the way in which
people make causal attributions (Kelly, 1972). One causal schema, referred to as the
discounting principle appears to have application to this study. The discounting principle
posits that "the role of a given cause in producing a given eEect is discounted if other

plausible causes are also present (Kelly, 1972, p. 8). In this study, farnily mernbers who

were fighting back identified that illness-related factors impinged on the patient's

appetite and subsequent intake. However, they also advanceci the notion of the patient's

personality as a factor operating in this regard. Thus, the mle of disease related factors
was somewhat discounted by family members in producing problems with intake, as

other plausible causes (i.e. patient stubbornness or vindictiveness) were aîso present.

Familv Perce~tionsRenardinn Palliative Care
A troubling finding in this study is the perception on the part of some f d l y

members that "nothingis done" for patients when they are admitted to a palliative care

unit The issue of decreased public awareness regarding the focus and h s t of palliative
care has been reported previously in the palliative care literature (Sellick, Dagsvik, &
Keiiey, 1996). Initial definitions of palliative appeared in the literature in the late 1970's

(Saunders, 1978), and have briskly evolved over the past two decades (Kristjanson,
1997). That notwithstanding, the fact that palliative care constitutes active care and

aggressive management of distresshg symptoms in addition to attending to psychosocial
needs and concerns appears to be foreign to the public (and indeed some health care
providers not working in palliative care).

Information

Information was an important intervening factor in this study that infiuenced
family member behavior regarding the nutritional care of th& dying relative.

Idormation included facts obtained through vigilant su~eillanceof the patient, auditing
of the care delivered on the unit, and through interactions with family members of other
patients. Information was also obtained b m niends, relatives, and acquaintances.

However,it appeared that the primary source of information for palliative care patients
and their families were health care providers on the palliative care unit, and most often
nurses. Through interactions with staff, family members were able to build an
information base on which to interpret situations and make or revise decisions regarding
the patient's care.

The importance of meeting the infoxmation needs of families experiencing a
terminal illness has been well documented in the Literature (Hampe, 1975; Freihofer &

Felton, 1976; Wright & Dyck, 1984). Invin and Meier's (1973) non-experimental study

of the supportive care needs of families in terminal illness (n=20) indicated that families
wanted health care providers "to be honest with me", to provide a clear explanation of
what is being done for the patient and why,to keep famiy membas informed, to show

an interest in answering f d y questions. Families also wanted health care providers to
ensure that their relative was kept cordortable.

Hampe's (1975) qualitative study examining the needs of grieving spouses (n=2a
found that family members had eight areas of specific need. These areas included the

need to: be with, and be helpfid to their dying relative; to be assured that theV dying
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relative was cornfortable; to be inforrned about the patient's condition and evidence of

impending death; and the need for acceptance and support h m health care providers.

the opportunity to ventilate feelings.
Research specifically examining the information needs of family members in
palliative cancer a r e has been conducted by Kristjaason (1983; 1986; 1989a; 1989b).In
a twc-phase study, the researcher first had family members (n=33) identify health care

provider behaviors that were most important to patient and famiIy are. These items were

then sorted by 2 10 families nom tbree diffetent care settkg to identi@ the most salient
indicators of quality care h m a family perspective. Kristjanson found that five of the

seven top-rded famiy care items related to the need for information. Receiving honest,
straight foward information h m health care providers was the was d e d as being the

most important family care need.
Receiving straightforward information did not always result in a change of family
behavior. Even a h some family members in this study had participatecl in ongoing

discussions with health care providers about the causes of the patient's decline, and the
benefits and burdens of particular interventions, behaviors associated with the fighting
back sub-process of doing what's best fiequently continuecl. For example, educating

family members about the distinction between starvation in healthy individuals and the
wasting that is seen in cancer cachexia did not always cause a change in "fightingback"

behavior.
An issue that arose in conjunction with the importance of providing family

members with information was the notion of trust. The presence of trust has been
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identified in the nursing literature as an important foundation h m which to build rapport
and therapeutic relationships with patients and families (Lynn-McHale, & Deatrick,
2000; Benoliel, 1976; 1985; Tomberg, McGrath, & Benoliel, 1984). In situations whae

families had been given information, but felt that they stili lacked complete
understanding, they put their trust in the health care provider to make the best decision

and take the most appropriate course of action for the patient. Health care providers
concurred that trust was an important element in their ability to be able to establish
rapport with families. Moremer, the p e n c e of a laiowledgeable and competent
caregiver who could communiate information about nutritional care to family members

in a confident and caring manner went a long way in securing such trust.
Health care providers not working in palliative care wae implicated in this study
as providing f d y mernbers with information about nutritional care in terminal illness
that was either inaccurate or inappropriate, and thwarting the paimdchg work that
palliative care clinicians had done with f d i e s . a v e n that nurses and physicians

typically receive minimal training in the principles and practice of palliative care during

the course of their basic education, (Degner & Gow, 1988; Hill, 1995; Mennan, Gunn,
& Dickinson, 1991; Van Roenn, Cleeland, Gronin, H a ~ e l d&
, Pandya, 1993) this

finding though troublesome, is not surprising.
Deficits in the management of syrnptoms commonly seen in advanced cancer

patients by individu& without palliative care training is a prevalent problem
(MacDonald, 1998a). There is little likelihood that such education is received by health

care professionals even in pst-graduate trainhg programs. Sloan and cokagues (1997)
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recently examined the competency of residents graduating fiom a UIiiversity general
surgery training program regarding the management of common symptoms seen in

advanced cancer patients. These researchers reported that the majority of physicians in
the study (n=33) inappropriately managed lack of appeîite in anorexic terminally iil

cancer patients by using force feeding. It is little wonder that m e y data fiequently finds
physician education and imowledge in palliative care to be inadequate, and patient
outcornes to be "unacceptable" (MacDonald, 1998b;Von Roenn et al., 1993; MacDonald,

Findlay, Bmera, Dudgeon, & Kramer, 1997; Vainio, 1995).

That famiiies may seek out information about treatment options nom individuais

who might lack formal hedth training has been noted in the literaîure (Neuberger &
Woods, 1995). Regarding this study, s e v d family members reported that they used

complimentary therapies based on the testimony of fiends and neighbors, andfor the

advice of altexnative health care providers. nie complimentary therapies embraced by
patients in this study included the use of various diets, and vitamins, plant extracts, and

immune therapies.

Individuais are believed to seek out such therapies for a variety of reasons. First,
they may be Enistrated with how their illness is being handled (Bennett& Lengacher,
1999; Neuberger & Woods, 1995). Second, they may believe that ordered tnatment is
inadequate in alleviating symptoms (Funiham & Smith,1988). Montbriand and Laing
(1 991) contended that the act of exploring complimentary therapies may afFord

individuals who are h t r a t e d a d o r dissatisfied with more conventionai treatment a
sense of wntrol and p a t e r choie about the direction and emphasis of treatment This

latter assertion is supported by a recent study conducted by Soilner and coiieagues
(2000). Their survey findings of 172 patients unciergoing active cancer trament

suggested that patients who use or are interestecl in complimentary therapies tend to do
more information-seeking and problem-solving, behaviors characteristic of an active
coping style.

Health care providers in this study raiseci several issues regarding the use of
complimentary therapies. First, palliative care staff in this study felt that they had

minimal information about the alternative therapies that patients and famiiies used, and
pointed to the need for evidence-based information about the efficacy of such therapies.
Such evidence was seen as critical in order to be able to differentiate Erauduient treatment

from more effective, worthwhile complimentary moàaiities. This perceived need for
increased education about complimentmy therapies is consistent with findings in other
studies examining health care provida attitudes toward such therapies (Montbriard,
2000; Bourgeault et al., 1999).

Second, staff were worried that the desperation experienced by terminal cancer
patients and their families made them v e y vulnerable to quackery and exploitation. The
literature suggests that these concems are, at least in part, weli founded. "Quacks",that

is, "individuals who promote medical schemes or remedies known to be fdse, or whkh
are unproven" (Neuberger & Woods, 1995, p. 398) have historically promoted their
treatments for their own profit (Martin et al., 1983). Monover, the 1iteratut.e s~gge~ts
that the arnounts of money spent on complimentary thnapies appears to be iacteasing
(Downer et al., 1994; Eisenberg et al., 1994; Fletcher, 1992). It is undentandable that the
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health care providers in this study were particularly cuncerned when they became aware
that family members were required to assume a heavy financial burden in order to pay

for certain treatments. While the d i n t e r v i e w e d for this study accepted the nght of
terminally il1 cancer patients and family members to determine the treatment modalities
that were the most meaningfd for them, they did express the belief that some

compiimentary therapies, in addition to being ineffectuai, were far more costly than
traditional medical treatments.

Family members in this study also received information about care and treatment
options through their interactions with other f d e s on the palliative care unit. A
qualitative study conducted by Harbeck (1995) examining nuning behaviors in care of
the dying on adult medical units also identifid that families o

h developed a support

network with each other in which information is exchanged. There is evidence in the

literature that family members are cornforteci when they are able to share their grief and

concem with others who mderstand their situation ( Kaiienbag & Soderfeldt, 1992).
Ex~erience

One of the important intervening conditions that iduenced family members'
responses to declining intake in their terminally iil relative was that of part experience.

This finding is consistent with the Iiterature examining the attributions of health and
illness behavior, and the origins of hypothesis and beliefs about causes of symptoms.

(Michela & Wood, 1986). That is, individds may associate particular symptoms of an
iUness on the basis of past expaieme with that illness (Skelton & Pennebaker, 1982).

While health care providers may look to experiential imowledge as a basis for
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planning the care of dying patients, they more îypicaily draw upon scientific knowledge

as a basis for such care (Degner & Baton, 1987). In contrast, family members typically
do not have such knowledge and thus draw more on the experiential lcnowtedge they

have acquired. Such experience ofien cornes as a result of lessons leamed in caring for

other family mernbers or fnends with terminal cancer. In this study for example, some
family mernbers reporteci that past expexïence had taught them about the fiitility of

pushing food and fluid in dying penons. M e r family members reported that based on
past experience, they knew that some dying patients just "giveup" when it cornes to
trying to eat, while others fight back and persevere.

FarniIy members' past expexience with their own hunger and thirst, may explain
why some family members tended to project the uncornfortable sensations of hunger and
thirst that they experience ont0 their dying relative. This act in tum fosters the notion that
the patient who is not eating or drinlring is suffering (Miller & Albright, 1989; Taylor,
1995).The n a t d corollary to this is that the patient's symptoms are not being well

managed, hence the need to target the health care provider and petition for additional

interventions.

The importance of managing symptoms in terminally ill patients has been
documented in the literature (McClement, Woodgate, & Degna, 1997; Degner, Gow Br
Thompson, 1988). Meed s e v d authors have identified that family members who
observe and witness a loved one's suffering may vicariously share that suffering
wattenfield, 1984; Gregory & English, 1994; Wilson, Balser, & Nash014 1976).
That some family members in this study perceivecl their dying relative to be suffering
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due to lack of food and fluid is a signincant issue, and underscures the need for family

education and support in this regard.

Regardless ofwhich f o m "doing what's best takesn,it is clear that family
members engage in a process of weighing the burdeas and benefits of what is done, or
not done with respect to intementions related to nutritional care. It was clear h m the
data that an waluation of the burdens and benefits regarding interventions related to

nutrition and hydration were shaped and justifiecl in part by an appeal to ethical principles.
This is consistent with Kemp's (1999) assertion that certain fbndamental ethical principles
are brought into sharp focus whae issues of end-of-Life care are concemeci.

Both family members who were "letting nature take its course" and "fighting

bacïc" advanced the *hical principles of beneficence. and nonmdeficence to support their
respective positions. The principle of beneficence states that care should be provided that
is in the patient's best interest (Kemp, 1999), while the principle of nonmaleficence posits

that such a r e should not harm the patient (Dempsey & Dempsey, 2000). Families who
were 'letting nature take its course" felt that it was in the patients' best interest not to
receive artificial nutrition or hydration, reasoning that such intenrentiom might actualiy be

harmful. Convcrsely, family members who were fighting back reasoned that it was in
patients' best interest to receive nutritional support, and that harm would result if such

intervention did not occur.
Two major differences in the ethical reasoning between families who were

"fighting back" and those "lethg nature take its course" were reveaied in the findings.
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First, it appeared that family members who were letting nature take its coune placcd great
importance on the ethical principle of autonomy. The pMciple of autonomy states that the
patient has a nght to make his own decisions (Kemp, 1999). Thus, when patients indicated
that they did not want to eat or receive any additionai nuûitional support, their decisions

would be respected and their wishes honored.

In contrast, patient wishes, even when clearly stated, did not appear to be as
readily honored by family membm who were fighting back. This was most clearly evident
in the behavior related to forcefeeding. This discrepancy may be due to the second

difference in ethical reasoning between the two extremes of doing what's best. That is,
families who were ''fighting back" tended to evoke the principle of sanctity of iïfe when
explainhg their actions designecl to increase intake. According to the principle of sanctity

of life, life is sacred and should be preserved (Kemp, 1999). This principle appeared to be
of such import that it allowed family mernbers to usurp patient autonomy in o r d a to

obtain a more important outcorne. One type of burden identified in the Arnerican literature
(Zerwekh, 1997) as factoring into the balancing of burdens and benefits that was not
identified in this study, wncerned the financial burden that nutritional care interventions

wodd pose for the family.

The findings fmm this study indicated that health care providers, while weighing
the burdens and benefits of a particular treatment option also factored the social and
emotional impact of theù decision making on the family members of dying patients. That
is, decisions about nutritional care were made and shaped, at least in part, for the sake of

the family. This type ofbehavior has been reported previously in the context of research
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examining life-death decisions in health are, and is refemd to as sentimental order

calculation @egna & Beaton, 1987). Degner and Beaton (1987) defined sentimental
order as "apattern of social and emotionai bctioning that maintains the stability of a
group" (p. 58). Sentimental order calculation thus refas to the act of weighing the nsks

and benefits of différent treatment options in texms of their impact on the sentimental
order of the group (Degner & Beaton, 1987). This was iliustrated most clearly in this

study in the comments heaith care providers made regarding the "quasi-continuance " of
an in situ intravenous line.

The inevitability of health care provider consideration of patient and f d y
attitudes and feelings when making clinical decisions has been underscored by

Mercadante (1995) who asserted that, "it is not possible to avoid the influence of the
patient's and family's values, personal beliefs, and attitudes when making a decision
about withholding or continuing nutritional support (p. 50). Consideration of such factors
is consonant with what Duff (1987) has descriied asWclose-up"
ethics in health are.
"Close-up" ethics refers to acknow1edging the importance of feelings of patients and their

families in addition to an appreciation of more abstract ethical principles. In contras<
distant ethics is describecl as the application of an ethical fiamework on individuals with
minimal consideration of empathy. The health care providers in this study appeared to

understand the wamings of Fainsinger and Gramlich (1997) who cautioned that
palliative a r e clinicians who fail to practice close-up ethics in the course of decision
making regarding nutritional interventions ....."nm the risk of causing-..severe
psychological damage and harQhip to the patient and familyn @. 5 1). From their
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perspective health care providers c o n s i s t d y indicated that it was ethically indefensible
for their unit to have a blanket policy that advocated eitha providing or withholding
artincial hydration or nutrition Ratha. it was important to take each patient situation on

an individual basis, and evaluate the patient on a day to day basis.

The issue of IV hydration of palliative patients requires Mme additional
comment. Health cak providers in this study indicated that decision making regarding
whether or not to hydrate is at best, an inexact science. 'This is due in large measure to
the fact that little is known about the extent to which fluid volume status might cause or

alleviate patient suffering. Viola and associates (1997) conducted a systematic review on
the effects of fluid stahrs and fluid therapy on the dying. The studies meeting the

inclusion criteria for the review ( ~ 6were
) all descriptive, often lacked adequate
description of the sample, andlot assessed only a limiteci range of outcornes relevant to
the issue of hydration in the taminally ili (Viola, Wells, & Peterson, 1997). Given such

limitations, the authors of the review appropriately conclude that, "it is impossible to

draw finn conclusions regarding clinical care" (p. 50). Not surprisingly, there is a lack
of consensus among palliative a r e clinicians regarding the effects of fluid therapy in

palliative populations (Billings, 1985; Dunphy et al., 1995; Finlay Fainsinger Br Bniera,
1994; Roberts, 1997).

The Svmbolic Meaninn of Food
The symbolic nature or meaning of food was identifid as an important
intervening factor in this study. Inde&, the fiding that information alone is insufficient

to evoke a change in f d y behavior suggests that such factors as the symbolic meanings
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family members assign to food and faeding influences their behavior related to
nutritional care. Scanlon (1998) assemi that, "the language of food and water sbirs deep
emotion and is intrinsicaily linked to understandings of caring, compassion, and health"
p. 14 1). To that end, foregoing medically provided nutrition and hydration is

conhoversiai and troubling precisely because of the deep symbolism associated with it
,
Lupton, 1994).
(Chappelle, 1972; ~ e k h g e r 1988;
The importance of the symblic nature of food in relation to providing food and
fiuid both in terminal illness has also been identified in the literature. As such these

writings provide a perspective nom which to understand the family behavior related to

nutritional care in terminal illness. Canon (1986) stresseci that, "the simple act of
offering to allay hunger and to slake the thirst of a dying person is deemed, across tirne

and cultures to be not only nght but goodn(p.85). Beauchamp and Childress (1989)
observe that "...denying food and water to anyone for any m o n seems the antithesis of
expressing care and compassion" (p. 166). Finally,Miles (1987) obswed that 'Lfeeding

has a unique, morally decisive symbolic nature, sipifjing recognition of the humanity of

vulnerable persons"...and is "the perfect symbol of the fact that human life is inescapably
social and communal" (p. 295).

The symbolic nature accorded food identified in the literature is consistent with
those expressed by famüy members in this study. That is, food appeared to carry
biological and motional meanings. From a biological perspective, family members saw
food as providing nuhients essential for life. This perspective underpias f b l y memba

assertions that their temhally ill relative will die without if îhey are net providd with a
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constant source of energy, and provides a rationale and justification to petition health
care providers to intervene in the face of declining intake. From an exnotional

perspective, food symbolized love, caring, and nurturing.
While patients in this study identifid that food served a necessary biological
hction, most did not see it nilfikg that function within the context of theV illness.
This was due in part to the fact that many patients experienced distresshg symptoms

when eaîing. Thus, such things as early satieîy, bloating and nausea when taking in the
very food that families deemed necessary for th& SUtVjval. The majority of patients

interviewed in this study did not speaic of food as providing them with life-giving

sustenance. More often than not, some of the negative consequences of ingesting such

sustenance in their present state of health were evoked. This is consistent with the
assertion made in the literature that food holds diffaent meanings for use wheiha we are

ili or well (Holmes, 1998; Gallagher-Allred, 1988).
Of interest is the finding that some of the family members in this study made a

distinction about the importance of fluid versus food intake when difficulties eating and
diinkùig became particutarly profound. That is, the intake of fluid appegzed to be linked

in the minds of some family members as more important in ensuring Survival. Meares
(1997) reported a similar finding in h a phenomenological study of caregiver

experiences regarding intake cessation in terminal cancer patients. She reported that the

caregivers in her study characteiued food as "relational" and water as "fiuictiondn,
however, no f h h q elahration of these chatacterizations was provided.
Clearly, there are powerfui inextricable links betwem caregiving and feeding-
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Such links are so powerful McInemey (1992) suggested that,to the famiy members of

dying patients, food and fluid are emotional symbols which may override rational
thought. In like mannets Scanlon and Flemming (1989) noted that food "...bas symbolic
meaning that eanscends the physical benefit it provides" (p. 982). The symbolism of

food and fluids in this way helps to explain the resistance of some famüies to changing
their behaviors and provides some insight into why they may engage in behaviors that

lack efficacy andlor have the clear potmtial to harrn patients.
The symbolic nature of food must also be appreciated with respect to its socio-

culturai context. Food and eating symbolize interpersonal acceptance, fiendliness,
sociability, and warmth. Leininger's (1988) work has helped to articulate the symbolic

meanings of food and theu close linkages with cultural beiiefs. However, there is
minimal ernpirical literature examining the influence of culture on family attitudes

toward the provision of f d and fluid to tmninally ill relatives. The work that does
exisf however, demonstrates that food and the provision of nutrition are deeply laden

with culturai meaning (Justice, 1995). and that culture is an important factor in shaping

the responses of individuais regarding nutrition and hydration of the dying.

For example, Musgrave and colleagues (1996) exarnined the attitudes of Isaeli
terminal patients, families and health care providas regarding the use of intravenous

hydration in terminal care. Though the sample sizes are small, the overall attitude toward
N fiuids was reporteci as positive. The prioxity acforded the priaciple of the sanctity of

iife within the Jewish culture is advanced as the reason for t'bis finding*
Justice (1995) conducted euinopphic research in India with an a i .to

examining the issues of sutenance at end-of-life. W e he canceded that loss ofappetite
among dying people is common preceding death, he also argued that cessation among the
dyîng Hindu peoples he observeci was also culturaily mediateù. Specifically, cessation of
eating was associated with a spirituafly good death in that:
Y.. when food has been foresaken, life leaves without a struggle. A stmggle at the
end is a very.bad sign in teof judging the fate of the souL..Not eating and
drinking for some time before death probably results in a lowered chance of
incontinence at the time of death... If there is incontinence at the tirne that the
life's breath leaves the body, it indicates a bad fate....The cultural noms around
which they are making decisions would be seen as aiiowing nature to take its
course (p. 41-42).

The Conseauences
of Doinn What's Best

The overall goal of f d y members, whether they be fighting back, letting
nature take its course, or pseudo-mendering, appeared to be that of reducing the
potential for regret. Not being able to "do what was best" for the patient as perceived by
the family member in terms of nutritional a r e , engendered guilt and distress in famiy
members. The literature conceming bereavement guilt offers some insight to this aspect

of the study's fïndings. While guilt is seen by many theorists as being a common and
normal manifestation of grief (Lindemann, 1944; Bowlby, 1980), guilt that is excessive

in intensiw and duration is believed to be linked to poor bereavement outcornes (Miles
& Demi,1987). Minimal empirical work exists examining the sources of guilt feelings in

the bereaved, and the associated variables iduencing these feelings (Henslin, 1972;

Miles & Demi, 1991). However, Demi and Miles' (1994) conceptuai mode1 of
bereavernent guilt appeats to have application to some of the fïndings in this study.

Family members who were not able to provide or facilitate the nutritional care of
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their relative according to their perceived prefemce indicated that they felt guiIty. This
is similar to what Demi and Miles (1994) labeled as "illness-related guiit". In their

model, illness-related guilt is defïned as perceived failtuein the caregiving role during
the loved one's iliness or at the time of death. Illness-related guilt may be expresseci in

such ways as perceived failure to adequately address symptoms and problems, regret for
agreeing to M e r medicd therapy and thus proionging the loved one's suffaing, and
making medical decisions that have a negative effect of the patient's quality of life.
Demi and Miles (1994) also spoke of "relationship guilt" that tesults fkom a
person's perceived faiiure to live up to self or societal expectations in their overall role

with the dying person. This role may include both affective roles (e.g. giving and
receiving affection) and instrumental roles (providing for numirance and safety).When
family members who feel that feeding is an important part of their role in relationship to
the patient are unable to engage in this activity, they may experience guilt about not

being able to fùlfil the instrumental role of nurturer.
Study Limitations

Smali sample sizes used in qualitative research such as the grounded theory
study presented here often raise concems about the issue of generalizability of the
findings. However, it was not the researcher's intent to generalue, but rather to explore
the range of issues related to nutritionai Gare in the palliative care setting that emerged

fiom the sample of patient, family, and heaith care providers interviewed in this sîudy.
That point notwithstanding, the following limitations are placed upon this study.
First, as is ofken the case in palliative care research sampling family members,
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women were over-represented in this study. The perspectives of men caring for theV
anorexic cachectic mlatives and partuers may well be diffèrent h m those of women
caregivers, and need to be examined. Data fiom this group may provide additional facets
to the preIunùiary model that has emerged fiom this study.

Second, as is oflen the case in palliative care research in genexal, the sample
recruited for this study is w t representative of Canada's cultural diversity. Canada's
changing population and influx of immigrants makes it "a rich tapestry of cultures h m
around the world" (Hall, Stone, & Fiset, 1998, p. 46). However, given that ethnic

minorities are under-represented in this sample, the culturai relevance of the model that
has emerged âom the study is unknown.

Third, the data collected for this shidy was generated nom patients, familes, and
health care providers who were experiencing care in an exemplary palliative care
setting. However, the v a t majority of palliative cancer patients and their family

members are cared for on hospital medical-surgical units that may espouse an ethos that

is different fiom that found on a palliative care unit. Thaefore, the extent to which the
h e w o r k of understandingthat emerged in this study might have utility in other care
contexts is unknown.

Recommendations for Future Research

The findings of the present study suggest the need for M e r nsearch.
1. This study has generated a preliminary model h m which to understand

nutritional care issues dative to the palliative care context In order to assess the
u s e ~ e s of
s the model, this study needs to be replicated with patients, f d e s and
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health care providers in different end stage disease groups (e.g. end stage kidney faiiure
and heart failure), receiving care in a variety of contexts (e.g. medical-surgical units, and
the community).
2. The fhding that f d y rnembers who adopt a "fighting backn approach aiso

tended to hold the terminally il1 individual responsible, at least in part, for their declining
health warrants closer examination. Evidence h m the present study suggests family
members engage in causal search and attribution to understand patient problmis with
nutritional intake. Further research is needed to validate this fhding with an a i .to
examining when in the illness trajectory athfbutions are made, md whether or not causal
attributions co-vary with the stage of disease.
3. The hdings fiom the study suggest that families need to receive information

fiom palliative care clinicians regardhg the causes of decreased appetite and weight Ioss,
the normaicy of such events, and the burdens and benefits of nutritional interventions.
These factors constitute a preliminary List of information needs related to nutritional care.

However, given that a delineation of information needs was not the focus of this study,
that list may be incomplete. Research aimed at identifjing and d e s m i h g the precise
information needs related to nutritional care needed by families is indicated. Such work
could provide the foudation for intervention studies designed to examine the most
effective ways of teaching famüies membas about issues related to nutritional care in the
tenninally ill.
4. Cohen and colieagues (1996) esserted that cultural respomes to death and

dying may take on incTeaSed importance once interventions aimed at cure have failed.
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The findings f h n this study indicate that différent cuitiual groups may have diverse
perceptions about the role of food and nuid in palliative cancer care, thereby
undencoring the importance of c u b e as a mediating influence regarding family

member attitudes toward the provision of food and intravenous fluids to temiinally iii
cancer patients. Future research accessing the perspectives of individuals nom a variety
of cultures regardhg the issue of nutritional care in advance disease is thus warranteci.
5. The findings of this study suggest that physicians and nurses may, on occasion,

hold disparate views regarding what coIlStitutes appropriate nutritional intervention for
dying patients. This may be a fiinction of diffmaces in ethical reasoning. Much of the
extant ethical fiterature regarding nutritional care discusses the way that health care

providers should reason. This is not necessarily analogous to the ways they actuaiiy do

reason. To that end, fiirther research examining the ethical reasoaing of nurses and
physitians in the area of nutritional care of terminal cancer patients might be a
area of inquiry.
6. Findings nom this study suggest that the experience of unintentional weight

loss and altered body image associateci with the cancer-anorexia-cachexiasyndrome
poses a significant psychological stressor for some teminal cancer patients. While it is
acknowledged in the litmature that cancer and AIDS-induced cachexia has considerable
impact on the patient's body image (Bniaa & Fainsinger, 1995; Hopwood, 1992), and

has implications for the ways in which social encounters are managed (Price, 2OOO) littie
is actually known about this expnicnce h m the patient's perspective. It will not be
possible to eradicate the underlying cause of the cachexia in this patient population.
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However, descriptive exploratory work with cachectic cancer patients may provide
insights and direction regarding a potentiaiiy useful psychotherapeutic intervention aimed

at helping to alleviate the distress associated with changing body image secondary to

cancer cachexia.
Recommendations for Practice & Educatïon

The findings fkm this study have implications for practicing clinicians and
educators.
1. First, this study underscores the importance of responding to farnily anger

around what they may perceive to be as a lack of caring and compassion on the part of

health care providers when aggressive nutritional intewentions are not imp1ernented. This
is a critical first step if the underlying issues fbeling behavior related to force-feeding and

targeting of the health a r e provida are to be adequately addressed. Students and

practicing clhicians need to be taught the importance of engaging in empathic
communication with family rnembers in this regard.
2. Secondly, not al1 family members may be aware that anorexia-cachexia are

manifestations of end stage disease, and that intake cessation in the last days of life are a
normal and expected event. The importance of teaching f d y mernbers about what to

expect, however obvious to cLinicians, cannot be understated.
3. Third, health uue providers need to explore with f d y members theV

perceptions of c a d t y related to the patient's nutritional diffidties. This may uncover
attributions related to blaming the patient, and provide an inroad âom which to begin to
conect misinformation, and engage in collaborative goal setting regarding the patient's
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care.
4. Fourth, it was clear fiom heaith care providers that interacting with families

regarding the issue of nunitional care in the palliative care setting is a complex and
motive issue. The perceived importance of collegial support in dealing with this issue

was a recment theme in interviews with heaith care providers. There is clearly a need

for both forma1 and Uiformal ways in which members of the health care team can debnef
with one another regarding the ways in which the patient's plan of care is crafted and
implemented.

5. Fifth, it is evident that palliative care has an image problem! ! Cliniciam need
to be aware that families may harbor concerns that nothing will be done for their dying

relative once they are admitteci to the palliative care unit, and that such concems may, at
l e s t in part. be driving nquests for nutritional intervention. This findimg also under-

scores the need to educate both famiy members and the public regarding the goals and
aims of palliative care.
6. Palliative care is &equently delivered not on units with dedicated palliative

care beds, but on acute medical-surgical units. The findings fiom this study indicate that
family members make cornparisons between the amount and type of intervmtion their
relative receives in cornparison to other patients on the same unit. Clinicians workiig on
mixed units, that is uits housing both palliative and non-palliative patients need to take

special oue to explain these apparent "discrepancies"to families.
7. Seventh, the findings of the study stress the importance of clinicians,

particularly nurses, talcing the time and effort to mode1 care behaviors that family
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stance to a letting n a m take its course positioa
8. Health care providers worlang in palliative care identified a lack of howledge

regarding the principles, goals, and aims of palliative aire on the part of many of their
colleagues working in other specïalities. This points to the need for palliative care
education for medical and nwsuig coUeagues who do not work on uni& with dedicated
palliative care beds, but who nevertheless may be charged with the responsibility of
providing care to teminally il1 individuals. Idealiy, such education should be part of basic

undergraduate education.
9. Finaliy, certain f d y characteristics were postulated in this study as being

influential in shaping family mernber responses regarding "doing what's best. This
suggests that health care providers caref'ully assess family interaction patterns and

characteristics with an aim to identifjing potential stresses in these interactions.

Conclusion

This work has remlted in the generation of a preliminary model related to the
ways in which family members of palliative cancer patients manage the means and goals

of nutritional care, while meeting their own needs related to the provision of this care.
The involvement of key stakeholders (Le. patients, families, and health care providers) in
the generation of data fiom which the model emerged has f o r 4 the basis for the
development of a substantive theoreticai model related to nutritional Gare in the palliative
care setting. The delineation of this model provides the foundation from which friture
description and testing of relationships among variables related to this issue might take
place, and an empirical stance fiom which to consider intervention studies to alleviate
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description and testing of relationships among variables related to this issue might take
place, and an empirical stance firom which to consider intervention shidies to alleviate

sources of conflict re1ated to differeaces in perceptions between patients, families, and
health care providers about the role of nuîritional intervention in palliative cancer care.
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REQUEST TO RELEASE PATIENT NAME TO RESEARCHER

UObe used by Clinid Resource Nurse of the Palliative Care Unit)
Susan McClement is a nurse and a doctoral student at the University ofManitoba.
She is doing a study ta leam about the nutritional care people with cancer receive in the
hospital. Any information you might choose to share with the researcher is confidentid.
Whether or not you decide to participate in the study will in no way affect the a r e you

receive on the palliative Care Unit.

Susan would Wre to talk to you to tell you more about the study and invite you to
participate. Wouid it be alright with you if 1gave her your name so she can corne and
talk to you directiy and explain the stuây.
(If agreeable, the name of the patient is given to the tesearcher and the Clinicat
Resource Nurse thanks the individual. If the patient deches, the nurse th& the patient
for their time).

PATIENT CONSENT FORM
Nutritionaï Care in Advanceà Cancer: The Experknce of Patients, Fadies,
and Heaith Care Providers
agree to participate in the above titied
research project The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the expaiences
of patients, f d e s and health care providers regarding the nutritional care of cancer
patients in the advanced phases of iUness. The study is being conducted by Susan
McClement, a doctoral student
the University of Manitoba The study has been
approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees of the University of Manitoba, and St
Boniface General Hospital.
1

I understand that my signature below indicates only that 1agree to participate in
the study and aiiow the investigator access to my chart to gather information about the
care 1 am receiving. 1ais0 understand that my involvement in the study wiii include
participating in an interview with the researcher whiîe 1am in hospital. The interview
will take approximately 1 hour. My participation is voluntary and I may withdraw h m
the study at any time by sirnply telling the researcher. If i feel tired and wish to stop the
interview, or prefer to continue at a diffmnt tirne, that is fine. My decision to participate
or not participate in the study will in no way affect the care 1receive on the unit.
The information 1 provide wili be confidentid. My name will not be used in any
reports about the study and only a report of grouped information wiii be provided to the
hospital. Results fbm the study may be published.
Answering some questions may arouse sad feelings about my illness. Otherwise,

there are no known risks involved in participating in the study. The study offers no direct
benefits to me. However,the d t s may be helpfd to heakh care professionals (iike
nurses and doctors) caring for cancer patients and their families by giviag them
information about how to improve the care they give.
1understand that 1can receive m e r s to any questions about the study at any
tirne. 1understand that Susan can be reacheà at 235-3480 if 1have further questions
about the study. Susan's research advisor is Dr. Lesley Degner (235-3483) in the Faculty
of Nursing at the University of Manitoba.

1agree to participate in this project.

Your signature

Date

Intewiewer

Date

REQUEST TO RELEASE FAMILY MEMBER NAME TO RESEARCaER
(To be used by the Clinical Resource Nurse of the Palliative Care Unit)
Susan McClement is a nurse and a doctoral student at the University of Manitoba.
She is doing a study to leam about the nutritional care people with cancer receive in the
hospital. Any information you might choose to &are with the researcher is confidentid.
Whether or not you decide to participate in the study wül in no way a f k t the care your
f d y member will receive on the palliative care unit.

Susan would like to t a k to you to tell you more about the study and invite you to
participate. Would it be alright with you if 1gave h a your name and/or phone number so
she can corne and t a k to you on the unit or telephone you directly to explain the study?
(If ageeable, the name of the family member is given to the researcher and the
Clinical Resource Nurse th&
the individual. If the family mernber deches, the nurse
th& the person for their tirne).

APPENDIX D
CONSENT FORM FOR FAMILY MEMBERS

Nutritionaï Care in Advanced Cancer: Experiences of Patients, Families, and
Hedth Care Providers
1
agree to participate in the above titled
research project. The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the experîences
of patients, familes and health care providers regarding the nuiritional care of cancer
patients in the advanced phases of illness. The study is being conducted by Susan
McClement, a doctoral student h m the University of Manitoba. The study has been
approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees of the University of Manitoba, and St.
Boniface General Hospital.
1 understand that my participation involves participating in an interview with the
researcher and will take approximateIy 1 to 1 !4 hours. The researcher will ask me
questions about my experiences with nutritional support in the care of my family memba
who is a patient on the palliative care unit The inteniew wiil be tape-recorded to d o w
the researcher to listen carefully to me. The tapes will by typed out later by tïie
researcher. Names mentioned on the tapes will be replaced by pretend names so that the
typed information wiU be confidential. Only a report of group information wili be
provided to the hospital. Results of the study may be published.

The interview will occur in a place convenient to me and the researcher, such as
my home. My participation is voluntary md I may withdraw fiom the study at any tirne
by simply telling the researcher. If I feel tired and wish to stop the interview, or would
prefer to continue at a different t h e , that is fine. My decision to participate, or not
participate in the study wili in no way affect the care my famiy member receives.
Answering some questions may arouse sad feelings about m y family member's
illness. Otherwise, there are no lmown risks involved in participating in the study. The
study offers no direct benefits to me. However, the results may be helpful to health c a n
professionals caring for cancer patients and their families by giving them information
about how to improve the are they give.
1can receive answers to questions about the study at any tirne. 1understand that
Susan can be called at 235-3480, if 1have any fiirther questions about the study. Ha

research advisor is Dr. Lesley Degner, Faculty of Nwsing, University of Manitoba (2353482).

1 agree to participate in this project.

Your signature

Date

Intemimer

Date

1 wouïd like a summary report of the findings: (Please check one)

y=-

No-

Please mail a sumrnary of the report 5dings to:
Name:
Address:

Postal Code:

APPENDIX E
REQUEST TO RELEASE BEREAVED FAMILY MEMBER NAME TO
RESEARCHER
u o be used by the Clinical Nurse Specialist of the Palliative Care Unit)

Susan McClement is a nurse and a doctoral student at the University of Manitoba.
She is doing a study 10 leam about the nutritional care people with cancer receive in the
hospital h m the perspective of family members who have experience with this topic.
Any information you might choose to &are with the researcher is confidential. You are
in no way obliged to participate in the stuây.
Susan would like to talk to you to tell you more about the study and invite you to
participate. Would it be alright with you if 1gave her your name and phone number so
she can telephone you duectly and explai.the study?

(If agreeable, the name of the bereaved family manber is given to the researcher
and the Clinical Nurse Specialist thanks the pason for theV tirne).

CONSENT FORM FOR BEREAVED FAMILY MEMBERS
Nutritionai Care in Advanced Cancer: Esperiences of Patients, Famüies, and
Hedth Care Providers
1

agree to participate in the above titled
research project. The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the experiences
of patients, famüies and health care providers regarding the nutritional care of cancer
patients in the advanced phases of illness. The study is being fonducted by Susan
McClement, a doctoral student h m the University of Manitoba The study has been
approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees of the University of Manitoba, and St.
Boniface Genetal Hospital.
1understand that my participation involves participating in an intaview with the
researcher and will take approximately 1 to 1 % hours. The researcher wiU a& me
questions about my experiences with nutritional support in the care of my family member

who was a patient on the palliative w e unit. The i n t e ~ e w
will be tape-recorded to
allow the researcher to l i s t a carefbliy to me. The tapes wiU by typed out later by the
researcher. Names mentioned on the tapes will be replaced by pretend names so tbat the
typed information will be confidential. Only a report ofgmup infiormation wiil be
provided to the hospitai. R e d t s of the study may be published.

The interview will occur in a place convenient to me and the researcher, such as
my home. My participation is voluntaty and 1may withdraw fiom the study at any time
by simply telling the researcher. If 1feel tired and wish to stop the interview, or would
prefer to continue at a different tirne, that is fine.
Answering some questions may arouse sad feelings as 1think back about m y
family member's illness. Otherwise, there are no known risks involved in participating in
the study.The study offers no direct benefits to me. However, the results may be helpful
to health care professionals caring for cancer patients and their families by giving them
information about how to improve the care they give.
1can receive answers to questions about the study at any tirne. 1understand that
Susan can be d e d at 235-3484 if 1have any finther questions about the study. Her
research advisor is Dr. Lesley Degner, Faculty ofNursing, University of Manitoba (235-

3482).

1 agree to participate in this project-

Your signature

Date

Interviewer

Date

........................

. .œ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...œ
.... .. .. .. .....œ.... ..œœ. . . . . . . . . . . . * . * . e . . . * . e . * . * . * . . . * . . . . .m.*.. . * *

1wouid iike a summary report of the findings: (Please check one)

Yes

No-

Please maii 8 summary of the report findings to:
Name:
Address:

Postal Code:

APPENDIX G
DISCLAIMER FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

You are being asked to voluntarily participate in a study mtitIed, "Nutritional
Care in Advmced Cancer: The Experiences of Patients, Families, and Health Care
Providers."

The purpose ofthe study is to leam about the expeiiences of patients, familes,
and health care providers regarding the nutritional care of advanced cancer patients. The
study is the focus of my dissertation and is part of my graduate work in the
Interdisciplinary Doctoral Program at the University of Manitoba My supervisor is Dr.
Lesley Degner, Professor, Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba The study
has been approved by the Ethical Review Cornmittees of the Faculty of Nursing,
University of Manitoba, and St. Boniface GeneraI Hospital.

Your participation in the study would mean that 1wouid be observing you while
you participate in interdisciplinary rounds and/or death reviews. I may also ask you
questions during or afkr the observation period. Observations and questions would relate
to issues conceming nutritional care in advauced cancer patients. Ali obsewations would
be as unobtrusive as possible and would not interfere with your activities. Also, if a
situation arises wherein you would prefa 1not record what you are saying or doing, 1
wiii respect your request. By allowing me to observe you and responding to my
questions, you are consenthg to participate in the study.
The decision to participate is entirely your own. If you do not wish to participate,
it will not affect your employment status with the hospital. It is not expected that the
study wiîi proàuce any direct benefits to the staffwho participate. However, the study
may produce some valuable information that will help health car providers in the fiiîure
understand issues related to nutritional care in advmced cancer.

Al1 information coiiected is for the purposes of my dissertation, and in no way
constitutes an evaluation of your work performance. The results may be published in the
future. In both instances, you identity would not be revealed to anyone. Observation and
interview data wiii be identifid by code number only.

If you have any questions about the study, you me contact me at 475-M87. Dr.
Degner can be contacted at 235-3480.
Thank you very much for your consideration of this project.

APPENDIX H
CONSENT FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
As a health a r e provider working on a palliative care unit, you are behg invited
to participate in the above titled research project The purpose of the study is to leam

about the experiences of patients, ffamies, and health care providers regarding the
nutritional care of advanced cancer patients. The shdy is being conducteciby Susan
McClement, a nurse q d doctoral student at the University of Manitoba.
You will be asked to participate in an interview lasting approximately one hour.
The researcher will ask you some questions about your thoughts and expriences
concemllig the role of food and fluid in terrnïnal cancer care. The interview will be taperecorded to allow the researcha to listen carefidly to you. The tapes will be typed out
later by the researcha. Names mentioned on the tape will be replaced by fictional names.

The intenriew will occur at a place convenient to you and the research nurse, such
as your own home. The interview may be stopped at any tirne if you choose. 'Ihc
researcher may maice a few briehotes during the interview. You wiiî also be asked to fïii
out a short questionnaire about yourself (e.g. age, years of experience in palliative me).
This form should take less than 5 minutes to complete. Consent fomrs, tapes, and
questionnaires will be kept separately in locked fïiing cabinets in the researcher's' office.
The Somation collected âom you during the interview will be kept
confidentid. Findings fiom the study may be published. Reports of the study will not
include names, and oniy grouped information will be used.

The study poses no known nsks to you. However, some individuals may
experience a stirring of emotion as they discuss theu experiences dealing with patient.

and families for w b m issues of food and fluid were partidarly troublaorne. The study
offen no direct benefits to you. However, people who participate in these types of
interviews o h Say they feel a littîe better f i e r the interview because of the chance to
share their views about challenging clinicai situations.
YOUare welcome to receive answers to any questions about the study any t h e ,
by calling Swan at 235-3480. If you wish to contact rny advisor for the study, Dr. Lesley
Degner, Professor in the Faculty of Nursing at the University of Manitoba, please cal1
235-3482.

1 agree to participate in this project.

Your signature

Date

Interviewer

Date

1would Iüce a summary report of the findings: @@leme
check one)

No-

Yes

Please mail a sammary of the report Bndiiig~
-

-

Address:
Postal Code:

--

-

PATIENT INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. Tell me abcut your illness, and how it affeded your appetite andlor ability to aat w h = ~

were at home.

4

--

probe-->concerned over loss of appetite? What did this signify? Reactions of patient? Of
family?

probe-->who made decisions about how much and what you ate at home? Areas of
disagreement about this with farnily members?
probe-, family rnembers concerned when yau don't eat or drink as much as they think you

should?
2. Tell me how your appetite has been since you have been in hospital.

probe--zconcerned about appetitenevel of intake?
probe-->concerned if doesn't eat but drfnks?
probe-->feel hungry or thirsty? What helps?

probe-staff talk to you about effect of illness on appetite? Encourage you to eat or drink?
probe-->Patient response to discussionlencouragernent. or Jack thereof?
probe--> Role patient wants to play in deciding about what to eat and drink in hospital?

- FAMILY INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. Tell me about (insert patient's name) illness, and how it has affected hisiher appetite
and/or ability to eat while at home.

probe--> what cancerns family member the most when patient doesn't eat or drink as much
as they think he/she should?
probe--> actions taken by family with regard to patient's nutritional intake?
probe--> reaction of patient to farnily actions taken regarding nutdtional intake?
2. Tell

me how (insert patient's name) appetite has been while in hospital.

probe--> actions taken by family with regard to nutritional intake when patient is in hospital
(Le. initiate discussions with staff; bring in food from home)

probe--> desire to be involved in decision-making about nutritional care of patient?

probe--> actions taken by staff in regard to nutritional care of patient (Le.talk to patient and
family about nutritional care? special type of diet ordered?)
probe--zfamily perceptions of actions taken by staff in regard to nutritional car8 of the patient
probe---> concerned patient will feel hunger or thirst?
probe--> more concerned if patient doesn't eat but drinks?
4. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your family member's illness as it

relates to nutrition that we haven't talked about yet?

"If more than one farnily rnernber per patient is identified, andlor if additional family
members apart from the one identified by the patient are interested in participating in the
study. multiple family rnernbers will be recniited. In the event that more than one family
member would like to participate in the study, family rnembers will be given a choice about
whether they prefer an individual or group interview with the other family member. For those
who opt for a joint interview, they will also be given an opportunity for individual follow-up
tirne with the researcher in the event that there are additional perspectives that they might
wish to share privately. This will apply to bereaved families as well.

BEREAVED FAMILY MEMBER INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. TeIl

me about your family rnember's illness, and how it affected himer appetite and/or

ability to eat when they were at home, prior to going to the hospital.
probe--> actions taken by family with regard to patient's nutritional intake

probe--> reaction of patient to farnily actions taken regarding nutritional intake
2. Tell me how your family member's appetite was while they were in the hospital before they
passed away.

probe--> actions taken by farnily with regard to nutritional intake when patient is in hospital

probe--> actions taken by staff in regard to nutrition

probe--> perceptions of farnily to actions taken by staff in regard to nutrition
3. What concerned you the most when your farnily mernber didn't eat or drink as much as

you thought they shauld?
probe---> concerned patient feP hunger or thirst?
probe--> more concerned if patient didnP eat but drank?
4. Based on your experience. what would you tell other families who are concerned about
the fact that their farnily member with cancer isn't eating or drinking as much as they would
like them to?

5. Based on your expatience, what things did hospital staff Say or do that were helpful to you
when you were wonied that your farnily member wasn't eating or drinking as much as you
would have liked them to? What things were not helpful?
--> help from sources other than staff (i.e. other families on ?CU)

4. 1s there anything else you would like to tell me about your family rnember's illness as it
relates to nutrition that we haven't talked about yet?

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER INTERVIEW GUIDE
1. From your experienco in palliative care. what

type of nutritional care do you think is
appropriate for advancec cancer patients in the terminal phases of illness?
probe-->what guides ycur decision-rnaking about nutritional care in terminal illness? (Le.
National Guidelines? Risk-benefit?Wafd Policy? Research literature?)

probe--> do you believe patients and family members share this perspective? If not. how do
their perspectives differ? -What underlies their point of view about nutritional care?
probe--> in your experience, how much do you think patients want to be involved in making
decisions about their nutritional a r e ? Families?

probe-->are patientsifamilies included in decisions about nutritional care? How?

2. What do you think concoms families the most when their terminaliy il1relative doesn't eat
or dnnk as much as family memben think they should?
probe---> families concerned patient feit hunger or thint?

probe--> families more concemed ifpatient didn't eat but drank?
probe-->do you see artificial hydration (i.e. intravenous fluids or hypodermoclysis) playing a
role in the nutritional care of advanced cancer patients? Do you think patients and families
see it as such?

3.-Please tell me about a case in which nutritional &ire issues were particularly challenging.
probe-->what made it challenging? Cornmon features of a challenging case?
probe-sactions taken? What woiks? What doesn't? How to avoid pitfalls?
probe-->issue of patient abandonment if artificially provided food and fluid not offered? F e d
compelled to use available technology?
probe--> concerned patient hungry or thirsty if artificially provided food and fluid not offefed

APPENDIX i!f

ID#

PATIENT DEMOGRAPHIC FORM
1. Marital status: Married

Never rnanied
Widowed

Divorced
2. Age:

3. Gender:

SI-65years

18-30yeafs
3 1-50 yean

male

Common-faw

-

over 65 years
female

4. Education:

grade 8 or less
some college
some high school
college degree
high school diplorna
graduate degree

5. Occupation:

clerical
retired
professional

-

h~mernaker
retail
management

6. Family
Incorne:

7.Ethnic
Background:

8. Religion:

European
Bdtish lsles
French
Catholic
ûther

Aboriginal peoples
Asian
Other

-Protestant
None

9. Patient's Diagnosis (Primary)
1O. Stage of Disease:

c. Kristjanson, 1 992

111

-

IV

-

Jewish

labourer
other

IN-PATIENT FAMILY MEMBER DEMOGRAPHIC FORM
1. Marital status: Married
Divorced

Never married
Widowed

2. Age:

18-30 years
31-50 years

51-65 years
over 65 years

3. Gender:

male

4. Relationship:
to patient:

spouse
sibling

5. Education:

grade 8 or less
some high school
high school diploma

5. Occupation:

dericallabourer
retail

6. Family
Income:

below $10,00O/year
$1 1,000-$20,00O/year
$21,000-$30,00O/year
$31,000-$40,00O/year
$41,000-$50,0OO/year
$5 1,000-$6O,OOO/year
$61,000-$71,00O/year
over S70.000/year

son

daughter
(specify)

other

-

-

some collage
college degree
graduate degree

-

retired

homemaker
management
other
professional

-

7. Ethnic Background:

European
British lsles
French

8. Religion:

Catholic
Other

c. Kristjanson. 1992

Commomlaw

Ahriginai peoples
Asian
Other

-Protestant

-

None

Jewish

FORM
1. Marital status: Married

Never mamed
Widowed

D ivorced
2. Age:

18-30years
31 -50 yeas

3. Gendec

male

4. Relationship

to patient:
5. Education:

51-65yews
over 65 vears

female
S ~ O U S ~

sibiing ,

son
0thw

daughter
(specify)

grade 8 or less
some college
some high school
college degree
high school diplorna
graduate degree

-

6. Occupation:

7. Family
Incorne:

- management
retired

clerical
labourer
retail

homemaker
other
professional

-

-

below $10,00O/year
$1 1,000-$20,00O/year
$21,000-$30,00O/year
$3 1,000-$40,OOO/year
- $41,000-$50,00O/year
$51,000-$60,00O/year
$6 1,000-$71,00O/year
over 870,0001year

-

8. Ethnic Background:

European
British Mes
French

Aboriginal peoples
Asian
Other

9. Religion:

Catholic
Other

Protestant
None

10. Patient's diagnosis (primary):
11. Length of time since patient's death:'
'Information to be collected from Liaison Nurse on PCU

Jewish

237

APPENDIX P

iO#

HEALTH CAR€ PROVIDER DEMOGRAPHIC FORM
1. Marital status: Married

Divorced

2. Age:

18-30 years
31-50 years

3. Gender:

male

4. Education:

Never rnamed
Widowed

Comrnon-law

51-65 yean
over 65 years

femafe
grade 8 or less
some high school
high school dipfoma

soma college
college degree
graduate degree

5. Position on Palliative Care Unit

registered nurse-

chaplain

-

unit assistant

social worker

physiotherapist

occupational therapist

physician

other

7. Ethnic Background:

European
British M e s
French

Aboriginal peoples
Asian
ûther
(specify)

8. Religion:

Catholic
Othef

(specify)

6.Years of expetience
working in palliative care

Protestant
None

-

Jewish
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